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ÀBSTRÀCT

For farming to continue new farmers should enter regularly. General-

Iy this has been accomplished. However, these new farmers are meeting

increased business risk which effectively is erecting barriers to entry.

New entrants do not all face the same magni.tude of barriers to entry.

it is generally believed farm family assistance is instrumental in the

establishment of new farmers. The use of internal sources of financing

in its many forms may be an increasingly i.mportant means for new ent-

rants to begin farming.

To study this, a survey was conducted from May 1984 to september

1984. This survey contacted 396 new farmers. The identity of these new

farmers was deri.ed by using two sources. First, provincial agricultural

representatives were contacted. They provided 204 names of recent ent-

rants inio farming. secondly, the Diploma crass lists for lhe years

1982, 1983 and 1984 were utilized. This yielded (after elimination of

some for certain reasons) 140 Diploma graduates as possible respondents.

The project was divided into two parts. in part one, the survey

dealt with more general issues and was the foundation for part two. The

purpose of part one was to establish parameters for the population.

Five areas were considered: 1 ) demographic characteristics of the popu-

lations, 2) financial assistance from the family, 3) credit sources, 4)

limitations that are apparent in lhe system, and 5) satisfaction and

difficulties experienced by the survey populations.

¡



Part two used a second survey conducted on a sample of those who

agreed to be intervieweci. l'lore speciiic and de¡aileo financiai informa-

tion was gathered. This rvas done to derive a more comprehensive picture

of the sample population. Questions pertaining to the size and type of

farm, the debt load, the assets, the financiat stability and family as-

sistance were asked.

From the population contacted, 204 replies were received. It was ap-

parent most were young and had started farming in the past four years.

However, because a large number of respondents stated they began farming

before 1980, it was decided to compare the differences between pre-1980

and post-1980 entrants.

Two observations about family assitance can be stated: 1) the family

does not provide direct assistance ie. loans, and 2) the family provides

indirect assistance eg. equipment for Labour. Thus, assistance vras

found to be important but not for direct loan assistance.

The second area considered was the hardship this assistance imposes

on the fanrily. Family assistance does not appear to place hardship on

the farm families. The third area of interest was satisfaction with fi-
nancial inslitutions. The financial institutions, both public and pri-
vate fail to provide adequate credit programs regarded as necessary by

the sampled oopulations. It was felt public institutions faiJ. to pro-

vide adequate long term crediL. Secondl-y, pÍivate institutions barely

provide adequate short and intermediate term credit.

The use of off-farm empJ.oyment seems to be an important source of ad-

ditional income. It rvas found this off-farm income provides lhe new



entrant with cash to pay for essential fami)-y living. In some instanc-

ês, it was used ro purchase luxuries.

Thus family assistance was determed to be an instrumental factor in
the establishment of an entrant. Consequenlly, family assistance may be

the most economically viable nethod of entry for new farmers.

- tll -
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Developments in agricul-ture during the past few years have resulted

in hardship for existing farmers and difficulties for entering farmers.

"In recent years farming has advanced from the point of being a method

of living only, to the place where it is, in addition, a place of busi-

ness."r Farmers require capiLal to enter, and to operate an enterprise.

"À relativej-y large amount of capital is required to establish and oper-

aLe a farm business and, ...t there is always the risk of ross."2 The

preceding quotes are by Hare forty years ago. Evidently currently per-

ceived problems are not nerv. However, during this most recent downturn

of the agricultural economy, farmers are again being told that the oper-

ation cannot be thought of as just a farm but rather as a business. Ex-

isting farmers are aþ¡are of this but often believe',the way of life" is

more important than the business aspect of farming. If Hare believed a

relatively large anount of capital is required lo establish a farm, then

the same must be even nore true today.

A generation ago, most who wished to

so. The procedure to become established

bourer, and thereby save enough money to

time, then the purchase of land may have

fa.rm eventually were able to do

was to work as a hired farm l_a-

rent land. Àfter a period of

been possible. Anolher alter-

H.R.Hare, Farm Business Management, The Ryerson press, Toronto,
p.305

IBID, p.62.

-t

1946,
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native is t.o inherit or take over an existing farm. The objective of

estabiishing a tarm is to oerive satisf action f rom ti'rree areas: i ) the

money which the particular type of work yields, 2) joy in the work it-
self, and 3) the conditions under which one 1ives.3 It is essential for

the first area to generate an income substantial. enough to provide for

current needs, future plans and retirement needs. This particular sat-

isfaction may be overlooked when a person decides to begin farming. The

other benefits may seem to outr+eigh the unsecure financial benefits.

The beginning farmer nay be willing to sacrifice current satisfaction

for a few years if he believes future income wirl improve. Debt repay-

ment, however, cannot usually be postponed to the same degree. unfor-

seen events can create a debt repayment crisis resulting in the newly

established farm becoming vulnerable to business failure. The purpose

of Lhis research is to learn about the financial requirements of new

farm entrants rather than to discuss farm failures; however, in the con-

text of today's farm environment these will be alluded to in this the-

sis.

Most new entrants have already decided they desire a farm lifestyle.
They do not rvant a nine to five job and the suburban home. The problem

then is to have an adequate income. This is not necessarily easy given

present costs and returns. A person considering farming as a career

should be aware real incomes from farming have dropped considerably in

the past few years. Table 1 shows the Average Ànnual Realized Net Farm

Income per Manitoba Farm in 1971 dolIars. Realized net income is a

measure of cash income available for personal expenses, laxes and rein-

3 IBID, p. B.



acc ount Ls taken of all operating costs

IJ

includingvestment, after

depreciation.

Table 1

Àverage Ànnual Real Realized Net Farm Income
per Manitoba Farm in '1971 Dollars

Period

Source: The Farrn Financial Crisis Policy and tegislative Options, À dis-
cussion paper, Manitoba Agriculture, Novenber 198A, p. 3.

Accompanying this decrease in income is a large increase in capital ex-

penditure. Though farm land has dropped in price during the rast two

years it peviously inceased significantJ.y. "The value of land and capi-

tal on Manitoba farms has risen by sixfold over the period 1971 - 1981

... From 959,000 per (census) farm to g3s5,000 per (census) farm."a

This increase in capital requirements can be met vlith additional debt

but the drop in real incone resul-ts in debt servicing problems with a

greater likelihood of failure for beginning farm businesses. The use of

internal sources of financing in its many forms may be an increasingly

important means for new entrants to begin farming. This is one of the

areas studied in this thesis.

966-1 97 0
971-1975
976- 1 980

198'1-1985

The Farm Financial Crisis pol
paper, Manitoba Àgriculture,

I ncome

3,744
6,500
4,456
3,065

icy and Legislalive Options, À discussion
November 1984, p. 3.
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There are three general sources of capital for a new entrant: 1)

debt financing via banks ano government insti.tutions, 2) personaÌ cash

and assets, and 3) family assistance. Current costs of capital assets,

such as land plus a high interest cost for money, make it difficult for

new enlrants to raise sufficient funds to enter. This in itself is a

topic which could be considered a crisis. If new farmers are not able

to acquire l-and and capital assets then how will existing farms be

transferred to new owners? New entrant,s who are fortunate enough to

have access to land and capital must also consider falling incomes and

the effect this has on returns to that capital.

With absolute cost disadvantages associated with a ner.l firm it seems

a net+ entrant has less chance to have a viable operation.s This is espe-

cia1J.y true given todays low real net incomes. If the new firm is even-

tual-ly able to reduce average costs to leveÌs equal to an existing com-

parative firm, then it may survive. However, since rarge costs may be

incurred in the start up stage, the new enterprise may not be able to

meet these costs and may subsequently be forced to terminate operations.

Thus, there is evidence a financial crisis in agriculture is very real

and beginning farmers are most vulnerable to the consequence.

s Richard Caves,
Fifth edition,
pp.25,

"American Industry:
Prentice-Hall Inc.,

Structure, Conduct, Performance".
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1981,



1.1 STÀTEMENT PROBTEM

Às shown above, it is difficult to begin farming at this time. How-

ever, there have been net+ entrants in recent years and they have somehow

acquired the resources to establish their farms. How they are able to
is not fuIly understood but it is believed family assistance is an im-

portant factor. it is essentiaL for policy makers and money suppliers

to know the extent and nature of family assistance for nev¡ entrants.

The use of existing programs through government agencies is also depen-

denL upon the degree of family assistance. If a person desires to en-

ter, it may be essential for him to utilize the resources available to
him via the family operations. Financial programs must be structured so

new entrants are not dependent solely upon the use of family resources.

If this happens then only those people fron families with sufficent re-

sources available will be able to enter farrning. Boehlje (1984) states

that an operation of $300,000 is not large enough for a transfer to take

place before the death of the owner. Estates with values between

$300,000 and $600,000 should alIow transfer but the parents should not

gift much. He feels that operations over g600,000 are large enough to

allow new members of the family to enter.6 This may lead to a ner+ order

of establishment. Though these nurnbers are for u.s. farms, they are in-
dicative of the large amount of capiLal needed. Though this thesis will
not attempt to measure capital requirements of entry, these capital re-

quirements and sources as well as the adequacy of current programs for

meeting these requirements will be questioned.

6 Michael D. Boehlje,
and Sons, Toronto,

and Vernon K.
1984, p. 368.

OF THE

Eidman, Farm Manaqement, John Wiley



1.2 OBJECTIVE OF T'IIE SN'DY

This research attempts to learn about the requirements of new farm

entrants, and how they have acquired the capital to begin. it wi1l ex-

amine the sources of these funds and see what if any help entrants re-

ceive. Further, the research will attempt to determine if existing gov-

ernment programs are meeting established goals as well as the perceived

needs of new farm entrants.

The study also investi.gates the use of private lending institutions

and government lending programs to accomodate needs of new entrants. In

conjunction with this, the importance of family resources is explored.

This type of capitaL acquisition appears to be important but it may be a

hidden form.

1 .3 SCOPE OF THE STI'DY

This thesis only considers new entrants in Manitoba, ie. those who

have started farming fulI time during the past four years. A larger

study would have required more funds and time to complete. Consequent-

Iy, new entrants in Manitoba are the only ones considered. The study

was conducted within the period from May '1984 to December 1984. The

purpose is to limit the time frame to better establish a sample popuLa-

tion.

There are a number of Lopics

of family assistance is tested

The use of off-farm work is also

vate lending sources is lested

considered in this research. The degree

in principle and by direct observation.

considered. The use of public and pri-
generally and also specifically. Thus,
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the use of these sources is established and eventually the actual amount

of assistance may be determined.

if family assistance is utilized, then its impact on the receiver and

the provider is also studied. This examines the hardship the assistance

places on the family structure.

Though off-farm work is considered, detailed analysis of the use of

this work is not studied. This is an entirely separate area, and could

be studied exclusiveLy. This research attempts to determine if off-farm

employment is important, not the exact amount of benefits it provides.

The state of the new entrant's business position is not considered,

other than by indirect observations. The research will not attempt to

categorize farmers by their degree of financiat or managerial skill but

rather to establish the sources used to enter farming.

The use of questionnaires and personal interviews will provide confi-

dentiality, however some farmers may feet the information should be kept

private. This may result in incomplete information. However, the farm-

ers cannot be pressured as this may jeopardize the response rate for

other questions.

Ànother Limitation may be the inability to acquire all the names of

new entrants. Since the requirements for being a nev¡ entrant are both

subjective and objective, some new enlrants may be missed. i.e. a son

entering a family operation on a small scale such that the general pub-

lic does not know.



The information received

provide more straightforwaro

thus show grassroots problems

I
is from a farmer's viewpoint which should

responses to questions. The results shouio

and concerns.

1,4 ORGANIZATiON OF THE THESTS

The first chapter considers the current economic environment and ac-

companying problems that new entrants face. it also provides a prob).em

statenent as well as the objectives and scope of the study. Chapter tvlo

considers background material relevant to entry into farming. This ma-

terial deals with the farm life cycle, business organization, tax issues

and financial problems that new entrants typically confront. Also, it
develops the hypotheses that are implemented in the design of surveys.

Chapter three discusses the design, implementation and execution of the

two separate surveys. Chapter four analyzes the empirical results from

the two surveys. Chapter five tests the hypotheses developed in chapter

two. Fina1ly, chapter six provides a summary of the study and draws

conclusions. Policy implications are also discussed as well as sugges-

tions for future research.



Chapter II
REVIEI{ OF EXISTING I'IIEORIES AND REIÀTED MÀTERIÀT

This chapter reviews

potheses to be tested.

those related to family

business organizations,

rants.

Peter J. Barry, John À. Hopkins, and C.B.
in Aqriculture. The Interstale prinLers
vi11e, I llinois, 1 983, pp. 24.

Herbert C. Driver, "Methods and problems
min Established in Farming". Unpublished
Manitoba , 1961, pp. 21,

Iiterature and related theories and develops hy-

The literature is divided into four categories:

farm and farm l-ife cycle, business arrangenents,

and financial problems associated with new ent-

2.1 FÀRM IIFE CYCIE

Over the years numerous ideas have provided insight into the process

of farm acquisition, development and transfer. some of these ideas,

though not ful].y accepted novr, are sti1l inherent in much of the more

recent theory about the tife cycle of the farm and farm family. Gener-

aJ-Iy, the farm and the olrner cannot be separated, and as such

the close house-hold-business relationship of most farms and
ranches closely links the life-cycle of the firm to the life
cycle of the manager.T

This family farm arrangement provides the most common unit in Canadian

agriculture. It is a unit consisting of parents and family r+hich oper-

ate the farm providing both labour and management expertise. s This the-

Baker. Financial Management
and PublIETñ-Inc. , Dan-

of Beginning Farmers in Beco-
M.Sc. thesis, University of

-9-
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sis attempts to better understand the importance of the fanily in

assisting the new entrant to become establisired. In che past it has

been shown family assistance has played an inportant role in the estab-

lishment of new farmers. Driver (1961) found this in his work twenty

years a90.

Those who started farming by
their parents farm seem to
in becoming established than
their boundaries. s

working within the boundaries of
have had considerably more success
those who started farming outside

Though this is a major premise other factors wj.ll be considered. These

include the use of external financing to become established, and the use

of off-farn employment to facilitate entry. Goa1s must be considered

since they may dictate the method of entry. If a farmer wishes to be

independent, family resources may not be utilized. Àn individual's

goals may lead to a choice between maximizing income or net worth. The

choice of goal-s may dictate the farmer's lifestyle which may affect the

life cycle. If the farmer chooses to minimize debt, he may do so wiLh a

very small operation; but, this will not permit ease of expansion or

maximization of net worth. Thus goals of the farmer must be examined

before developing the life cycle of the prairie farm.

Given the perceived hardship within agricuJ-ture the new farmer nust

consider all aspects of entry as well as continuance of the farm. With

excessive costs and low real incomes associated with farnring the contin-

uance of the family farm is in jeopardy. For Lhese reasons the family

farm may alter its appearance. The famiLy farm will likeJ-y continue;

however, the number of family farms may decrease as high costs/low in-

comes drive out economically inefficient producers. The opportunity for

s Ibid, pp. 4.
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existing large family farms to grow may arise as these economically ef-

ficient family farms continue. Nevertheless, keeping the farm in the

family is generally accepted as a primary goal of farm families.

Farm people are essentially confronted will two broad chal-
lenges: keeping the family farm in agriculture and keeping the
farm in the family.1o

2,1,1 Farmers Goals and Entrv Àbilitv

Goals are an area seldon considered when entry is discussed; never-

theless, they are very important to the new entrant. The individual's

goal hierarchy can lead to different decisions which affect entry.

Goals may be many things: profit maximization, maximizing net worth,

controlring more J.and, maximizing the quality of rife, minimizing debt

load, and many others. Often a predominant goal is maximizing net worth

although this may not be so for entry level farmers. Other studies have

shown this goal, though rated highly, is not necessarily the highest. A

study by Harper and Eastman shows quality of life ranks as the highest

goal. They sprit goars into two groups: family goars and agricultural

goals. In both categories quality of life rates the highest. Table 211

shows the distribution of goals. It is evident quarity of life is im-

porlant to farmers.

11

J.c. Gil-son, "Family Farm Business Àrrangements". university of Mani-
toba, Department of Àgricultural Economics, Winnipeg, BulIetin No.
1., pp. 5.

wilner M. Harper and clyde Eastman, " An Evaluation of Goal Hierar-
chies for Small Farm Operators." Àmerican Journal of Àqricultural
Economics, Vol 62, W_, pp. 745.

10
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TabIe

Distribution of Goals between

2

the Family and Agriculture

Family Goals

1) quality of life
2) income
3) net worth
4) consumption
5) social status

Àgricultural Goals

1 ) quality of life
2) remain in agriculture
3) avoid low profíL/high loss
4 ) prof it
5) net worth
6) more acreage
7 ) new/J-arger equipment

This work was completed before many of the current problems now facing

farmers. As a result these goals may not reflect current problems. A

more recent study by PaLrick, Blake and Whitakerl2 (1983) shows a sLable

income is most desirable with foreclosure avoidance second. The catego-

ries associated with quality of life are rated fifth and seventh out of

eight possible responses. This may suggest farmers are more concerned

about existence rather than quality of life.

Thus goals can be quite different depending upon the current agricul-

tural situation and the status of the farmer. À ner+ entrant may have a

much different goal heirarchy than an older more established farmer.

The previous studies may not differentiate between new entranls and es-

tablished farmers. Consequently, a goal heirarchy for a new entrant may

be much different than for an established farmer. Given Èhe instability
of current agriculture, the entrant probably should not consider maxim-

izing net worth. Rather goals such as stable income and minimizing lhe

r2 George F. Patrick, Brian F. Blake, and suzanne H. F¡hitaker, "Farner's
Goals: Uni- or Multi-Dimensional?" Àmerican Journal of Àqricultural
Economics, May 1983, Vol 65(2), pp. 3jE.
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risk of bankruptcy may be more important. However, an over-riding goal

may be the way of iife. Those who are entering farming may or may not

come from a farm background. Those from farms, enter to continue the

lifestyle to which they are accustomed. Those who are from a non-farm

background enter to realize the benefits of farm life. However, this is
different than the studies previously discussed. Nevertheless, it must

be a major goal.

with the high cost of entry and operation of a farm, those frorn non-

farm backgrounds are at a definite disadvantage. They may desire to

farm but are unable to do so because of Lhe cost structure associated

r+ith entry. Entry by those who wished for a good way of life may be

subsiding especially for the non-farm population. Possibly entry is now

regulated by reJ.ationship rather than by desire. FamiJ-y goars thus play

an important role in this relationship factor.

Family goals are more likely to include maximizing net worth, lifes-
tyle and keeping the farm in the family. To assist in the realization

of these goals the family nray assist children with entry. Consequently,

farm children may be able to enter more efficiently than non-farn new

entrants. Since many parents wish for their children to take-over the

farm they often teach their children the necessary skills needed to op-

erate a farm. This transfer mechanism is associated with the parents

goal for keeping the farm in the family. I.tith high cost of entry, con-

tinuing the family farm may be the only viabl-e way for peopre to enter

farming.
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Preparing the child to take over the farm starts at an early age.

Consequently, farm children are more likeIy to continue ro farm. Laband

and Lentz have found many interesting points about occupational inheri-
tance. They have found "ownership of these (family) farms tend to re-

nain within families across generations. Moreover, sons of farmers tend

to become farmers rather than rent or sell the'family' farm".13 in fact

they have shown "farmers are nearLy five times more likely to have foL-

lowed in their father's footsteps than nonfarm proprietors. "ra since

farm children will likeIy continue to farm, family goal.s are generally

met. The advantage farm children have over non-farm children is in-

creased when other factors are considered. These other factors may help

the new entrant reach goals such as financial stability, maximizing net

worth, etc. Laband and Lentz show acquired skills for an occupation

come from two methods: 1) on the job training; and 2) formal or informal

education. Às a child grows up on the farm, a degree of on the job

training is gleaned. It may be more advantageous to conLinue to farm

than lo seek other employnent. Àn assumption is children continue to

farm because of the reduced cost of physical capital through transfer.

This in itself is important, however with the knowledge the child has

acquired overtime, transfer of human and physical capital is considera-

bIe in agriculture. r 5 Therefore,

0ccupational following in farming is motivated .primarily by
the transfer of farm specifiò human capital from fathei tã
son, which in turn increases the value of transferred physical

13

14

'I 5

David N. Laband and Bernard F.
Agriculture". Ànerican Journal
vol 55(2), pp. 31-
ibid, pp. 311.

ibid, pp.312.

Lentz, "0ccupational Inheritance in
of Aqricultural Economics, May 1983,
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assets. l 6

This specific component greatiy exceeos other occupations and as such it
may provide for a higher income than for those who do not have this spe-

cific capital experience. Thus higher income growths may be expected

for those with on-the-farm 'training'.17 Therefore children of farmers

have a better chance for success with farming than people without on-

the-farm experience. Not only do farm children have the advantage of

reduced cost of physical capital but they also have the bonus of specif-

ic human capital which when transferred is very valuable. Thus reaching

goal-s is accomplished more efficiently and expediently by new entrants

from farm backgrounds.

As a result family goals are met, ie. continuing the farm. Às well

new entrants' goals are best met by farm children. Thus family assis-

tance is very important for reaching goals. The assistance provj.des a

more fluid matching of goals. The aforementioned specific human capital
is one advantage farm children have over non-farm children. However,

lhere are many barriers to entry for a new entrant. These barriers are

greater for non-farm raised entrants. Possibly these barriers may only

be overcome by those new entrants from farm backgrounds. This is possi-

ble because of the greater likelihood of meeting all goa1s. A new ent-

rant from a farm family is able to overcome these barriers easier be-

cause of the assistance received from the family. over the past few

years land values have in'creased (though they are now declining some-

what) as well as other capital items. Thus, not only has the amount of

16 ibid, pp.

17 Ibid, pp.

312.

313.
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capital required to farm increased, but also the period of time to

accumulate this capital has increased.le Specific barriers are outiined

by Boehlje and Thomas.

These barriers include ever increasing amounts of land, rna-
chinery, livestock and other capital to obtain an efficient
unit, increasing managerial skilrs, the rimited risk-bearing
abiti!y of beginning farmers, and problems of resource (partil
cularily land) controls. 1s

t^iith off-farm employment not able to totally provide the needed re-

sources to finance entry those new entrants from non-farm backgrounds

face a definite disadvantage. 0ff-farm incomes and wages are not rising
as fast as farm input costs.20 Thusr âs the gap widens this method will
not realistically be able to finance new entry of farners who are not

from farm backgrounds.

New entrants from farm backgrounds are better able to remove this

barrier of entry. This is provided by the family assistance. The as-

sistance meets the goaJ.s of the family (transfer of farm), and those of

the child (continuance of the farm lifestyle). Not only does the family

assistance comply with these two goals but it also facilitates meeting

of financial goals. These goals, maximizing net worth, reducing fore-

closure risk, stable income, etc. are better met when lhere is family

assistance. The parents are able to provide financial and nanagerial

assistance which gives an undeniable advantage to farn children. This

'I I

'I I

Herbert c. Driver, "Methods and problems of Beginning Farmers in Be-
coming.Established in Farming". unpublished M.sc. thésis, university
of Manitoba, 1961, pp.7.

Michael Boehlje and Kenneth Thomas, "Entry into Àgriculture: Barriers
and Policy Àlternatives". Journal of the Anerican Society of Farm
Manaqers ánd Rural ÀppraisersErã3 #2, ocw pp':T- -
ibid, pp. 23,20



assistance in most cases rowers these barriers and provides

successful entry than is possíb1e for non-farm new entrancs.
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for a more

This assistance does not aways guarantee successful entry. Even new

entrants from farm backgrounds can have problems. Though on-farm knowl-

edge can be considered a capital asset, if the new entrant has not par-

ticipated in the decision making process he may be lacking necessary

managerial ability. Therefore, it is possible to have new entrants

lacking the necessary degree of "mental and managerial capability to

handle risk entering a high risk industry, usuarly with a large amount

of debt and high leverage which multiplies the risk even further."2l
Yet, the assistance in whatever amount can provide a vehicle to reduce

or eliminate barriers of entry which a non-farm raised new entrant can-

not duplicate.

Farmers may have viewed quality of life as one of the most important

goa1s. This probably has changed to reflect the present financial prob-

lems. sti11, farming is a desirable occupation for many. However, for

many of the reasons why finance has become more important in the goal

hierarchy, entry is hindered. I.iith the increasing costs associated with

farming barriers to entry are increasing. consequently, the ability lo

enter farming, for those who sti1l wish to, has been severly affected.

Nevertheless, there are people who wish to enter farming. The next sec-

tion will discuss the life cycle of the farm.

z1 Ibid, pp.23.
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2.1.2 Farn/Fa¡¡ilv Lif e Cvcle

There are numerous theories to explain the life cycle of the agricul-

tural farm family. The most wideLy used during the early part of this

century is the 'Àgricultural Ladder'. The order of occurrence has four

stages: 1) unpaid family labourer; 2) hired man or non-farm employee; 3)

tenant operator; and 4) oÌ,rner-operator. The phenomenon of wages in-

creasing at a slower rate than farm input costs is not new. Consequent-

Iy, the person who works as a hired man or off-farm worker may find it
diffi.cult to acquire enough capital Lo begin farming. This theory is

mostly associated with the person not the firm; however, it is possible

to see the growth of the firm in the ladder. Às a tenant operator, the

farmer operates land trying to amass enough money to purchase land. Às

time passes by he does so and eventually pays for the land. His chird

then repeats this lifecycle system.

A second approach is developed by Driver. His approach uses two main

components consisting of operating agreements and transfer arrangements.

The operating agreement component had project agreements, apprenticeship

and partnership as subcomponents. The transfer arrangement component

has transfer arrangements and full ownership as subcomponents.22 His

model has three zones I) apprenticeship, Ii) transition, and III) estab-

lishment. Each of these zones was divided into stages. The new entrant

in zone I is at home as an unpaid labourer. He continues to receive ed-

ucation both at home and away. Eventually, he moves into zone II where

operating agreements are developed wj.tir the parents. Às the new entrant

22 Herberl C. Driver,
coming Established
of Manitoba , 1961,

"Methods and Problems of Beginning Farmers in Be-
in Farming", Unpublished M.Sc. thesis, Universily
pp. 1 7.
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passes from one operating agreement to another, or becomes more involved

in one type he may move ínto zone lll. In tiris stage the new entranc

begins to operate independently from the parents. EventuaIly, this

farmer has children who initiate the process again. Two variations ex-

ist with this modeI. The young person rnay decide not to farm with the

family. He would then leave.before reaching zone II. He would use sav-

ings acguired from off-farm employment to establish his own operation.

The model would then continue except there are no operating arrange-

ments. Ànother variation exists if the young person wished to farm with

the parents but not on their farm. This would result in operating

agreements and special arrangements for mutual use of equipment, sup-

plies, etc. If thought of as a circle, Driver's model would make 1 2/3

revolutions starting at zone I.23

The third life cycle theory introduced by Gilson consists of five

stages. Stage i is the beginning farmer with a small business and rela-

tively large debt. He is also susceptible Lo risk and because of many

factors, income is low. Stage II has the farmer expanding both r+ith re-

spect to the operation and to the family. Chances are his debts are

larger and risk is still very high. slage III has the farmer in his

forties or fifties. He has some children leaving the farm possibly re-

quiring support to go to schoor. The farmer is deternining in this

stage if the farm is J-arge enough to accomodate an additional person.

Stage IV has the farner considering retirement and the alternatives as-

sociated with retirement. This is the entry point for stage v where

there is an overlap of both generations. Hopefully the new farmer will

23 ibid, pp. 23237.
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is noacquire the parents farm and repeat the five stages.

interest, then the rarmer may seli ano retire.2a

I f there

Boehlje establishes a Family-Firm Life Cycle which has three stages

during the career of the farmer. The first stage is the entry or estab-

lishment stage. In this stage, a number of points must be considered by

the prospective farmer. He first must evaluate the opportunities in
farming compared with other occupations. If he believes farming is more

suited to his requirments he may then consider it as a career. other

points to consider are income potential, accumulating net worth, the

life style, work and leisure activities, ability to perform both physi-

cal duties and mental responsibilties and the opportunites to obtain

sufficient land and capital. The person must then decide if he can es-

tablish a viable economic unit. If not, then he should reject the idea.

The second stage is one of growth and survival where the farmer at-
tempts to expand through purchase or 1ease of capital. In this stage

capitaJ. and labour requirements increase rapidly. There is stitl a

large amount of debt as well as increasing use of equity funds to fi-
nance expansion. During this stage the farm must maintain a debt/equity

structure which wiJ.l guarantee survival during years of low income. The

later part of this stage may see the farner shift from farm expansion to

consolidalion, and thereby reduce his cosÇs in an attempt to stabilize
income.

24 J.C. Gilson, "Family Farm Business Àrrangements", University of Mani-
toba, Department of Agricultural Economics, I.tinnipeg, BuLlelin No. 1.
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The lhird sÈage is titLed the Exit or Disinvestment Stage. This in-

cludes trvo processes: 1) reriremen!; and 2) transfer. The retirement

process attempts to reduce managenent responsibilities and generate more

retirement income. The transfer process uses various arrangements to

allow the new entrant to acquire the existing operation.25

By compiling these previous studies this thesis develops a life cycle

of the farmer/f.irm which uses components of each. The first is the

Start-up stage where the new entrant has 1) low wealth and liquidity, 2)

high risk, and 3) must control sufficient resources for future growth.

The second stage is labelled Growth. Àt this point the entrant 1 ) fuLJ.y

utilizes his management ability, 2) strives for economic security, 3)

tries to maintain a competitive position in the industry. The third
stage, consolidation, has the farmer 1) placing ress emphasis on capital

accumuration and growth, 2) in a stronger financial position, and 3)

sti1l growing to naintain his financial position. The fourth stage is

the Transfer of the operation. The farmer will 1) still control re-

sources but let another assume use, 2) reduce lhe importance of expan-

sion and income generating capacity, 3) strive for a stable retirement

income stream, 4) maintain managenent continuity and production effi-
ciency during transfer, and 5) minimize cost of transferring assets to

heirs in an equitable fashion.26

25 Ibid, pp.11.

26 Peter J. Barry,
in Àqriculture
I 11i noi s, 'l 983,

John A. Hopkins and C.B.
The Interlake Printers and
pp.24t25.

Baker, Financial Manaqement
Publishers, Inc., Danvil1e,
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2,2 ÀRRÀNGEMENTS TO FÀCIIITÀTE TRÀNSFER

This section consists of four parts related to arrangements. First,
problems which should be considered before deciding on a business ar-

rangement. Second, considerations in making the transfer will be stat-
ed. Third, the various methods of transfer wiLl be discussed and final-
ly, the types of arrangements will be analyzed.

2.2,1 Problems

There are six questions which should

a business arrangement. They are:

be addressed before deciding on

Who is to remain on the farm?

Is the business large enough and able to support more than one

fami ly ?

Àre there living accomodations for both families?

Can the parents retire gradually if desired?

can the child get parental herp with respect to management and

capi ta] ?

Àre open business discussions possible?27

These problems must be considered otherwise one or both parties may

be disadvantaged to an extreme degree. The chird needs a good arrange-

ment to facilitate entry and keep peace with the family. The parents

need to have an arrangement which will provide an adequate retirement.

The last point is crucial because without open discussions, a working

27 J.c. Gilson, "Family Farm Business Àrrangements". University of Mani-
toba, Deparlment of Agricultural Economics, I^tinnipeg, Bullelin No. 1,p. 8.
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toarrangement may

setLl-e for less

not be drawn up and all interested parties may have

than optimal conditions.

2,2,2 Considerations

Once these problems are stated, other points must be considered be-

fore making the transfer. There are three specific and nine general

points. The first specific point asks who is going to remain on the

farm. If only one child chooses to remain a problem does not exist.
when two or more want to farm, who will get the farm is the question.

The second specific point to consider is the time frame of the proposed

transfer. The child may want it now while the parents may wish for a

later date. The final specific point to consider is the type of ar-

rangement.2s The various types wiLl be discussed later. The following

is a list by Gilson of the nine general points to consider before making

a transfer:

Are parents provided

retirement?

with an adequate income and hone for their

The child who remains on the farm should be compensated for his

input into the farn and for his care of the parents.

Àn equitable agreement should be irnplemented so children who

leave are not penalized, or excessively rewarded.

Try not to burden the remaining child with excessive debt.

Try to keep the farm as an efficient operating unit during the

transfer.

I

2.

3.

L

28 Ibid, pp. 22
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The farm transfer should be based upon the parent-chird agree-

ment.

rf. there is no transfer agreement then one must consider al] tax,

legal and inheritance ramifications.

Must have all members of the family knowledgeable about the

agreement.

Should use professionals to aid with the transfer.2s

2.2.3 Methods of Transfer

The following flow chart (uiagram 1 )

possible alternatives for a neï¡ entrant.

has been developed to show the

In this model an amalgamation of the ideas discussed previousLy is

developed. This model is for a person who is from a famiry farm, though

there is provision for entrants from non-farm backgrounds. initially,
there is a family farm and assume for simplicity onry one chitd is in-

volved. 0f course if more children are involved, the complexity in-

creases substantialJ.y. The child can either decide to farm or not. if
he decides not to farm, the parents will likely selI the farm and re-

tire. The property is sold to another person, either a farmer or a non-

farmer. If the farm is sold to an existing farmer, it would enter into

lhe growth stage of the existing farm. If it is sold to a new entrant

then the four stages of firm life witl pertain.

6.

7.

8.

o

2s ibid, Fp. 23.
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Diagram'l

Flow Chart Showing Possible ÀLternatives For À Entrants
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Às an alternative, the child may initially express interest in taking

over the farm. it is recommenoed the child have a cwo or three year

'test'period to ascertain if this is the occupation desired. Here the

chiLd considers his goals and the other points previously stated. Àfter

the test period if the child does not v¡ant to farm, the previous situ-
ation exists. If the child does want to farm, he must decide how he is

going to farm. First the child may want to farm, but for some reason an

arrangement cannot be made with the family. In this case the child will
attempt to acquire another farm and the parents wilt setl and retire.
The second case is where the child wants to farm separately, but not in-
dependently. Thus he nay buy or rent land and use the family resources

to help him get established. The third case is where the child takes

over the farm, by purchasing the famiry farm. This is accomplished

through a number of arrangements. The fourth case considers multi-own-

ership. This may result in the child buying a portion of the farm which

will continue to be mostly owned by the famiLy. in each case the child
will go through the four stages of firm life cyc1e.

After considering all of these points if a transfer arrangement is to

be considered, a preliminary arrangement is recommended. This should be

called a test stage. It will help the chitd decide if he wants to farm.

it will help all concerned to determine if the joint venture will be

successful on both personal and business grounds.30 Às shown in Diagram

1, this test stage can lead to four options.

3o Michael D. Boehlje
and Sons, Toronto,

and Vernon K. Eidman, Farm Manaqement. John Wiley
1984, pp.360.
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As stated before, the arrangement decided upon should have as a pri-
mary purpose, the parent's rights. There must be income from the en¡er-

prise to continue to support the owners through their retirement. The

arrangement must also compensate the or,rners for the capital resources

transferred. This may require three alterations to the existing opera-

tions. The farm may have to be expanded to support all parties. The

managerial ski1ls of the persons invoLved may have to increase. Final-

ly, there may be a shift in the amount of resources supplied by the var-

ious parties.3l

Leasing is more significant to the operator of a large sized farm

than to a small operator. Leasing will allow an operator to expand his

control of assets for less than the downpayment required to purchase

land. The leasing arrangement is one way to expand which is more easily

accompJ.ished by an existing operation.3 2 "Expansion should if possible

be achieved by increasing the current assets - by taking nore land on

l-ease. " 3 3

There are numerous methods of transfer, but only the most common will
be discussed. Most methods fall under one of the following types. Gil-
son has seven methods, which encompass Boehtje's six methods, however

Boehlje adds factors that should be included. The seven methods are:

31

3Z

33

r bid, 363 .

John B. Penson, Jr. and Marvin Duncan, "Farmer's ÀIternatives to DebtFinancing". ðryqrican Financial Review, National Economics Division,
Vol- 41, July 1981, pp. 84.

G. strasoldo, "Managing Finances on Individuarly owned private
Farms", Znd Internalional Farm Management Congress, 197+, pÞ. jZ3.
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1. Transfer by laws of inheritance - not a satisfactory arrangement.

2, Transfer by a will - allows for a more equitable distribution
(but potentially dangerous).

3. Transfer by agreement of sale - Chil-d operates farm but parents

sti1l hold title until a1l conditions are fulfilled.
4. Transfer by cash or mortgage - This allows the child to have ti-

tle to the property.

5. Transfer by gift.
6. Option to buy - allows the child to farm though lease, until he

has enough cash to begin to purchase.

7. Joint tenancy - child has a financial interest in operation.3a

There are eight factors which should be considered when transferring
property. They are:

1. Inflation

2, Life expectancy of retiring farmer.

3. The cost of the transfer.

4, Tax regulations ie. income and capital gains.

5. The cash flow after transfer.

6. EstaLe planning objectives should allow parents to have some con-

trol.
7. security interest - The seller is assured of receiving the pro-

ceeds or the property if the buyer defauj.ts.

8. Entrant's security.35

34 J.c. Gilson, "Family Farm Business Àrrangement,s". University of Mani-
toba, Department of Àgricultural. Economics, Winnipeg, gulleiin ¡¡0. 1.

35 Michael D. Boehlje and vernon_K. Eidnan, Farm Manaqement. John Wiley
and Sons, Toronto, 1984r pÞ. 541.
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Only after these conditions are considered can a suitable arrangement be

agreeo upon. A problem may ari.se because what the child wants may not

be what the parents want. Nevertheless, an arrangement must be selected

for optimal transfer. Boehlje suggests family backing is almost a ne-

cessity for a new farmer to enter. He suggests three forms of family

backing: 1) by allowing the new entrant to become a partner and expand

the business to provide for both families; and 2) by providing the new

enr-rant with loans and guarantees to alLow him to purchase capital, and

3 ) to employ the new entrant as a farn manager and let him have use of

the equipmenl.3s The various types of arrangements available are now

di scussed.

The arrangements can be considered into two groups: short term and

long term. The short term arrangements are especially useful for the

test period or for a period of indecision by the parties. In this group

the chiLo may receive r+ages or trage equivalents. Thus the child may re-

ceive a wage, which must be reasonabre, or he may be on an incentive

plan. Ànother possibility is a wage and income sharing plan where the

child is striving towards a profit to receive a share in the farm in-

come.

If there is interest in continuing the relationship, longer tern ar-
rangements may be introduced. These include joint ownership, , rentaL

agreements, incorporation, partnership, and an ownership/wage agreement.

The child in all of these situations is actively responsible for a por-

tíon of the operation and there is incentive to do well.37

36 Michael D. Boehlje
and Sons, Toronto,

and Vernon K. Eidman, Farm Management. John Wiley
1984, pp.10.
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A few points must be considered before the working arrangemenÈs are

oecioed upon. One cruciai poinr to consi<ier is the size of the existing

operation. This is very important because if the existing operation

cannot support an additional family, maybe the arrangement should be re-

considered. Benefits exist for J.arge firms which facilitate ease of

transfer. À larger farm may be able to accept lhe new entrant 1.¡ithout

suffering undue hardship. Because of this, continuity will remain with

respect to the management of the operation. À small farm may suffer in-

efficiencies r+hiIe the new entrant is acquainted with the management of

the operation. À large operation can train the new entrant more effec-

tively. therefore, the size of the farm should be large enough to take

advantage of these economies of transfer.3E

Secondly, Lhe farming heir should be eased into the operation at a

pace acceptable to him and Lo his parents. The heir shouLd not be ex-

pected to 'run' the operation immediately. Rather he shourd gain ex-

perience with respect to management, finance, and production techniques

through the testing sLage. Also, the heir must not be herd back too

long; otherwise, he may become frustrated and want to l-eave.3s

37 J.C. Gilson, "Family Farm Business Àrrangements". University of Mani-
toba,.Department of Àgricultural Economics, I.tinnipeg, Bullelin No. '1,

pp. '11 .

38

10

Peter J. Barry, John À. Hopkins and C.B.
in Aqriculture. The Interstate printers
vi11e, Illinois, 1983, p. 425.

Michael D. Boehlje and Vernon K. Eidman,
and Sons, Toronto, 1984, pp. 367.

Baker, Financial Manaqement
and Publishers, Inc., Dan-

Farm Manaqement. John Wiley
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Thus transferring an existing farm operation is anything but simple.

For this reason it is imporuant the parties in question consuit proies-

sionars with respect to lega1, financial, and tax implications. For arl
of these reasons it may seem easier to buy a farm; however, as shown

previously, there is a definite advantage to transferring an existing

operation.

The next section wil-1 consider the various types of business organi-

zations available to farmers. Implications with respect to transfer

will be included as welI.

2,3 BUSINESS ORGÀNIZÀTIONS

The situation today in farming is somewhat unstable. it is becoming

increasingly evident to start farming a person needs support from his

family. It is becoming more difficult to acquire the needed capita1 to

purchase land, equiprnent and other assets needed to operate a viable

farm. There are ferl options available to those who wish to start farm-

ing. However, these options alnost entirely are based upon the new

farmer acquiring capital from the family. To start an economically via-

ble enterprise given current costs and prices, it seems a farm must al-
ready exisL within lhe family. This existing farm serves to reduce or

eliminate barriers of entry. A problem can arise in acquiring the farm

from the family if the parents need the disposition of the capital to
provide for their retirement. The sale of the farm property is general-

ly avoided, but some existing farmers need it to finance their retire-
ment. The old adage about farmers is even more lrue today .. 'Live
poor' and die rich'. Consequently, many farmers today cannol provide
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total support to their chiÌdren. Thus, in many instances, ner¡ entrants

are unable to acquire the farm untí1 rhe parents are oeceased. Fortu-

nately' this is not the case in all instances as lhere are farmers able

to retire without the need for disposition of assets. À problem arises

with how Lhe child can acguire the farm. He is probably unabre to pay

the fair market value of the farm, which means parental assistance is

necessary. Thus, transfer of ownership can take place at two basic

times, either before or after death of the or,lner.

The other alternative to disposing of property is to sell to non-fam-

i1y members. The majority of this section will be concerned with trans-

actions within arms-length. This generally considers people who are as-

sociated with the owner through blood, marriage, or adoption.

'The three main types of business organizations: sole proprietorship,

partnership and corporation have elements which differentiate each with

respect to transfer. These differences must be discussed since tax ob-

ligations must be considered when intergenerational transfer is used.

2.3.1 SoIe Proprietorship

The first and mos+. common type of ownership is

With this type, the business is owned by only one

sponsible for the business and has the legal rights

a resull the income for the business, considering

penses, is included with the individuals personal

type of business organization is the simplest to

sole proprietorship.

person and he is re-

to the business. Às

both revenue and ex-

tax return.4o This

set up and operate.

ao Gerald Àshcroft
Manitoba, pp. 2

, 'Manitoba Farmers and the Lar+', 1982, University
1.

of
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The main disadvantage with a sole propietorship is the owner can be held

l-rable tor all debts oi tne Þusiness. Thus personai assets of the orvner

can be seized for non-payment of debts incurred. Possibly, transfer ar-
rangments may be neglected in this form of organization. l¡ith the firm

being directly associated with the proprietor, then it may be more dif-
Íicult for a new entrant to enter as the proprietor may not be ready or

able to transfer ownership. Consequently, formal transfer arrangements

may be negrected until death or retirement of the proprietor.

2,3,2 Partnership

The second type of organization is a partnership. It is defined "as

a relationship which exists between persons carrying on a business in

common with a view to profit, but does not include the relationship be-

tween shareholders of a corporation.tt4l As stated in this guote, three

things must occur for a partnership to exist: 1) two or more people; z)

in business together; and 3) have a profit motive. À partnership to be

established must have an agreement either wriLten or oral between the

parties or by implication from the conduct of the parties. Às well, the

partnership must register with the Business Names Registration Act.

Most partnership agreements are written to ease future problems.

The purpose of this agreement is to set out the rights and re-
sponsibilities of the partners, the capital to be contributed
by each partner, the division of profits and losses, the time
that each partner will devote to the business, and provisions
for termination of the partnership, and provisions fór the re-
tirement or death of partners.42

GeralC Àshcroft, "Manitoba Farmers and lhe Law".
toba, 1982, pp. 22.

Ibid, pp.22.

4f

42

University of Mani-
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Other rights and obligations for partners are set out in the partnership

Àct. The existence of 'Fiduciary Duty' between partners, requires the

partner to act in good faith. If a partner does any act for the busi-

ness, his action binds the partnership. As well "every partner is lia-
ble jointly and severally with the other partners for all debts and ob-

ligations of the firm."a3 other rights of partners include equal receipt

of profits and obligations for losses unless otherwise stated. If a

partner incurs liabilities for the sake of the partnership, the partner-

ship must repay the partner. No partner may be paid a sarary for acting

in the partnership business. Às werr, all partners may take part in
management decisions unless otherwise stated.

when a partnership is to be terminated, certain rules apply. one

partner may dissolve the partnership by simpry stating he wishes to do

so. Àlso, if a partnership is constructed to perform a function or de-

signed !o last for a specified time period, it will terminate on the

completion of the project or time period.

In the operation of the business the expenses incurred are allor+ed as

business deductions. However, the profits are divided between partners

and are taxed at each of the partner's marginal tax rate. Capital gains

if accrued by the partnership will yield a preferential tax rate. A

disadvantage with a partnership is the income received by partners is

added to their other incomes, thus being charged at the partner's tax

rate, not a preferential rate.

43 Ibid, pp. 23.
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with these attributes considered, the use of a partnership may be de-

velope<i. it is a way for new entrants to have a voice in the operation

of the farn. The new entrant may provide a small amount of capital plus

labour. In exchange, he has the right to a share of the profits as weII

be liable for a share of the debts. If the farm is constructed so the

parents own 90% of the farm through the partnership and the chi Id 10%,

if there are any profits the parents could receive 90% of these profits
depending upon the partnership agreement. Therefore, if the new entrant

increases his ownership in the partnership, his responsibilities and

proportion of the profits may increase also. In the initial start up of

the partnership the child may be a limited partner. This limits the

child's liabilities. However, a partnership must have at least one gen-

eral partner, ie. one who is responsible for all acts by other partners.

There are some problems with partnerships which detract from their
benefits. Since a death or withdrawl of a partner may terminate a part-
nership (if not stated otherwise in agreement), it is not necessarily

any more stable than a sole proprietorship. Àgain, since tax obliga-

tions must be considered this form of organization should be well

thought out before entered. If the partnership is not of a family ori-
entation, upon death of a partner, the assets may be distributed between

the remaining partners and the heirs of the deceased partner. This may

result in the partnership not being able to continue.aa

44 Ibid, pp. 431.
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2.3.3 Corporate Orqanizalion

The finaÍ form of business organization is the corporation. As dis-

cussed in Sections 2.3.4.1 and 2.3.4.2, this form has advantages for in-

tergenerational transfer. A corporation is essentially a person. It is

separate and distinct from íts owners, the shareholders. Thus a corpo-

ration pays its own tax. A corporation does not cease r+hen a sharehold-

er dies. À shareholder owns shares in the corporation and these shares

are an indication of the interest the shareholder has in the corpora-

tion. "Thus interest is a right to a proportionate part of the assets

by way of dividends or distribution of the corporations assets cash val-

ue on winding up."45 Thus, if a person has 2 of the 5 shares in a corpo-

ration, upon dissotvement of the corporation, he is erigibre to 2/5 of.

the corporation net asset value. timited liability exisLs for the

amount the shareholder has invested in the corporation. A corporation

is composed of directors and shareholders. The directors appoint the

president, secretary and treasurer who essentially run the corporation.

These officers hire or appoint the other employees of the corporation.

A corporation must have a name. Às well the corporation must have arti-
cles and by-Iaws.

À number of share classes can be issued which may facilitate transfer

of property,. Preferred shares contain certain rights not found in com-

mon shares. They may command preference wilh respect to dividends, !e-

turn of capital or conversion to other types of shares. These shares

generally do not increase in value as the corporation prospers. Common

as GeraId Àshcroft,
toba, 1982, pp.

"Manitoba Farmers and the Law".
27.

University of Mani-
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shares do not have any special preferences or rights; however, they wilI
increase in value if the corporation prospers. They will also decrease

in value if the company falters. Generally common shares have voting

rights. This may allow a parent to retain control of an operation by

keeping a number of common shares to keep the majority of the voting

rights.a6 Corporations are set up often to take advantage of the limited

liability they provide. Às well, they may be set up because of tax ad-

vant,ages. Ànother redeeming fact is the ease of transfer. One share-

holder may simply sell his share to another person, rather than specific

assets of the corporation. This facilitates uncomplicated changes in

ownership.

The corporation does not cease r+ith a death of a shareholder, rather

it continues. One advantage with a corporation is the ability to raise

capital. À private corporation may have a maximum of 50 shareholders in

Manitoba. Each of these could provide funds for the corporations use.

Some disadvantages of a corporation include cost of incorporation, and

the requirement to fil-e a tax return. Losses incurred by the corpora-

tion cannot be used to offset other incone gains by individual share-

holders.aT Even wilh these disadvantages the ability for transfer is far

greater than for the other two types of business organizations. Certain

numbers of stocks can be transferred or gifted each year. This'would

allow an increase in the nev¡ entrants equity in the corporation. For

example, it is much easier to transfer g'10,000 worth of stock than to

try to transfer $10,000 worth of farm equipment or land.

46 Ibid, pp.

47 Ibid, pp.

31.

32,
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The remainder of this section will deal with the two time frames of

transfer most important to new entrants ie. from rhe farmer (laxpayer)

upon death of the taxpayer, and from the taxpayer to child while the

laxpayer is still living. These are especiarry important to a farm

raised new entrant.

2,3,4 Tax ImplicaÈions of Transferrinq Farn prooerty

Às noted previously, tax advantages exist for a farm raised new ent-

rant. The following section discusses the mechanisms for transfer with

respect to tax considerations. The sections will show how farm raised

new entrants are able to acquire existing farms for a lower cost than a

non-farm new entrant can afford to pay. Since this section is concerned

with the Income Tax Àct with respect to transfer of property, some of

the terms which are used must be explained to fully understand the reLe-

vant sections.

Income must be reported to Revenue canada by a taxpayer; however, the

determination of this is adjusted to include or preclude a number of

Lhings. In most cases where a sale of property is concerned a capital
gain will ensue. This is a more desirable forn of taxable income as

onry half of the capital gain is laxed at the taxpayers marginal tax

rate. Thus, it is wiser to try to have capital gains than to have di-
rect income because direct income will be taxed at the taxpayer's margi-

nal tax rate. This is even more important for a farmer because of the

change in the act which allows a farmer to have 9500,000 in capital
gains tax free. $500,00048 Thus, if the farmer can he should attempt to

48 À minimal tax enters afler $40,000. Therefore, it the farmer sells
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acquire capital gains rather than direct income.

The income tax act states income for a person is the aggregate of

amounts the taxpayer receives from sources inside or outside of Canada,

from the office he holds, from being employed, or derived from business

or property.'s This does not yet include capital gains. Taxabre capital
gains are added to the income of a taxpayer by determining how much cap-

ital gains exceeds capitar losses. Thus, the taxabre capital gain plus

income received from a source are added together. This amount minus aI-
lowable deductions and any allowable losses from a source is the iaxpay-

er's income.5o

As stated previously, if one nust be taxed it is preferrable to have

capital gains because only half is considered taxable. This aspect must

be considered when property is transferred from one taxpayer to another.

Another terrn to consider is child. In the terms of the tax depart-

ment'child'does not just nean a child as is commonly thought. For the

purposes of later discussion, child includes:

a grandchild and a great-grandchild of the taxpayersl

an ilJ.egitimate child of the taxpayer

a person who is wholly dependent on the taxpayer for support and

of whom the taxpayer rvas or immediately before such person at-
tained the age of.21 years did have, in 1aw or in fact, custody

something for more lhan 940,000 he may still pay some taxes.

Income Tax Àct - part I, Section 3(a) to 3(e), page 2.

i bid, p.2 ,

InferpretaÈion Bulletin, JuIy 22, 198b, IT-349R, p.1.

1.

2.

3.

49

50

51
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a daughter-in-law or son-in-Iaw of the taxpayer, and

a child of the taxpayer's spouse and, for greater certainty,

adopted child of the taxpayer.52

Obviously, a child of a taxpayer could be a number of possibilities.
Child afso refers to children thus more than one child may be involved

in the interpretation of the tax act.

For further understanding'spouse' refers to " a party to a voidable

or void marriage as the case may be".53

when considering transfer of ownership one must include gifts.
definition of gift is in order

5.

40

an

À gift is generally defined as a
ty without consideration. The
are: intention and capacity of
completed delivery to a donee;
the donee.5 a

Situations with respect to gifts will

voluntary transfer of proper-
essenlial requisites of a gift
the donor to make the gift;

and acceptance of the gift by

be discussed later.

2,3,4,1 Transfer of Farm Property on Death

Two areas

a child upon

considered are: 1) transfer to a chíId;

death of spouse from the spouses trust.

and 2) transfer to

52 Income Tax Act, p.9'15.

s3 Ibid, p. 9'15, sec 252(3).

5a Interpretation BulLetin, IT-209-R, p.1 .
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The relevant subsections of the Income Tax Àct are Section 70, spê-

cificarly secrion i0(9), 70i9.i), 70(9.2) and 70(9.3). Deating firsr
with transfer of farm property by a farmer to his child the relevant

section is sec 70(9). Upon the death of the farmer who is referred to
as the taxpayer, essentially the property can be rolled over to the

child. This rollover is advantageous for both parties because of the

deferral of capitaL gains tax. This is accomplished by the transfer of

assets at either its current depreciated value or its adjusted cost.

Thus land may be transferred from the. taxpayer (farmer) to his child at

the sane value as it was valued as of December 31, 19l.j or the cost

(price) when purchased. Thus the child may acquire the assets at a val-

ue usually below market value. There are certain rules which must be

adhered to though. One rule is; the property is at the time of death

used by the taxpayer or his spouse or his children in the business of

farming. Also the child must have been residing in Canada immediately

before the death. Finally, there must be evidence to show the child has

acquired the property and it is vested indefeasibly in the child within

15 months after the death of the taxpayer. Once it is determined the

property can be transferred to the child, a number of regulations as to

the method of transfer are initiated. Most importantly sections

70(5)(a) and (d) do not app1y. These two paragraphs within the subsec-

tion specificalLy refer to disposing of the property at fair market val-

ue. Thus, farm property in this instance does not have to be valued at

fair market value. Rather, the cost is deemed to be the following:

1. with respect to depreciable property; the property is transferred

at the proportion of the undepreciated capital cost of the asset
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r+ith respect to land; it is transferred at its adjusted cost base

to the taxpayer immediately before his dearh55

Ànother point is; once the child receives this property he does not have

to use it in the business of farming to maintain the rollover. If the

capital cost to the child is found to be less than the cost to the tax-
payer, it is deemed lhe child receives it at the taxpayers capital cost

and the child receives a capitar cost alrowance.s6 À twist which may

catch a number of people is property leased by the taxpayer to another

person is not ordinarily eligible for the rollover provision. îhis is
because the property is not bei.ng used by the taxpayer in the business

of farming. The exceptions are if the taxpayer is leasing the property

to a spouse or a child or to a partnership where the members are the

taxpayer, spouse and children.57 Another similar problem arises if a

taxpayer who owns property is leasing or renting the property to a fami-

1y farm corporation. This property cannot quarify for a tax free rorl-
over. This is because the corporation is the entity which is actively
farming.5s This is not to say a tax free rollover cannot exist if there

is a family farm corporation (r.p.c. ). Upon the death of the taxpayer

his share of the capital stock of a F.F.C. (or the interest in the case

of a partnership) is deemed to have been disposed of by the taxpayer im-

mediately before death and acquired by the child at its adjusled cost

base to the taxpayer at that time provided:

ss Income Tax Àct Information Bulletin No. IT-349-R, May'19g2, p.1.
56 ibid, P.2.

57 Ibid, p. 3.

sB Ibid, p. 4.

2.
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the transfer nust be after April 10, 1978

established wirhin 15 months in the chi

months after death of the taxpayer

in the case of a family farm partnership ihe child by virtue of

the inheritance is a partner

and the child resided in Canada immediately after death.

Basically, the same ruLes apply, ie. the property must have been used in

the business of farming.

Thus upon the death of a taxpayer¡ a child may receive the taxpayer's

property at a value less than fair market value and in fact receive it
at such a varue so as not to be subject to capital gains tax.

The second possibility in this section pertains to the death of a

spouse of a taxpayer. Eg. a taxpayer t.¡as a farmer and he dies ]eaving

everything to his spouse who places it in a trust. on the death of the

spouse, the trust may be disposed of to the child. Àgain a rollover
mechanism is possible. The land is acquired by the child from the trust
at its adjusted cost base. Depreciable property is transferred to the

child at iLs undepreciated capital cost.

Both these rollover mechanisms are important in the transfer of prop-

erty, however both are onJ.y considered with post death transfer. This

does not facilitate ease of entry while the farmer is alive. Neverthe-

less, because of the $500,000 capital gains exemption a sizeable portion

of the farm's assets may be transferred before death and not be subject

to capital gains taxes. Àfter death, the remainder may be rol1ed over,

thus providing farm based new entrants a great advantage over non-farn

new entrants.

1

2.

3.

4.

1o and no ia¡er than 1 5
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2,3,4.2 Transfer of Property vhile a Farmer Ís still. [iving

This section dears with transferring property from a taxpayer to a

child while the taxpayer is still aIive.

when transferring to a chird, depreciable property will be trans-

ferred at an amount equal to the stated disposition. But if the stated

disposition is greater, than either fair market value or the undepreci-

ated capital cost to the taxpayer, the disposition wilL be valued at the

greater of these two amounLs. If the disposition is less than the less-

er of these two stated amounts; the disposition wj.ll be deemed to have

been received at the lesser of faj.r market value or the undepreciated

capital cost of this property with respect to fair market value of that

asset' s cLass.

When the property transferred is Iand,

have received the property at the proceed

termined. But, if the stated disposition

ket value or the adjusted cost base, the

the greater of these two possibilities. I

the child at less than either fair market

base, it is deemed to be disposed of at the

again the child is deemed to

of disposition otherwise de-

is greater than the fair mar-

disposition will be given at

f the land is disposed of to
val-ue or the adjusted cost

lesser of these two options.

Therefore a farmer can transfer property during his lifetime to his

child.and be able to defer most if not all capital gains. The proceeds

may be any amount between fair market value and either the undepreciated

capital cost or the adjusted cost base depending upon whether the prop-

erty is depreciable or land. The child receives the property at the

same amount the taxpayer (farmer) has disposed of it.
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With the nev¡ capital gains exemption the parent may transfer property

at an amount necessary for meeting his needs r+iihout being penalized.

As well, he may transfer property to his child at less than market value

thereby providing the child with an easier means of entry. The capital

gains exemption of $500,000 may be accunulated over time thereby allow-

ing the child and parent to transfer property as the child can afford to

do so. The parent can utilize the capital gains exemption, while the

child can acquire assets at a value less than market value. The goal. of

transferring ownership of the farm is met r+ith both parties benefitting.

These sections have shown the advantages a farm "child" has when at-
tempting to acguire an existing farm. Therefore, it is expected new

entrants from farn backgrounds will be nore able to enter farming than

non-farm net+ entrants.

2,4 FINÀNCIÀL CONSIDENÀTIONS

A new entrant must consider all' financial aspects of farming to be

able to decide if farming can provide a secure future. consequently,

studying financial considerations is necessary to establish what a new

entrant should expect from farming.

The current media coverage of the financial crisis in agriculture,

depicts gloom for farmers, especially ner+ ones. The number of bankrupt-

cies have increased substantial.ly in the past few years. in'1981 there

were 14 bankruptcies in Manitoba, by'1984 there rvas 62 bankruptcies and

in 1985 69.ss There are several reasons accounting for Èhis. High in-

5s winnipeg Free Press, Wednesday, February 5, 1986, V01.114, No.66.
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terest rates were a major factor in the early'1980's. The price paid

for farm iand in the late 1970's and eariy 1980's proved to be too high

and land values declined. To make matters worse variable input prices

increased and prices received for goods declined. Às a result, many

farmers are experiencing lower incomes, reduced equity and poor cash

flows. These factors along with increased debt loads proved disasterous

to many farmers.

The result is that many producers are in severe economic dif-ficulty and in.possible danger of losing their farms. A sig-nificant portion of these individuars are relatively young
producers, who have attempted to estabrish or expand ltreii
farming operations over the past decade.60

During the 1970's farmers were often advised to expand to capitalize

on inflation. Unfortunately most people did not correctly forecast fu-

ture prices, costs and interest rates. Coupling this with pressures for

expansion nany farmers adopted capitaL-intensive methods. This resulted

in raising overhead and thus risk. Overhead is increased because of

more capital-intensive management programs such as money borrowed to buy

equipment, fertilizer, and chemicals. This borrowed money must be paid

back in both good years and bad. Thus farmers incurred reduced liquidi-
ty and therefore a higher risk of failure.61 To operate an efficient
unit, a farmer needs to have a farm with sufficient size, capital and

technol-ogy. This requirement increases the risks associated with acqui-

sition.

60

61

"The Farn Financial Crisis: policy and Legislative Options,
sion Paper", Manitoba Àgriculture, November, 198b, pñ. 1.

tawrence E. Shepard and Robert A. Collins, "Why do Farmers
Bankruptcies 1910-78'. Americaq Journal of Áqricurtural
Hov 1982, vot 6a(!), pp. 6m.

a Discus-

Fail? Farm
Economics,
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The business risks associated with varying farm income andlarger farm size clearly supplemented thó financial risks con-nected with Ìeverage as apparent infruences on bankruptcy
rates. 6 2

A survey conducted by the Farm

ers accounting for 17% of the

possibly lose their farms. To

a farmer must meet one of

Credit Corporation shows over 3600 farm-

commercial producers in Manitoba could

be in this category

the following criteria:

Debt expenses are greater than 40% of farn sales,

TotaL borrowings, intermediate and long term are great-
er than 110% of total investment, or

Net worth is less than 15% of. totaL assets.63

Data from F.C.C. shows those farmers with the least amount of equity
(0-61%), have an average of 10 years of farm experience. Farmers with

the most equity, 77-97% and 97% and over, have 24 and 32 years of farm

experience, respectively.64 Obvious).y the younger farmers are experienc-

ing a precarious financial position.

As farming is a business, concepts of business and financial risk
should be considered. Business risk is the risk which is inherent in

the firn, independent of the way it is financed. with respect to farm-

ing, this would include weather, international effects upon prices re-
ceived and for costs incurred, general inflation or deflation, and the

economy as a who1e. This resulting income variation gives agriculture a

high business risk. Agriculture also has financial risk associated with

I

2.

3.

62 lbid, pp. 614.

63 "The Farm Financial Crisis¡ policy
cussion Paper. Manitoba Àgriculturã.

64 Ibid, pp.5.

and Legislative Options",
November, 1985r pÞ. 4.

a Dis-
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ir.
This includes lhe risk of being unabie to meec prior cjaims
with the cash generated by the firm, which is dãtermined by
the dispersion of net cash flows and the level of fixed obril
gation, as well as the firm's pool of liquid resources.6s

The two types of risk are related because of the degree of business risk

inherent in the firnr. Since financial risk contributes to overaLl risk

of the firm, a rationing affect of internal capital may resurt. This

may lead to adjustments in debt use and therefore financial risk, chang-

ing business risk. 6 6

When discussing financial risk another aspect to consider is the liq-
uidity of assets available for off-setting cash deficiencies. Thus a

person who has more liquid assets may accept riskier investments.6? The

converse is also true, if there is a lack of liquidi.ty then the farmer

will tend to be risk averse. Since land is not considered a liquid as-

set, an increase in the price of land will alter credit. Credit will
then be difficult to acquire because more resources must be allocated

towards repayment of land debt. Thus, the purchase of rand at high val-

ues may tend to reduce liquidity which in turn increases financial

risk.68 Às financial risk is related to business risk, a higher degree

of financial risk will be evident in the overall business risk of the

firm. It rnay be possible to assume with the increases in land prices in
the late 1970's and early 1980's requirements for credit also changed.

6s Stephen c. Gabriel and
cial Risk". Àmerican
1 98ú, pp. 560.-

66 Ibid, pp. 561.

67 Ibid, pp.562.

68 Ibid, pp. 563.

C.B. Baker
Journal of

, "Concepts of Business and Finan-
Aqricultural Economics, VoI . 62,



With increases in the interest rate,

whoie operation more risxy. This may

occuring.
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liquidity likely fe11 making the

be a reason wiry bankruprcies are

with new entrants business risk may be even greater for a number of

reasons. Since expansion and/or startup are limited by the available

cash for purchase, increases in land values requires more capital for

the same level of equity by a ne!¡ entrant. The rate of acquisition and

expansion depends upon land price increase and the equity requirement.

"Land price increases can only increase the cash equity requirement for

land acquisition for the nonowner."6s The new entrant is confronted with

many points to consider before purchasing a tract of rand. His poten-

tial- for purchase is based on: 1) the earnings from thai rand; z) his

income tax bracket; 3) the rate of change in rand pricesì 4) the avail-
able proportion of the earnings for investment; and 5) the cash equity

required. With an increase in the price of land large owner-operated

farms will benefit most. This results from the large land owner being

able to accept low to moderate cash flows from the purchase of land.

The increase in lhe price of the land will compensate him for these cash

flows. Thus a land price increase may "create the potentiat for large

olrner-operated farms to become much larger and raise barriers !o entry

into farning of those who have no land ownership base.',70 The net re-

sults of increasing Iånd prices may be a concentration of agriculture.
Thus, it is less expensive to inherit a farm than to buy one.

James S. PIaxico,
in Agriculture".
ber 1979, pp.1098.

Ibid, pp.1098.

"Implications of Divergence in Sources of Returns
è.merican Journal of Àqricultural Economics, Decem-

69

70
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this increased financial risk is farmers using

si:orter term rates. 'Ihis resuits from perceived shortages of equipment

which they believe may be paid off over a short term. Thus farmers are

trying to pay off interest charges as well as the principal resulting in

less cash and liquid assets. Financial risk therefore is increased

which tends to affect the farm operation. The survival of the farm may

be an important problem in today's agricultural economy.zl

For firm survival asset liquidity is a financial characteristic often

overlooked. The other characteristics of an asset: .l) net incomeì 2)

net cash flow; 3) capital. gains; and 4) collateral value are often con-

sidered when analyzing a farm's assets. The liquidity value often is
not considered. The collateral value and the liquidity value are not

necessarily the same. tiquidity value is the value generalLy received

when an asset is sold under duress. consequently, it generarly is ress

than the collateral value. The avoidance of asset liquidation may have

allowed more failures than is necessary.T2 À problem faced by new ent-

rants is insufficient assets for liquidation. Generally they need the

assets for production or operation of the farm. Thus if a new entrant

is faced with financial problems he may not be able to utilize the 1iq-

uidity value of some of his assets. Therefore financial and business

risks are greater for a nev¡ enLrant than for an existing farmer. Àn ex-

isting farmer has more methods of reducing his financial risk. This may

imply a neÍ'l entrant with backing from the family farm is in a Less risky

71 Michael Boehlje and Vernon Eidnan, "Stress in
tions for Producers". American Journal of
December 1983, VoI 55 (5 ) ,lF; 937

ibid, pp. 938.

Àgr iculture: impl ica-
Àqricultural Economics,

72
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situation than a

The remainder

general financial

new entrants; and

non-f arm ne¡+ entrant.

of this section will
considerations ì 2)

3) possibilities for

be divided into three parts:

specific problems with respect

nef., entrants.

1)

to

2,4,1 General Fínancial Considerations

In this subsection three main areas will be considered: 1) the debt

capacity of a farmerì 2) the farmers abilities with respect to purchas-

es; and 3) investment and management techniques. À farmer generally has

debt since it is difficult to purchase real estate and/or equipment

without debt instruments. This adds to the farmer's financiaJ. risk,
however if applied judiciously it may not affect the overall risk ad-

versely.

2,4.1,1 Debt CapaciÈy

To purchase real estate a degree of equity is usual]_y required. This

equity may be generated through the oh'ner's earnings or from retained

earnings in a business. The degree of equity often limits the leverage

a farmer can utilize for purchases. However, this is not the only part

of debt capacity. It is also inportant to consider three other points:

1. profitability of the farm business;

2. ratio of long term to short term debt; and

3. interest rate and term of the loan.73

tó I.layne L. Knoblauch, "Debt payment Àbility and Debt carrying capacityof New York Dairy Farns". JouJnal of the Àmerican soõie[v o.f rarm
Manaqers and Rura1 Appraiers, Vol 13, Number 1, aprit î979, pp. gõ.
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the farm business.

This has become apparent in the past few years. tenders previously

based loans on the security of the farm and on the "Family Name". it is

now imperative the loan/debt incurred be "based on projected productivi-

ty of the loan itself, as well as on the likelihood that the farmer will
successfuJ-ly manage the borrowed funds."74 Às a result farmers must nor.¡

consider many more things than just their equity when applying for a

loan. This may be even more pronounced with a decrease in the value of

property after the purchase of the property. gthen a farmer purchases

property he has to consider the real inlerest rate as welI. As this in-
creases, the firm "must shift from debt to retained earnings to finance

expansion."Ts this became all too obvious in the pasl few years espe-

cialIy for those operators who expanded rapidly in the iate jg7o,s and

early 1 980' s.

Therefore the prudent farmer will analyze his situation with respect

to meeting debt obligations. There are six factors a farmer should con-

sider when pranning or using debt: 1) management ability; z) the size of

the farm; 3) enterprise diversification; 4) interest rate 1eve1s; s)

loan nraturity lengths; and 6) abiJ.ity to defer debt in low income

years.76 It must be remembered debt is a useful instrument. However,

7a Kenneth R. Krause and Paul L. liilliams, "Personality Characteristics
and Successful Use of Credit by Farm Families". Amãrican Journal ofÀqricultural Econonics, VoI 53, 1971, pp. 619.

i5 Mark Drabenstutt, "Financial Crisis in Àgriculture: Discussion".
Amerigen Journal of Aqricultural Economics, December 1983, Vol 65(S),pp.955.

tu of.n Hanson and Jerry Thompson, "Farm Debt capacity: Evidence from
Minnesota". Journal of the Àmeriçan_ryj-eq of 

-Farm-Manasers 
and Ru-ra! ¡ppraisers,-üõ-1 eT,T, æriïTgg¡ñ l¡,
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If it is not used prudently,

a farmer may invesr excessivery, especiaily in years of high income.

This may be foll-owed by debt servicing difficulties in years with lower

incomes. t'lhen incomes fall unexpectedly and debt service commitnents

are high, the resurt may lead to technical insolvency of the farm.77

This is not a desirabre position, however it may be rectified. one

method is to seII assets as suggested previously. Ànother method is to

restructure debt to shift from current and intermediate to long term.

Nevertheless, maximum debt capacity should be utilized. This is where

the debt servicing commitments just exhaust the estimated available in-

corne. This amount is not the same as maximun debt, rather it is re-

ferred to as the maximum feasible debt. It is a function of management.

Better nanaged farms will be able to service more debt, resulting in a

higher maxirnum feasible debt.78 Thus contrary to current opinion, debt

may be a reguired instrument to expand and prosper, provided it is uti-
lized properl-y. Farmers experiencing the most rapid financial progress

generally have the following six attributes:

1. a good education before launching a career;

2. a high value on investment as opposed to consumption;

3. small families to support;

4. more intensive enterprises;

5. larger operations to obtain economies of size; and

Ibid, pp.

Ibid, pp.

77

78

13.

1a.
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amount of assets. i s

debt which enabled
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them to control a large

Therefore debt must

provided it is used

be considered by all as a

with care.

vehicle for advancement,

2,4,1.2 Purchase Options

The second part of this subsection deats with purchase options. As

shown previously, farmers acquire assets and use debt to advance them-

selves. Two points must be considered before entering into an enter-

prise: 1) there must be enough earning power to create adequate capital
resources for protection against risks from price movements as well as

form the basis for growth; and 2) it must yield a profit rarge enough lo

provide the owner with income for support of himsel-f and his family

without detracting from firm growth and survival. 8o Generally capital
budgeting is used to test the viability of a purchase. The main ingre-

dients of this for a purchaser include his income expectations and his

opportunity cost of capital. Other points have surfaced to be important

such as interest rates, down payment and the length of the amortization

period. Taxes should also be considered when a purchase is made. Other

considerations include the length of the planning horizon, and future

increases in land values as welL as net returns.sl The purpose is to

79

80

81

Michael.Boehrje and Kenneth Thomas, "Entry into Agriculture: Barriers
and PoIicy Alternatives". JournaL of the Àmeriðan Society of Farm
Manaqers and Rural ÀppraisersTEfã-3;#2, october înñzl-,
G. strasoldo, "Managing Finances on Individually owned private
Farms". 2nd International Farm Managemenl congress, i9l+, pp. 114.

warren F. Lee and Norman Rusk, "Inflation and crop profitability. How
Much Can Farmers Pay for Land?" Àmerican Journal of ¡qriculturãl nc-
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show the different inputs in a capital budgeting analysis. capital

buogeting techniques can be used to evaiuate lanó purchases. Eacir po-

tential purchaser will have different values and estimates for the com-

ponents previously listed. The bidders will have different levels of

income generating potential, pranning horizon, income levels and down

payment. Thus one would generally see a new entrant possessing a low

downpayment, a long planning horizon, a low income level and probably a

low to intermediate income generating capabiJ.ity.s2 The purchaser needs

to acquire land in order to have growth in his income generating capac-

tiy. As stated previousry, debt is acceptable if it is properLy used.

Since the purchaser places a great importance on his estimates for fu-

lure economi.c trends and financial position in his bid price any devia-

tions would be disasterous.s3 Thus other methods may be more viable for
purchasers who are more risk averse. À particularily appropriate method

to reduce ownership costs is the sale- leaseback arrangement. This

method will decrease cash flow requirernents. Particularly aLtractive

are crop-share rental arrangements which reduce cash requirements even

greater. Thus given current financial prospects for agriculture, rent-

ing may be the best alternative for a farmer attempting to control more

'assetst . I 4

onomics, VoI 58, December 1976, pp. 984.

Ibid, pp. 988.

ibid, pp.989.

82

öJ

84 Michael Boehlje and Vernon
Implications for Producers"
nomics, Dec. 1983, Vol 65(5

Eidman, "Financial Stress in Àgriculture:
. Àmerican Journal of Àqricultural Eco-),pW
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2,4,1,3 Investnent and lrianagenent Techniques

Since debt is not necessarily destructive, and purchases are needed

for growth, how does a farmer choose an investment and then manage it?
He should endeavor to choose an investment which has a high return with

a risk which he can accept. Minimizing risk through diversificalion is

the basis for portfolio theory. However with a farm, the degree of di-
versification is limited. The types of crops grov¡n will be determined

by the weather patterns, thus greatly different crops are not possible.

Às well, a farrner cannot feasibly operate two farms a great distance

apart to 'diversify' the geographic risk of the farm. when credit is
used it affects portfolio risk. The degree of leverage and the risk

measures of borrowing tend to result in higher credit risks.ss This in

turn leads to greater portfolio risk. Portfolio risk is a portion of

financial risk which can affect the business risk of a firm. Since a

farmer wishes to maximize his returns with minimum risk, he should be

risk averse; however, this is not a good method for future growth and

expansion. High risk aversion in a farmer may "show litt1e or no growth

in farm size and partial idting of production capacity."86 Thus the pru-

dent farm manager will consider credit risk as an important point with

respect to expansion and long range plans.

There are a number of responses a manager may employ to respond to

risk in the business. Leverage, liquidity and insurance are the three

main financial responses to risk available to farmers. The pace of in-

tuis R. Sanint and
ersr Credit Risks".
1983, Vol 65(2), pp.

Ibid, pp. 325.86

Peter J. Barry, "A Programming Ànalysis of Farm-
4merican Journal of Aqricultural Economics, May

321,
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The postponment of capital expendi-

tures wrl-l do three ci'rings: 1) oelay Iarge f inancial outiays; 2) reduce

cash outflows; and 3) restrain indebtedness. This response is easy to

perform, however assets must eventually be replaced for continued pro-

ductivity. A second response to risk is the pace of disinvestment and

withdrawls. There must be a willingness to liquidate assets to meet

current financial obligations. it may be difficult especially with be-

ginning farmers since they have few liquid financial assets. More per-

manent assets disrupt the productivity of the farm and thus should be

liquidated on).y as a last resort.87 The third method of response to risk
is to establish credit reserves with lenders. This may result in better

communication and thus allo!¡ a carryover of debt and restructuring in

adverse situations. The manager should establish acceptable targets for

the farm's financial leverage position. Thus the nanager should base

leverage on risk-return considerations, adequate safety margins on col-

lateral, and on projected repayment capacities. The prudent manager

wiil use public progress to deverop credit reserves.ss The final re-

sponse to risk is insurance. This allows a farmer to be compensated in

case of occurrences placing undue financiaL stress on the farm. This

instrument is best used in response to events which occur infrequently

but are very damaging, such as haiI.8s

Peter J. Barry,
in Àqriculture.
vilIe, illinois,
Ibid, pp. 170.

Ibid, pp. 171.

John A. Hopkin and C.B.
the interstate Printers

1983, pp. 169.

88

89

Baker, Financial Management
and Publishers, Inc., Ðan-
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l.iith general financial considerations covered, the next subsection

wi.ll deal with financial consioerarions wirh respect Eo new enrrants.

Netv entrants must consider alI the previous points plus others because

of their precarious financial position.

2,4.2 Financiar considerations Hilh Respect to Nerr Enlrants

Business failures of developing farms have increased in the past few

years due to a number of factors. One of the most important is the in-

creasing amount of capital required to start farming. More money is

needed to purchase capital assets such as land and nachinery, and new

entrants have been required to increase borrowings. Table 3 shows an

important item (wheat prices) affecting land prices increasing faster

than variable input costs throughout a good part of the1970's. The re-

sulting trend in land values caused many farmers to enter with the ex-

pectation of further increases in land prices. However, they did not

forsee the high interest rates and lower comnodity prices which subseq-

uently occured in the 1980's. Loan repayment comnittments created havoc

with net cash flow on many of these farms. Às a resul-t, many begining

farmers who acquired land at high prices are in difficulty. To remedy

this situation many farmers are trying to restructure their loan portfo-

1io. The 1 983-84 annual report for F.C.C. (Farm Credit Corporation )

states a large percentage of the processed loans for 1983-84 were for

debt consolidation.s0 Not only are farmers trying to restructure their
loans, but some are going "further into debt to pay for living expenses

and interest payments that shouLd be paid for out of farm sal-es."si

s 0 F.C.C. , AnnuaI Report, 1 983-84, p.9.
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Table 3

Indicies influencing I'armland Prices
(1971='100)

I ndex
Yea r

= == = ==== = == = == === ======== = == ==== ===== ==== ====== = =

I ndex
lJheat Prices

100
135
3i4
292
258
204
195
263
338
41'7
377
339
340

Variable Input
Costs

100
106
116
147
180
'1 96
202
215
240
281
331
336
3s0

197 1

1972
1973
197 4
1975
197 6
197't
1 978
1979
1980

981
982
983

:== ==== = === === ==== = === = = = = ==== =

Capital requirements, sources, and adequacy of terms and conditions

for repayment are referred to in this thesis. There is considerable ev-

idence successful entry is hindered by requirements to obtain and pro-

vide security for necessary borrowed capital and the requirement for eq-

uity capitaL. The latest figures from F.c.c show the average asset

value of its applicants is $487,74g.s2 This is a considerable figure and

one a young person is not likeIy lo possess. The nunber of loans F.c.c.

approved during 1984-85 was less than the previous year by 54.8%. of

these loans a snall amount (5.2 million) was used by the Special Farm

Financial Àssistance Program (srrep) because most of the money allocated

to sFFÀP was used in the previous year. The average size of loan de-

sl Winnipeg Free Press, Wednesday, October 3,

sz F.C.C., Annual Report. 1984-85, p. 10.

'1984, p.14.
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This maycreased from $135,763

refiect "the deciine in

$116,123 in 1984-85.

Íarm assets".9 3

in 1 983-84 to

iand values anci

The average asset value of those who applied for and received loans

was less than the previous year ($487,749 vs 5497,990) however, the per-

centage equity level was higher than the previous year ßj.2% vs 4g .g%) .

F.C.C. states

Under deteriorating econonic conditions which limit farmers'ability to repay debts, higher reveLs of equity are requiredfor farm operations to remain viable.sa

Though F.C.C. states the majority of its loans held are for the under 35

age group they do not show this group is decrining in numbers. The ap-

plicants in other age categories have been increasing in recent years.s5

This may suggest young farmers do not have the financial ability to se-

cure a l-oan from F.C.C.. Possibly only older more established farmers

are able to acquire loans because they have sufficient equity in their
farm. It is possible greater equity and collateral is now required to

secure and successfully service farm loans. Beginning farmers may have

to reach older age brackets in order to acquire the needed equity to
start farming. Às well they may be engaged in off-farm employment to

help service farm debt. It is also possible new entrants are requesting

more assistance from their families. Some families may not be able to
give assistance until the existing farmer retires. Thus, new entrants

may be applying for loans when they are older given they have worked in

the operation for more years and have built up more equity.

O 2 -r r .
" - Iþ1d,

s4 Ibid,
s5 F.c.c.

p. '1 3.

p. 15.

, Ànnual Report, 1983-84, p. 11.
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Kapitany (1982) shows:

Entering farmers are; more iikely
Er, and better educated. They
(1and, machinery and livestock)
than established farmers. s 6

to work off the farm, young-
al-so have less f i xed capi tal
and a lower level of output

It requires a large amount of capital to start farming and even more

to operate a viable.unit. This phenomenon is not new to agriculture as

Hare (1946) and Gilson (1959) both state this. Às real incomes have

farlen (table 1 ), the business risk associated with farming has in-

creased. This results in new entrants having to endure greater business

risk which may inhibit entry.

The risk involved wilh being a new entrant is great because of the

iimited assets available to him. As shown previously, asset riquidity
is also a probl-em. Thus

one of the dominani characteristics of beginning farmers is
the limited capability to withstand risk. rhe beginning farm-
er typically does not have the equity base nor tñe experience
to cope-financially and personally with wide fluctualions in
income. e 7

With high interest rates observed during the past few years financing is

even more disruptive to the new entrant. inflation has shifted the

risks associated with interest rates from lenders to farmers.sB Às a re-

sult more farmers are experiencing difficulties and even bankruptcies.

M.Kapitany, 'An Ànalysis of the off-Farm work Behavior of Enlering
Farm Operators in the Prairie provinces'. unpubrished M.sc. thesis,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg Manitoba, 1982.

Michael Boehlje and Kenneth Thomas, "Entry into Agriculture: Barriers
and Policy Àlternatives". Journal of lhe Àmerican society of Farm
Manasers and Rural @¡, *7, octo¡er l97t p¡:zT 

-
Eddy L. LaDue, "Infration and Agricultural Finance: Discussion".
lTgJican Journal of Àqricultural Economics, Dec 1980, vol 52(s), pp.
1067 .

96

97

98
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Àn alternative for these new entrants is to rent tand. Though this
generally is a more economically viable option, especially for Lhose

with cash flow risks, it too is difficult to acquire. There is a fairly
high degree of risk associated with cash rent. As a result more eslab-

lished farmers with large equities and liquid assets can bid up rents.

This may reduce possibilities for new entrants to expand or even be-

gin.es what may happen when a nev¡ entrant purchases land is a reduction

in his credit reserves so other options are eliminated. 1 o o r¡e a nelt

farmer this may be disasterous. Input costs are high and a nelr entrant

Iikely does not have the cash to purchase them. Thus, credit is re-

quired for purchase of variable inputs. Therefore, when a new entrant

has real estate commitments, other credit may suffer. This in turn may

reduce his ability to acquire enough inputs to be efficientry produc-

tive.

Diversification can generally reduce risk for a beginning farmer.

The beginning farmer can have a higher maximum feasible debt with more

labour intensive operations such as hogs or dairy. The new entrant with

a grain operation may find his maximum feasible debt is lower which lirn-

its his ability to expand.101For a beginning farmer expansion is a ma-

jor objective. However, other probLems may require more attention.

ee Michael Boehlje and Kenneth Thomas, "Entry into Agriculture: Barriers
and Policy Àlternatives". Journal of the Àmerièan Society of Farm
Manaqers and Rurat ÀppraisersEfã¡TzloctãEer 19lgñ23. 

-t oo 5.¡. sonka, B.c. Dixon and B.c. Jones, "Impact of Farm Finacial
Structure on the Credit Reserves of the Farm Business". Àmerican
Journal of Àqricurtural Economics, Àugust 1990, vol 62(3), pp-seil

tot o!.n Hanson and Jerry Thompson, "Farm Debt capacity: Evidence from
Minnesota". Journal of the- Àmerican Society of Farm Manaqers and
Rural eppraierãlFt 4¿-*l, ¡pilr T9ãT', -ñõ.-TE.-
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acquire enough capital

to withstand Lhe cash

if iano is purcirased.

then the possibilities
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flow irregularities in the

i f rhey are not able to

for new entrants are few.

2,4,3 Planninq Considerations for New EntranÈs

From the previous material at least two considerations may mean suc-

cess or failure for a new entrant: 1) the type of farm ie. hogs, dairy,

mixed, 9râin; and 2) the amount which can be financed. The type of farm

is a personal matter, though it appears more intensive livestock opera-

tions are more likely to succee¿.t02 This decision stilL requires a lim-

it on the amount of debt a farm can undertake. Therefore, the old prob-

lem of choosing a plan to best use credit rises again. The new entrant

must have

a financiaL reverage strategy that attempts to maintain the
maximum amount of debt (as a percentage of assets) that can be
safely carried in low return years that wirl present no debt
payment difficulties in high return years.103

This leverage strategy is paramount in the advancement of a farm. To

maximize net worth, Iarge use of debt may be the best option. Recogniz-

ing this, a method to avoid financial distress is simple: the cash in-

flows (annual) must meet or exceed the outflows (annual). Or put other-

wise:toa

1c2 ¡bid, pp. 18.

103 Gregory D: Hanson and Jerry L. Thompson, "À simuration study of Max-
imum Feasible Farm Debt Burdens by Farm Type". Àmerican Jôurnal of
Àqricultural Economics, Nov. 1980, VoI 62-,- pp, 7Z-

104 Ibid, pp. 728.
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Thus when a ner, entrant is considering an investment option he rrould es-

pecially consider his projected cash flo$. The farmer will use current

interest rates which he would most likely receive fron his lending in-

stítution. A prospective farmer should consider variables which may

change. If he considers inflation, the analysis should be altered. The

result may be that inflation will make an investment look attractive,

only to result in a disasterous position when inflation slows or even

reverses. Thus when land purchase is contemplated the purchaser should

consider worst case scenarios as well as the average and best case sce-

narios. However, basing his decision on worst case may resuLt in slow

growth and a non-optimal maximunr estimate of net worth.

Considering the drop in real incomes (Table 1 ), the potential gross

cash flow has likely decreased also. This results in less cash avail-

able to meet the requirements as stated above. Consequently, entry may

be hindered because lhe new entrant must allocate most of the income to

debt expenses.

Àssuming the new entrant wishes to expand, he must be able to gener-

ate investible funds. The first source of investible funds is disposa-



6s

ble income in excess of consumption. This will increase the availabili-
ty of funds in the next period. enocner methoo is co borrow funds.

This is often a function of net worth at the end of the previous period.

0f course cash flow is also important in the borrowing function.los For

a netv farmer this is a difficult position. For him the possibilities
for establishment are based upon four factors. The first is his amount

of equity capital.. The more there is, the greater the amount of credit
potentially available. This may lead to a larger operation and more net

worth in the end.106 The second factor is intra-family financial assis-

tance. The family, depending upon iLs financial position, can supply

funds to the new entrant via four ways: .1) gifts; z) a saving to the new

entrant by buying an asset from the family at below market value; 3) in-
heritance; and 4) credit extension. These four methods can put a farm-

er's child at an advanlage to a non-farm entrant. The third method is

less direct. The number of years the farm has operated can be benefi-

cial to the child. A farm which has existed for a long time will gener-

aIly have a higher net worth to debt ratio. This will allow easier re-

financing of the farm for the next generation. This does not benefit a

netv entrant from a non-farrn background. The final method is savings

from non-farm employment. These savings can be helpful

land, inputs and machinery. 1 o 7

1n acqurrlng

ros Michael Boehlje and T. Kel1y
Model of Farm Firm Growth".
nomics, pp.549.

1o 6 Driver, pp. 38.

107 Ibid, pp. 40.

White, "À Productio Investment Decision
American Journal of Àqricultural Eco-
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pattern is to continue to dominate

iicy will need to repiace a debt-

goaJ-s of f arm operations. rr l oB

The main strength or weakness of a new entrant may be his management

ability. If a new entrant possesses production, marketing, and finan-

ciaL skills which are above average he may survive and eventually pros-

per. The new entrant should be quick to utiLize programs and recognize

beneficial actions. I.iith a notion for eased credit terms the ambitious

new entrant should be the first to utilize them. Soon after implementa-

tion the cash flow and eguity advantages are bid into the price of the

rand. Thus, land prices will rise, erasing any benefits to those who

are tardy.10s Policies aiding the beginning farmer may tend to hurt him

more than help. This depends upon which side of the fence he sits. If
he is a child of an existing farmer, entry is stirl possibLe and most

like1y probable. Otherwise it may become even more unlÍkely for a non-

farm new entrant to begin farming.110

r08 C.B. Baker and John À. Hopkin, "Concepts of Finance Capital for a
Capial-Using lgli"ultureu.- Àmerican Journal of Àqricultuial Econom-ics, Vol 51, 1969, pp. 1062,

Robert D. Reinsel and Edward T. Reinsel, "The Economics of Asset
values and current Income in Farming". Àmerican Journal of Àqricul-tural Economics, Dec.1979, VoI 61, pp.1096.

Ibid, pp. 1097.

109
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2 
" 
5 HYPOTIIESES

Given all of the preceding information, it appears a number of areas

should be questioned. The first deals with the life-cycle of the tarn/

farmer. The main hypothesis here asks if new entrants need parental as-

sistance to enter farming? Specifically: Family assistance is not nec-

essary for new entrants to accumulate the capital required to begin

farming. It is worded this way because the test will be for indepen-

dence. The method will be expl.ained in Chapter V.

The second hypothesis concerns itself with hardship arising from fam-

ily assistance. If there is a degree of hardship, possibly assistance

will be reduced or eliminated. This could reduce the chances of a new

enLrant being able to continue farming. The specific hypothesis is:
Family assistance offered to new entrants does not place hardship on

farm families. This hypothesis will be tested using information from

both surveys. It is hoped more than a yes/no response may be gleaned.

Information fron survey two should qualify the degree of assistance re-

ce i ved.

À second area is concerned with the financial lending institutions.

it is not the objective to say one is better than another; rather, the

perception of their usefullness is desired. The two main types: private

and public, will be considered. consequently, aÈtitudes about these

will be derived. Hopefully, the use of these institutions, ie. which

type is preferred will be determined. There are three hypotheses to be

tested in this area. The main purpose is to determine if the institu-
tions are providing adequate service. consequentry, testing with re-

spect to public and to private agencies will be done.
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The third hypothesis (first in this area) tests the adequacy of

financial institutions to provioe needeo credit. This is tested by the

opinions of the respondents. Consequently, the results will be indica-

tive of this sample population. specifically, the hypothesis states:

net+ entrants believe financial institutions fail to provide adequate

credit programs for their needs.

The fourth hypothesis questions the ability of pubric lending agen-

cies to provide adequate long term capital. À percej.ved notion of these

institutions is they are the main provider of long term capital. This

is to be tested by the following hypothesis: public lending agencies do

not fulfill their role as providers of adequate long term capital for

new entrants. The converse of this hypothesis is to test the adequacy

of private lending inslitutions. The perceived view isi they provide

short and intermediate term credit to farmers. Àgain this is tested to

see if the surveyed population feel-s the private institutions are meet-

ing their needs. Specifically: private lending institutions do not ful-
filL their role as providers of adequate short and intermediate term fi-
nancing for new entrants. As well a picture of the degree of use, ie.
the actual- amounts received should be developed.

À third major area is off-farm employment. Às previously stated off-
farm employment is one method of entry into farming and its usefullness

is tested. A side aspect of this hypothesis is the use of off-farm em-

ployment to strengthen the farm financial picture. it is hoped to dis-
cern if off-farm employment is a necessary but not a sufficient condi-

tion for entry. This is tested via the sixth hypothesis which is:
off-farm employment is not utilized by new entranLs to facilitate ease

of entry into farming.



Therefore, the three main areas to be tested are family

aoequacy of iending insticutions and the use of off-farm

Chapter V wiIl test these hypotheses and compile the results.
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assistance,

empioyment.



ChapLer III
IIETHODOIOGY

This chapter will be divided into three sections. The first will
discuss survey design. The second and third sections will discuss the

specific methods used by both surveys. The use of a survey is a common

means for extracting from the population information about a subject.

Generally the total population cannot be surveyed.

This thesis attempts to gather information on three main areas: 1)

parental assistance; 2) the use of Iending institutions; and 3) off-farm

empJ-oyment. Other areas considered were: the type and size of farm and

the demographics of the new entrants. Referring to Appendix A question-

nai.re one, the areas were discernible by the grouping of questions.

Questions one and two give demographics of the entrants. Questions

three through six develop the type of farm. Questions seven through

fourteen determined criteria about the ner+ entrants. Questions l5

through 28 deal with parental assistance. Questions 29 to 54 deal with

the different lending institutions, the source of loans, the use of

these loans and the availabitity of these loans. Fifty-six and fifty-
seven refer to off-farm work.

Referring to Àppendix B, guestionnaire two was segmented into specif-

ic areas. Questions one through fourteen were concerned wich attributes

of the farm such as size, varue and type. Information with respect to

expansion was gathered by questions fifteen through eighteen. ÀI1 of
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the parts in question nineteen relate to loans acquired by the new ent-

rant. lnformation with respect to che size of ioan, term of the loan,

who it was issued by, the interest rate, its use and the difficutty ac-

quiring the loan was gathered. Otf-farm ernployment was thought to be

important therefore a number of questions were asked. Numbers twenty

through twenty-nine asked about off-farm employment such as the need for

the money, the time spent off-farm and the ability to farm without it.
The remainder of the questions (#'s 30-36) asked about family assis-

tance. Therefore information was gathered from a representative sample

of the population. The goar of the survey was to be representative.lll

Surveys have other characteristics such as the direct acquisition of in-

formation from the respondents. This may be possible by permitting the

respondent to complete a questionnaire by himself or an interviewer.

Ànother characteristic of the survey r+as the natural setting which it
encompasses. Therefore a survey becomes less artificial than a control-

led experiment.ll2

There are three basic ways of data collection: 1) personaJ. inter-
views, 2) telephone interviews, and 3) self-enuneration.113 The first
two are effectively the same, although one is face to face and the other

is conducted over a distance. Personal interviews are very costly and

time consuming. They are best used in instances where the material dis-

cussed is complex and/or extensive. Telephone interviews can save much

111 'survey Research Manual', Institute for Social and Economic Re-
search, University of Manitoba, 2nd edítion, 1983, pp. 9.

1t2 7bid, pp. 9.

113 John B. Lansing and James N. Morgan, Economic Survey Methods, Survey
Research Centre, Institute for Social Research, rire Unlversity oi
Michigan, '1980, pp. 104.
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of the cost of personal interviews and accomplish nany of the same ob-

jectives. SeIf-enumeration is a much cheaper method of collecring in-
formati.on anC reduces costs substantialJ.y. However, there are drawbacks

associated with a mailout questionnaire. Non response and partial re-

sponses are common problems. It is possible the wrong person may com-

plete ihe quesLionnaire. Each of these limits the effectiveness of the

survey.lla An advantage associated r+ith the questionnaire is its stan-

dardization of form resulting in each respondent receiving exactly the

same questions and in the same order. l 15

When choosing the type of survey, three considerations must be in-
volved. First, the cost of the survey is important. secondry, the de-

sired response rate is a factor. Response rates of.80% or more general-

Iy require an interview; whereas, rates of 50% may be achieved with a

questionnaire. The third consideration is the types of issues involved.

If the information required is of an open nature then a questionnaire

will suffice. If more private issues are discussed then interviews

could be more appropriate. 11 6

When developing a survey four types of information can be obtained

depending upon the type of questionnaire and questions asked. potential

information includes: 1) the attitudes of the respondents; 2) their be-

liefs with respect to the scope of the survey;3) Lhe respondents behav-

ioral characteristics; and 4) the respondents attributes.
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When all these features are considered the hypotheses for the project

can be deveioped. The hypotheses then þecomes the basis for the survey.

Everything is geared for testing the hypotheses. Measurement of re-

sponse is important since this allows for statistical testing yielding a

definitive account of the information gathered. There are four levels

of measurement used in sampling. The first is 'normal', whi.ch is essen-

tially a labelling device. There are no values associated with the num-

bers. The numbers are used to distinguish one response from another.

The second measure is 'ordinal'. This type of measurement allows for

rank ordering. A variabl-e with a value of 1 is rated differently than a

vari.able with a value of 5. Therefore relative positions of answers may

be determined. À value is not placed on the unit, therefore differences

between two ordinal values does not have a fixed amount.l17

This problem of ordinal measurement is eliminated by the next meas-

urement technique, 'interval'. Real differences between intervals can

then be determined. However, it possesses no zero characteristic. This

is remedied by using the 'ratio' . This has all characteristics of the

above types plus a zero basis point. I t is best to use +.he l-owest meas-

urement possible as this will enhance the power to evaluate causal rela-

tionships.118 Most of the responses in questionnaire one will be alloted

'normaL' labels. The exception will be the year of entry. This will be

stated by the actual value. Questionnaire two will be similar with most

questions coded by 'normal' labels. The exceptions will be specific

values such as the size of farm or amount of the ]oan.
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Once the hypotheses have been developed the type of survey can be

oecioeo upon. There are three basic survey types: 1) descriptive, z)

expranalory studies, and 3) explanatory. The first type seeks to "de-

scribe the distribution of some trait(s) in a sanple of population."r 1s

This type of survey is more concerned with what has happened rather than

why it happened. The second 
.type of survey tries to establish causal

connections between variables. This requires specific ideas about how

independent variables may be affecting the dependent variables. The

last type is useful when little is known about the topic of interest.

This can allow broad topics to be covered and questioned. Thus the ret-
evant groups thoughts can be collected.l20

some of the survey could be classified as descriptive. This espe-

cially applies to questions pertaining to year of entry and age. The

first questionnaire is an explanatory survey because the population's

thoughts and ideas were gathered. Not enough initial information was

known to have an 'explanatory study'. Questionnaire two combines both

'descriptive' ie. roan anounts, farm size etc., with 'explanatory study'

to determine causal connections between variables. Together the two

questionnaires should: 1 ) develop knowledge about a topic where there is
limited knowledge; and 2) describe the population responding to the

questionnaire.

The next step was to determine the unit of analysis in this survey.

This was not the variables but rather the specific aroups. In lhis re-

search project, nerl entrants were the unit of analysis. This step must

Ibid, pp.38.

Ibid, pp. 39.

19

20



be performed in order to eliminate groups

survey. i 2 1
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which were not desired in the

Once the type of survey and uni.t of analysis are decided upon the

next step is survey research design. There are trro basic types which

are commonly used. The first type is cross-sectional. l.iith this type

data is collected only once and within approximatety the same time

frame. This develops a cross-section of the population. Cross-section-

a1 design is generally used for descriptive purposes. consequently, it
is difficult to use cross-sectional surveys for explanation because of

problems with association, time ordering and non-spuriousness. Non-spu-

riousness refers to variables which are not connected but appear to

5a.122

The second type of survey design is referred to as longitudinal, ãr-

ising from collection of data over time. The method used in this thesis

I'Ias cross-sectional because a si.ngle time frame vlas required. It would

have been too costly and time consuming to pursue a longitudinal design.

The cross-sectional allows a rel-atively quick and cost effective method

for gathering data. This was necessary for this type of research

proj ec t .

Once the type of survey design is decided upon the questionnaire can

be designed. The questionnaire "nosl accurately captures the objectives

and rationale of the survey.rr123 This can be the most critical componenÈ

1 21 I bid,

122 Ibid,

123 Ibid,

pp. 40.

pp. 43.

pp. 5'1.
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of the survey, âs poor questionnaires can give very little information.

Design of the questionnaire is related to the mechod of collection.

Mailout surveys dictate minimal cost incurred by the respondent. This

means both monetary ie. postage, and time; should not take an excessive

length of time. This should help maximize the response rate.

The length of the questionnaire depends upon the types of survey. À

personal interview can withstand a much longer questionnaire than a

mailout survey, therefore, the type of survey will dictate the appropri-

ate length of questionnaire. l 2a

In regard to types of questions used, there are seven main character-

istics to be considered. They are:

'1 . complexity

2. nature (open ended or not)

3. purpose

4, seguence

5. tedium

6. non-response -- potential for it
7 . threatening stancel 2 s

with personal interviews the questions can be quite complex and open-

ended. À definite sequence should be used by the interviewer resulting

in a low non-response rate. However, threatening questions can often be

betler answered by mailout surveys or via telephone. The mailout ques-

tionnaire contrasts with an interview because the respondent is in com-

124 ibid, pp.

1 2s lbid, pp.

55.

55.
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plete control. The respondent may not be able to understand complex

questions and may also change answers after reading the whole question-

naire. There is a high chance of non-response to some questions. Às

well the possibility exists the wrong person will ansvrer the questions

or answer foolishly. Using a phone interview eliminates sone problems

such as tedium and sequence; however, it does not convey complexities.

À phone intervievrer cannot use visual aids to induce responses for ques-

tions where ranking or selection is important.

This thesis utilized two questionnaires. The first was a mailout

type. The questions were ordered in such a manner so the respondent was

not subjected to tough questions immediately. Às previously stated the

questions were arranged in groups, clusters pertaining to different are-

as of interest. The discussion of the questionnaire design will foJ-1ow;

however, both open and closed questions were utilized. The first ques-

tionnaire nrinimized threatening questions to increase overall response.

The second questionnaire again used open and closed ended questions.

The purpose of it was to develop more detailed information about the in-

dividual. consequently, comprex and threatening questions were in-

creased. Non-response was minimized by interviewing (personally and by

phone) the popu].ation. Àgain it was ordered so a definite sequence rras

followed.

Format of questions is very important, especially for a mailout ques-

tionnaire. The order is important for a proper introduction to the sur-

vey, and to lead-in to the nex! group of questions. when developing or-

der of the questions, the type of infornation sought must be considered.
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Generally, one or more of the following are reguested: 1) their atti-
tudes, 2) their beiiets, 3) their behavior, and 4) their attributes. l2s

The respondents attributes, altitudes and beliefs were questioned.

Consequently, questions were ordered to gather information about each.

The respondents attributes were the subject of the first few questions

in each questionnaire. In addition in questionnaire two other attri-
butes were gathered specifically with respect to loans. The respondents

attitudes about their future, agriculture, the lending institutions were

gathered. Às we11, their beliefs about themselves and agriculture rvere

gathered. The attributes were asked first to ease the respondent into

the questionnaire. Then, attitudes and beliefs vrere organized to mix

with the subject areas previously stated.

Once the type(s) of information is(are) chosen then the method of

questioning can be decided upon. There are two types, open and closed.

The open type provides no ansr¡er, rather the respondent can construct

his'own response to the guestion. The closed type has specific answers

where the respondent chooses one. The advantages and disadvantages of

open and closed questions are presented in Tab1e 4. once the type of

question is decided upon, the wording of the question must be consid-

ered. The following points should be considered when developing a ques-

tion.

is the question double-barrelled -- asking more than one question

is the question ambiguous -- avoid jargon or slang

1.

2.

126 Ibid, pp. 64,
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3. is the level of wording appropriate -- substitutes words for com-

plex phrases

4. is the question too abstract

5. is the question too leading -- increases probability of biased-

ness

6. are there unconventional- phrases or abbreviations -- avoid this
7. is the question too vague or too precise

f. is the question biased -- tend to encourage specific response

f. is the question objectionable

10. is the question too demanding -- may resurl in non-response

1 1 . does the guestion require two answers

12. does the question assume too much knowledge -- avoid

13. does the question provide an appropriate time reference

14, does the question provide responses that can be compared

15. have the questions (questionnaire) been pre-tested127

The previous points were considered and appropriate measures were

taken to guard against all these factors. The type of survey decided

upon determines the construction and the nrethods of implementation.

Since a mailout survey was used the following issues were considered.

The questionnaire must be neat and professional. Examples of this would

be numbering questions, titres for categories and plenty of space for

ansl¡ers.

12? Ibid, pp.72:80.
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Advantages and

Table 4

Disadvantages of Open and Closed QuesÈions

0
P

E

N

1 ) unknown number or answer categories
2) respondent can answer in detail
3) if potential categories are numerous
4) issue i.s too compl-ex for

categorization
5) allows respondent to be creative

1 ) standardized answers
2) answers easy to code
3) respondent more clear
4) answers are complete

Àdvantages

makes sensitive issues
easier for respondent

Di sadvantages

1 ) may yield collection of worthless/
irrelevant inf ormation

2) data not standardized
3 ) coding di f f icult: of.ten

subjeclive; prone to error
4) requires superior writing

and communication skills
wording may not convey meaning
requires more of respondents time
-- lower response

7) questionaire larger

1

2

easy for respondent to guess
respondent may feel frustrated
if inappropriate categories
with lengthy questionnaire
-- repetitions
differences in interpretation
go undetecled

variations in answers are
arti f icially eliminated

more likelihood of transcription
er ror

5)
6)

L
L
0
S

E

D

5)
6)

about question

less sensitive
to answer

4)

5)

6)
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The attitudes of the respondents were questioned by a number of ques-

tions. Their beiiets/aititudes about the difticuities in rhe loan sys-

tem and thus suggestions for change reere questioned. This rlas best de-

termined by open-ended questions. Question 53 'Do you find any

difficulty in the present roan system?' depicts a typical open-ended

question. It allows the respondent to give his personaL opinion about

the subject. The use of it was required because there were too many

possible answers and their nature tvas unknown. However, a problem

arises with the answers. There may be too many answers to code effec-

tively. it was relatively straight forward so there should be no prob-

lem understanding the meaning. The subject interests most respondents

consequently they should complete the question. Since there were only

three open ended question in the first questionnaire, the respondents

should not be overwhelmed by them, leading to a higher response rate.

Questionnaire two has a few open ended questions, but they were in con-

junction with closed questions. This should result in fairly standard-

ized information so coding should not be a problem.

Most of the questions were of a closed variety. Though this may lead

to some nisnomers with respect lo questions, it was better for the pur-

pose of this research. Question 33'If you did take out a loan(s), for

what purpose v¡as it used for?' had as answers 1) farm equipment, 2)

breeding stock, 3) farm real estate and 4) tand improvements. This

should result in a standard response to this question. The question

should have complele answers. There should be limited non-response due

to inappropriate categories. Most quesÈions are closed with answers as

above or such as 'yes/no'.
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For a mailout survey the order of the questions are especially impor-

tant. The first ques¡ion shoulo attempt to reiate the first quesrion to

the survey's objective. Second]y, the first question should not be too

demanding. The third suggestion is to screen the respondents at the be-

ginning. Fourth1y, questions covering the same topic should be grouped

together. instructions were clear to minimize confusion. The fifth
suggestion is to use transitions to establish continuity of questions or

to start a nev¡ topic. Finally, place personal questions at the end of

the survey. l 28

The first question asked was the year the person started to farm.

The second question asked was the age of the respondent. Those 1ed into
general questions about the farm, ie. own land, have a c.w.B. permit

book. Then came the area of independence and family assistance. This

led to the area about institutional loans and their use. The next area

considered attitudes and drawbacks about the institutional Ioans. Fi-
nalIy, the area about off-farm employment was considered.

The second questionnaire also attempts to flow from one area to an-

other. The first few questions dealt with attributes about the farm ie.
the type, size, type of crops grown, and the value of assets. This ]ed

into the area about expansion. From this the area about loan use was

considered. The next area considered was off-farm employment. This. led

to questions about family assistance.

r28 Ibid, pp. 83.
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Once lhe questionnaire was developed, it became necessary to deter-

mine who should be surveyed. Obviously, the whole population couid not

be sampled as this would be time consuming and costly. Thus a sample of

the population developed through the use of a survey was used. It was

an estinrate of the whole population, nevertheless an adequate represen-

tation. Errors could arise because not all the population was sanpled.

Two types of errors can be observed: sampling error and non-sampling er-

ror. The first refers to incomplete coverage. The second arises from

inaccurate measurements, and administrative mistakes. l 2s Àn attempt was

made to minimize the chance of committing these mistakes.

There are trlo types of sampling:'1) probability sampling, and 2) non-

probability sampling. The first has units selected by a chance necha-

nism, ie. a simple random sample. The second type has four sub-types:

i) volunteer sampling, ie. the respondents have agreed to be in the sur-

vÊY, ii) haphazard sanrpling -- units that are readily available at the

time of the survey, iii) quota sanpring -- serection of units to meet

certain predetermined conditions, and iv) judgement sampling -- the

units selected are typical of all the units in the population.l3o The

unit of analysis for this study r+as nevl entrants.

I.rith the information available the type

ard non-probability. Exact selection of

fore quota sampling rlas not utilized even

were developed. It was hoped the survey

(those beginning to farm in the past three

of sampling used was haphaz-

units was not possible there-

though some preconceived ideas

would encompass new entrants

years) but a definitive group

Ibid, pp.92.

Ibid, pp.94,

29

30
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rvas not readily known.

The steps for constructing a sample survey were developed. First a

set of objectives for the survey were outlined. Secondly, a definition
of the population to be sampled was needed. The defined population was

referred to as the target population. Since the population actually

surveyed rvas generally different than the target, it was called the sam-

pre population. Thus, in this survey, the target population consists of

new entrants who entered farming in the last three years. In practice

the new entrants available will be the sampled population. The next

step defines the data to be obtained. The methods of extraction and the

amount of data will also be developed. Final.ly, the defined population

was partitioned into non-overlapping, exhaustive parts called units.

The samp].ing frame is then developed from a rist of these sampling

units.131

Once the questionnaire has been designed and the sample population

determined then the survey was implemented. The premise of a mailbuL

survey suggests it provides a cheap, easy, and a quick way to get infor-
mation.l32 Relatively high response rates may be possible with proper

managemenl. The use of the covering letter rras invaluable as it
stressed the need for the respondent to complete the survey for a com-

plete ana]ysis.133 It stated the responses would be held in confidence.

The mailou! package contained the covering letter, the questionnaire, a

return envelope (poslage included) inside an envelope having lhe Univer-

131 Ibid, pp.

132 Jbid, pp.

133 Jbid, pp.

97.

135.

137 ,
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sity of Manitoba 1ogo.

The questionnaire must have a good mailout date to be effective.

Therefore it is prudent to avoid holiday mail and months which are busy.

Thus in this survey seeding and harvest months were avoided. Once the

initial mailout was completed, it was ímperative a follow-up letter was

implemented. The suggested time frame includes a postcard reminder af-
ter one week and then after two weeks another survey complete with an-

other covering 1etter.134 When the responses were received then record-

ing of the responses would be completed.

Therefore the survey should operate in the following manner. First,
the type of inforrnation collection method was decided upon. This may be

a function of cost and time. Next, determine what was to be determined

from the survey. Here, the hypotheses were deveroped. To do this the

questions must be developed properly to determine survey type. In this
research the survey type was explanatory (with descriptive questions

considered). The relevant unit of analysis (new entranLs) nust be de-

veloped. Next the survey research design is determined.

The next step was lhe design of the questionnaire. The mailout sur-

vey þ,as adeguate for the desired responses. Thus questions will be of

both open and closed configuration. As stated previously, the survey

tvas a haphazard non-probability survey. The second survey has attri-
butes of volunteer non-probability scope and of probability sampling.

0n1y those who stated they would agree to a second questionnaire were

surveyed; however, they were selected randomly.

134 Ibid, pp. 143.
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3.1 SÀI.TPLE DESIGN

A survey was conducted

in this instance consists

a test of the population. The population

all new farm entrants in Manitoba.

AS

of

3.1.1 SLructure of the Sanple

Àn objective of the study was to determine the financial arrangements

of new farm entrants. To do this the target popuration was a group

classified as new farmers. This has been decided as someone who started

farming within the last three years. The target population probably

represents a large group. The sample population represents the target

population. Two sanpl.e populations were identified. The first sample

consists of diploma graduates from the University of Manitoba for the

years 1982,1983,'1984 known to have started farming. This yierded (af-

ter elinination of some for certain reasons) 190 possible respondents.

The second sample was made up of a non-diploma graduates known to

have started f arming during 1982, 1983 and '1984. Às there $¡ere more

non-graduates entering farming each year than graduates starting farm-

ing, this second sample is expected to be more representative of the

general public. Àgriculture Representatives were contacted detailing

the objectives of the survey. From the 22 Agriculture Representatives

who responded, 204 nanes of new farmers were obtained. Àny repeated

names, from the list of diploma graduates, were singred out and only re-

ferred to once as diploma graduates. Similarily, names of husbands and

wives were senl only one questionnaire.
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The questionnaire was pre-tested by a group of selected respondents

who made some observations which ieo to revisions in tire questionnaire.

A further pre-test was done by some of the faculty in the Department of

Àgricultural Economics. Their recommendations were incorporated into

the questionnaire oesign.

The project was divided into two parts.' In part one the survey rlas

more general and was the base for part two. The purpose of part one t,¡as

to establish parameters for the population. Five areas vrere considered:

1)demographic cha'racteristics of the population, 2) financial assistance

from the fanrily, 3) credit sources,4) limitations that are apparent in

the system, and 5)satisfaction and difficulties experienced by the sur-

vey population.

Part two resulted in a second survey

who agreed to be interviewed for more

information. This was done to derive

the sample population. Questions as to

debt Ioad, the assets, and the financial

were asked.

3,1 ,2

conducted on a sample of those

specific and detailed financial

a more comprehensive picture of

the size and type of farm, the

stability and family assistance

Dgsiqn_ of the Ouestionnaire and ÀppricaÈion of the Ouestions to
the Relevant Hyootheses

?he questionnaire design is a critical component of the en-
tire survey process. l 3s

135 ISER, Research Manual, published by the Institute for Social and Ec-
onomic Research, University of Manitoba, Winnipg, Manitoba, p. S1.
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ofFor Part

reasons.

the cost

itive,

of interviewing a relatively large sampl-e was prohib-

the information requested can be asked in a fairly short gues-

tionnaire, and

ease of tabulating the responses.

The guestionnaire used had four pages of questions. This is not an

extreme amount and was within accepted guidelines for maximum length.

The vast majority of the questions have a simple answer code ie. yes or

no. There are a few questions that have more than two choices and three

wiLh open ended questions. Open ended questions were generally avoided

for tl{o reasons: a) people may not want to write sentences as an answer,

and b) ttrey are harder to organize for analysis.

A provision for separating diploma graduates from the general public

was made in the questionnaire. Question 5 and 6 were merely switched so

the diploma group received the questionnaire with question 5 reading

'machinery'. This did not pose any problem in tabulation as both have

the same answer format. When coding the answers the questions appeared

in the order of question 5: livestock; question 6: machinery.

For example question 1 stated 't^then did you start farming? (year)...

The respondents would then enter the year such as 1981. This would be

coded as'81'. The next question asked'what age group are you in?'.
it gave as possible answers '18-25 ¡ 26-30; 31-35; 36-40 ¡ 4j-4s¡ 45+.

Most of the other questions had answers of the yes/no variely. For ex-

?
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ample (#10) 'Àre you farming on a full-time basis?' yes/no.. The ques-

tronnaire has 60 questíons in touai, Ehe iast three being designed ro

find persons willing to give more detailed information for part two of

the research.

3.1.3 Coclinq the Variables

Since this questionnaire was designed

questions are of a basic yes/no variety.

questions that have a choice of responses.

ended questions.

to be straight forward most

There are also a few other

There are also three open

À listing of the coded values for the answers for all of the ques-

tions is necessary. This allows for tabulation of the variables for

analysis. For exampre, it was possible to determine how many respon-

dents state they are 18-25 years old and own equipment. This was accom-

plished through the use of contingency tables. if these codings were

not done then difficulties would arise differentiating between ansr.'ers

in different quesLions.

The coding is fairly straight forward but some reguire explanation.

#1: the last two digits of the date are used (eg. 83)

#22 age groups 18-25 is 1. 26-30 ís 2

31-35 is 3

36-40 is 4
4't-45 is S

45+ is 6'

#3: asked for municipality. This was later converted of crop
disLrict and then to regions. The map (appendix B)
shows the municipalities, crop districts and regions.

tfiA,5,52 the responses !¡ere coded 0 if no; (note: some
respondenLs wrote this in so it was coded) 1 if rent,
2 if own, and 3 if rent and owned.
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The two questions 5 and 6 were reversed between the two

ma and non-diploma to distinguish the questionnaire for

The coding .'as done as the general public questionnaire (

'livestock' ) .

#7-12: rvere coded as yes=1i no=O.

#13,14: were coded as no=0; maybe=1; yes=2.

#15-25: vrere coded as yes=1; no=0.

#26-28: were coded as less than 1/2 = l¡
about 1/2 = Z¡
greater than 1/2 = 3¡
i f they wrote none = 0.

#29-32: e¡ere yes=1 ; no=0.

#33: as farm equipment = 1ì
breeder stock - 2¡
farm reaL estate = 3;
land improvements = 4;
mult ipJ.e answer = g.

#34-43 : rlere yes='1 ; no=0 .

#43: was coded as 0 if the respondent stated none
1 if less than 1/2
2 if about 1/2
3 if greater than 1/2

#442 is yes=1i no=O.

#45: is no=0; about the same = 1; yes=2.

#46-51: yes=1; no=0.

interest rate
avaiJ.ability

groups diplo-

computat i on .

ie. #5 reads

#53: is an open-ended question. The responses were read and five
groups were determined. They are:

- ll

- Lt

payments too high = 3;
no difficulties = 4ì
banks alright

#51: was also read and the response coded as such:
gives too much
availability
no response

- |,
- 1.
- 2.
- J¡
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interest rat,es
not enough
repaymenE
other

L.
5;
6¡
7.

#55: coded as:
private or sale
partnership
corporation

#562 is yes='1 ; no=O.

#57: is very important
moderately important

not important

proprietorship

As there rvas a typing error in question 52, it was not considered in

the analysis. This question should have stated "if yes to question #50"

rather than "question #49." Secondly, the four alternatives were not

correct. they should have been numbered 46 through 49 rather they read

questions 44, 45, 46, 41. confusion was doubled in this guestion,

therefore, it was felt any answers received would be unsatisfactory or

their validity was in suspect. Ànother typing error resulted in ques-

tion 45 appearing twice. This was not a problem as obviously the second

'45' should have been #47 and was coded as such.

3.1.4 Execution of the Survev

Once revisions had been made to the questionnaire, it was mailed to

sample population. To assure an acceptabre response rate a series

follow-ups and a complete re-mailout system was utilized.

As suggested in lhe ISER Research Manua1 (p.136) a covering letter
was included r+ilh the questionnaire (Àppendix C). This 1etter was de-

signed to acquaint lhe reci.pient with the objective of the study and

give other relevant information.

- l.
- ll

-').

- Ll

- tl

- 0.

the

of
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The mailout date was JuIy 13. Following the procedure detailed in

lsER, a foliow-up ietrer was senr two weeks later on july J0. This

asked for more cooperation and thanked those who had replied. Approxi-

nately two weeks iater on Àugust 16, the survey was resent to those who

had not responded. since the name of the respondent was optiona]-, a

number of peopre who had responded received the survey again. This sec-

ond survey rvas marked with an asterisk in the right hand corner to iden-

tify that it was of the second batch. A mailout package identical to
the initial package was utilized, the only difference being the covering

letter. it asked those that had filled out a questionnaire to disregard

this second one and requested that those who had not cornpleted one do so

(Appendix D).

From the 396 possible respondents 117 general public and 87 diploma

graduates responded.

3.2 OVERVIEW 0F THE SECOI-ID ST'RVEY

The second part of this survey attempts to get more detailed informa-

tion from a selected group of the respondents. This was to be done with

interviews and another questionnaire.

Since not all of the respondents were expected to agree to a more de-

tailed examination of their operation, a smatl sample was expected.

Given time and money constraints, approximately forty respondents was

hoped for. Forty names were selected by a random number generator fron

those who agreed from survey one. Às distance ¡vas a factor to consider

given time and money constraints, a phone interview r¡ould be used if
necessary.
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Using a phone interview might alter response lo certain questions.

This could happen if a question neecied an expianauion buc was inaoe-

quately provided. For this reason the questionnaire was sent to those

who would be interviewed by phone. This would allow them to go through

the questionnaire whire being interviewed by phone. Return postage and

envelopes were included for mailback.

This second questionnaire was designed to extract information about

the respondents current financial situation. Thus, questions r+ere asked

to obtain specific information about enterprises debt, assets, cash flow

viability, levels of family assistance, etc. (eppendix B).

It began with generar questions pertaining to the type of operation,

the size of operation, crops grown and yierds realized. since this part

of Lhe project was developed to determine a financial picture of the re-

spondents much of the remaining questions pertained to assets, debts and

acquisition of capital. There are 35 questions in the questionnaire al-
though four of them have more than one part. A mixture of closed and

open ended questions were used. The premise being some questions could

be better answered in the respondents own words, compared with set an-

swers. This feedback whích was required was more attainable through

open-ended guestions. since open-ended questions vary greatly, they had

to be grouped into similar responses for coding. This posed a smal1

problem but questions were designed to

divided into groups.

generate answers that could be
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3.2,1 Codinq the Variables

The coding of the questionnaire foiloweo a similar iormat co ihe other

quest i onna i re .

#1) used the f ollowing: grain = '1 mixed - z
beef =J dairy -4
hogs -5 pouJ.try=5

#2) the TOTAL acres

#3) the CULTMTION acres

#4) the number, often zero

#5) the number, often zero

#6) the crops grown vrere coded: wheat - 1 barley = /
canola=3 flax =Qrye -5 oats -6
peas -7 corn =$

sunfLowers = 9 alfalfa = 0
mustard = .5

#7) match the yields given with the corresponding crop in #6

#8) the value

#9) the value

#10) the value

#11) yes = 1; no = 0

#'12) cw¡ = 1 Dairy = 2 Hogs = 3 poultry = 4

#13) size in units if appLicable

#14c15)yes=1;no=0
#16) land base = ''t livestock = 2

intensive = 3 combination = 4

#17) own funds - 1 borrowed = Iqifts and inheritance = 3 aIl = 4

#18) already = ''l within 5 = 2
withinl0 =J economy =Q

#19) MÀcC = ''l FCc = ) Bank of Montreal = 3RoyalBank =Q Commerce =g TorontoDominion=6
PreviousOwner=7 CreditUnion=B Family =!
Farm Equip Co. = 10 Elevator Co. = 11
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#19.1) yes = 1; no = 0

*19.12) no collateral = 1

cash flow = Q

creoi¡ rating = 2

unsecure land = 5
unproven farmer = i

#19.13) land ='l machinery
unproven = 4 operating

#19.14) size of in doLlars

#19.151) the years: if <1 = 0i if
#19.152) the amount

#19.153) fixed - 1 floating =

# 1 9. 1 54 ) interest rate

#20) yes = 1; no = 0

#21) spring = percent summer =faII = percent winter =

#22) days

#23) yes = '1 ; no = 0

#24) operating = 1 essential = 2

#25) yes = 1; no = 0

#26) yes = 1; no = 0

#27 )

#28) yes = 2; no = 0; may

#29,30,31,32,33) yes = '1;

#34) positive = 1; no = Q

#35) very = 2; moderate =

#36.1) yes = 1; no = 0

#36.2) yes = 1; no = 0

#36.3) yes = 1; no = 0

#36.4) yes = 1; no = 0

#36.5) yes = 1; no = 0

#36.6) yes = '1 ; no = 0

be=1

no=0

2 livestock =
5 multiple =

undefined = 99

2 neither = 0

percent
percent

Iuxuries = 3 all = 4

1¡ convenient = 0

?

6
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#36.7) yes ='1 ; no = 0

3"2,2 Execution of the Survev

This part of the project was to be more direct with the respondent than

Part i. Consequently, personal interviews rr'ere attempted. Phone calls
were made to the 40 respondents who had been randomly chosen from the

agreeable respondents. Sixteen had changed their minds when they found

out about the nature of the questionaire. 0f the ones who agreed, nine

of the interviews were conducted over the phone, fifteen were personal.

0f the 40 randomly chosen respondents, 24 questionnaires were completed.

Às previously stated those interviewed by phone had the questionnaire

also. À11 completed and returned the questionaire. The results of this
questionnaire were grouped to provide averages which would be represen-

tative of the new entrants surveyed. The averages and freguencies of

the answers provide a good attempt to obtain a large cross section ie.

small to large farms with varying degrees of financial hearth.

The resuLts of this questionnaire join well with part I of the sur-

vey. The first part of the survey was oriented Lowards finding a gener-

aI profile of new entrants. This second part attempted to get a concise

picture of their financial position as new farm entrants.'



Chapter IV

ÀNALYSIS

4.1 SURVEY ONE

4.1.1 DescripÈion of Survev Respondenls

The first part of the survey v,as mailed out July 13, 1994. The pack-

age contained a covering letter, a prepaid return envelope and the ques-

tionnaire. The initial response was good; however, possibLy a greater

response could be obtained. To achieve this, a second mail-out package

was sent on Àugust 16,1984. Àpproximately two weeks after each package

was mailed, a letter asking the population to complete the survey ¡¡as

sent out. From a total of 395 possible respondents, zo4 repried
(51.5iá). cross tabres of the resurts are given in Àppendix E.

Some general characteristics of the respondents can be determined

from the survey. There are six age classifications in the survey. It
is believed most new farmers are young so this is questioned. The larg-

est group, crass #1, which is 18-25 years of age contains 60.8% of the

respondents. Twenty-five percent of the respondents are from the cLass

26-30 years. Thus the survey has 85.8% of its respondents 30 years of

age or younger. If lhe next cfass is included, an additional 1Q,g% ot

the respondents are included. Therefore, most of the respondents are

younger than 35 with the majority below 25 years.

-97-
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À further analysis to determine when these nevl entrants began farming

is incrudeo. The premise of rhe survey is to find new entrants, specíf-

ically those who have started in the past 4 years (ie. 1991 to 19g4).

some respondents state they began to farm as early as 1967¡ however,

some who began farming in the late 1960's and early 1970's stated they

were quite young at the time. Thus, it appears they were farming when

they were still children but recently have recentl.y started farming as

an occupation.

0f the 204 respondents seven did not answer the question about when

they began farming. The numbers indicate 51.5% of the respondents

started farming between 198'1 and 1984. when those who began farming in

1980 are included, 61.3% of. the total started since 1980. These results

show most respondents have been farming full time for only a few years.

coupled with the findings from the previous guestion, it appears this
survey has questioned young farmers who have started in the past 5

years. This supports the argument most neI,J farmers are young.

The survey rvas designed to extract information about new entrants who

have started since 1981. The sample population was of a different na-

ture resulting in a large number of 'new entrants' who started before

1981. Therefore, it was decided to compare two groups of 'new ent-

rants', pre-1980 with post '1980 respondents.

À third question is used to determine ¡vhere the respondents are farm-

ing. Since a majority of the farming in Manitoba is in the southern

part of the province, it is expected this area would dominate the re-

sponses. The 1981 census gives the following distribulion of farms:
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Brandon region wíth 26%, Ì.Iinnipeg region with 40.4%, parklands region

with '18.3%, an<i the interlake region with I s.3%. Tire reprying popura-

tion was distributed as follows: 74 out ot 204 ß6.3Ð farm in the Bran-

don Region. À further 76 out of 204 137.3%) farm in the winnipeg Re-

gion. The other two regions, Parkland rvith '13.7% ot the responses and

the Interlake with 12,7% are noticeably fewer.

The initial mailout list was developed by contacting agricuJ.tural

representatives ano by the Diploma class lists. The solicited popula-

tion (totalling 395) was distributed similarily to the census popula-

tion. The contacted population had the following distribution: Brandon

region with 31,8% or 126 potentiar respondents; winnipeg region with

39.6% or 157 potentiar responses; parkrand region rvith 1i.'l% or 62 po-

tential responses; and, the Interlake rlith 12% or 51 potential respon-

ses.

Thus a larger response is realized for the Brandon region than the

census would suggest. À smaller response (minimal) is observed in the

Winnipeg region. The other two regions are both less than the census

would suggest however they are representative. Therefore, a good dis-

tribution of farms in the province is gathered. (see map defining re-

gions in Àppendix E)

A third area of the questionnaire

land, livestock and machinery. The

rent, or have access to assets through

breakdown of questions 4, 5 and 6 gives

sponding population.

pertains to control of capital,

population is asked if they own,

some combination of the two. À

a general. description of the re-
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Question 4 asks about land control. of the 204 possible only 7 did

noi respond to this quesrion. À near majority state they boch own and

rent land (46,1%). The number who only rent land exceeds those who only

own land but not by an appreciable difference (30.3% vs. 23,6Ð. Thus

it appears most (96.5%) of the respondents control land.

Though it is evident most of the respondents control Ìand, a break-

down by age of these respondents is desirable. As expected, the largest

response group is the 18-25 age bracket. What is of importance is the

breakdown of this group. It is interesting to note 23.6% of. the total
population is 18-25 years of age and control-s land by renting. As well

this group comprises the majority of those renting land (46/sg). The

group who owns and rents land both and is 18-25 years old comprises

24,1% of the totaL respondents. What becomes clear is when age increas-

BS, less rental and more ownership of land occurs. In addition, an in-
crease ín the combined control by rent and ownership occurs. Those be-

ginning since 1980 represent 59.3% of the responses to this question.

when comparing before 1980 with after 1990 there is an obvious trend.

Most respondents before 1980 rent and own rand (68,3Ð while 20.5% own

and 11.0% rent. This trend reverses for those who started after 1980.

Here mosÈ rent 42.1%, rent and own 32.2% and own 25.6%. possibly those

who have farmed longer are able to own and rent more resources. It ap-

pears rental is more important to farmers who have entered more recent-

ly.

The questionnaire also asks about livestock control (#5). À large

p,ercentage of missing values occurs in this question. This Iikely can

be construed as a question not applicabre to arl of the population.
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Only 75,5% of. the respondents answered this question. However, from the

resuiLs ír appears ir a person has ]ives¡ock, chey are owned.

In this question rent implies a lease or some form of payment for us-

age of the animal. À small number (1.3%) state they rent animals. Fur-

ther, only 6.6% state they both own and rent livestock. À majority of

the respondents state they own livestock (67.1%). Of the total respon-

dents,25.0% state they do not have livestock. with respect to control-
ling the use of livestock, the dominant age group is the'lg-25 bracket

(46.7%). This is to be expected given the structure of the population

surveyed.

when the year of entry is considered, 58.8% of. the responses are from

those farmers who started after 1980. Owning livestock is the main re-

sponse when the results before 1980 are compared with those after 1980.

Àpparently, owning livestock is the main method for controlling live-
stoc k .

Àn essentiar conponent of farming is machinery and equipment. It is
important to find out whether these new farmers control machinery by

ownership or by rental agreenents. The response is high l{ith 92.6% ot

the total population responding to this question (#5). of this total,
only 4.8% state they do not have machinery. This is very row. A great-

er proportion of the respondents own their machinery (44.g%) and a rela-

tively large number both own and rent machinery ß2.6Ð. only 17.6% say

ali their machinery is rented. It is obvious most of the respondents

own machinery and equipment. This is somewhat surprising considering

the age of lhe respondents and the cosi of equipment. However, lhis may
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the perceived lack of opportunity to rent machinery and

The three ways available to control equipment are own, rent or own

and rent. with this quesLion the 18-25 age group represents 53.4% of.

the responses. They are the dominant age group, as should be expected.

0f the respondents who only own their equipment ie. don't rent or rent

and own, a ma jority ß1.2%) are '18-25 years old. of the total respon-

dents to this question only 21,1% are 18-25 years old and own equipment.

However, this age group is much more dominant with respect to renting

equipment. The 18-25 age group represents 75.8% of. al1 who rent. Thus

it appears the younger farmers are more inclined to rent equipment.

0f the total responding to this question 60% started farming after

1980. There is a difference between the pre-1980 group and the

post-1980 group. The pre-'1980 group exhibit a strong tendency to own

(62.2%) or rent and own ß3.8%). cornpare this with the post-1990 group

where only 35.1% own and 30.6% ren| and own. As well, 27% onry rent ma-

chinery. Obviously new entrants rely more on renting equipment than es-

tablished farmers.

One nethod of deterrnining a beginning farmer's status as a committed

farmer is to find out if he has a cÌ,iB permit book, a producer quota or a

contract for special crops. Table 5 shows resul-ts for questions 7

through '10. A high proportion ß2.4%) of the respondents hoLd a permit

book. The proportion holding permit books to those who do not rises as

the age of the individual increases. QuesLion I asks about producer

quotas. Most 03.1Ð do not have a producer quota. Having a special
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crops contract may supplement the quota system, which can be beneficial

to new farmers who have probiems with tireir cash flow. For this reason,

they are asked (#9) if they have ever held a special crops conlract. A

fairly even division between yes and no finds (44.6%) having a contract.

Table 5

Farming Status of New Entrants

% Response % Yes % Yes from
1 8-25 age

group

% Yes Since
1 980

#7
I
9

10

99. 0

98. 5
99. 0
99. 0

82.4
6.9

44.6
77 .0

50. 5

2.8
26.5
45. 5

50.3

21.3
45.5

====== == = = ========= === === = = ==== == ==== == ===== = === == == = ==== ===== = ===

Questions 7, I and 9 refer to the use of cl.iB perrnit books, producer

quotas and contracts. 0f the thirty-four who state they do not have a

CWB permit book, most, Q8) do not have olher contracts. There are 190

respondents who state they do not have producer quotas. what is inter-
estlng is of the 190, 81 state lhey have held a contract for growing

special crops. Thus it appears of those having CWB permit books most do

have contracts. Yet, a large number of those who do not have producer

quotas have contracts. They total 89 of the total 204 respondents.

À group of 31 respondents exist who do not have either a CWB permit

book or a producer quota. 0f these a majority (25 of 31) do not have
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contract,s. It may be assumed they are farming under some olher means

ie. cattle, or they are part of che family farm. There are only six who

state they do not have a permit book or a producer guota but have a con-

tract. Àpparently most of those responding who do not have a CWB permit

book or a quota, do not utilize special contracts.

À final attribute about the respondents is determined; of the 204

possible only 2 did not respond to question 10. A majority Oj.oÐ say

they are farming ful1 time. Às age increases, a greater proportion of

respondents say they are farming fuIl-time.

4,1,2 Parental Involve¡nent

Section two of this questionnaire gathers information about the role

the family plays in the new entrant's ability to farm. The section is
divided into five parts, each describing a specific role: independence,

inheritance, loan assislance, significance of assislance, and hardship.

4,1.2.1 Inilependence

The first part, independence,

rants are depending upon their

12, 13 and '14.

finds the degree to which these new ent-

family. The relevant questions are 11,

0f the 204 replies, ä

pendently of their famil

more likely he is farming

majority 07.0%)

ies. Noticeably

independently of

state they do

the older the

the family.

not farm inde-

respondent the

Question 12 only applies !o those who answered yes to question 1j,
ie. they are farming independently. Às stated previously, a smal1 pro-
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portion of the total population farm independenlly. Of the total farm-

ing independently, 63.8% began as an inriependen¡ farm unit. of these,

most i75.9%) began farming independently since 1980. Of those who are

farming independentry but did not start independently, 6g.g% began be-

fore 1980. l'then the age of the respondent is considered most responses

are for the 18-25 age group probabJ-y because of the survey sample. of

the total respondents who are 26 or older most (69.2%) began indepen-

dently. Thus, if the new entrant is farming independently, Iikely he

began independently probably after 1980 and is likely older than 26.

Since the majority surveyed state they did not start farming indepen-

dently, guestions 13 and 14 may be more pertinent. Responses to ques-

tion 13 show 55.1% believe they wirl be taking over the famiJ.y farm.

When those who state they may take over the farm are included the total
increases to 93.8%. onry 5.1% do not think they will take over the

farm.

Question 14 asks the person if they plan to become independent as

soon as possible. The greatest reponse is 'no' with (41.5Ð and the

other two choices 'maybe' having 26.G% and'yes' having 31,9%, À point

of interest is the age of the population. It is evident those who are

younger plan to be associated with the family longer than those who are

older. Às the respondents age increases, there is more of a tendency

towards independence.
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4,1 ,2,2 Inheritance and Gif ts

Ànother important area was inheritance and gifts. À question asks

whether an inheritance or a gift helps the new farmer to start farming.

0f the total responding lhere is an even split between those who have

received inheritances and/or gifts and those who have not. Those not

having received this help account for slightly more than those who have

(50.2 vs. 49.3%). If the age categories are included with this question

the breakdown is simil-ar with most of the responses from those in the

youngest age group. The split bet¡+een'yes'and'r,ìo' in each age group

is approximately even. Thus it appears half of the new entrants re-

ceived gifts and inheritances.

Receiving help from the family in other areas is also explored. Four

areas are considered: labour, machinery, buildings and loans. The first
three are treated by questions'15, 19 and 20 respectively. Question 16

asks the new farmer if he has provided labour for the use of family farm

resources. Of the 204 possible responses only one did not respond to

this question. À majority Oi.1%) provide labour for use of family re-

sources. When this question is grouped by age the sane pattern contin-

ues, with the overall majority still saying yes. Noticeably, as the re-

spondents age increases' there is less occurrence of labour in exchange

for use of resources. with the youngest class, 97.9% state they provide

labour for resources. However, the next class shows a dramatic decrease

with only 66.7% in this age group claiming they provide labour for re-

sources.
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It appears younger new entrants rely heavily upon this method for use

of resources. The obvious one-sidedness is evidenc wiren classified by

age category with '109 of the 201 respondents being 18-25 and providing

labour for resource use. glhen year of entry is considered, most ß2.6%)

of the responses are from those who began farming since 1980. Of these

83.1% provide labour for use of resources. Àpproximately two-thirds of

those who began farming before 1980 provide labour for use of resources.

Thus it appears younger new entrants who recently started farming use

this method to control resources more than older respondents who may

have been farming longer.

Previously, entrants are asked if they have control of machinery.

Question'19 asks if the new entrant is able to borrow machinery and sup-

plies to aid entry. Àlmost all responded to this question with a major-

ity (85.1%) able to borrow machinery and supplies. The breakdown by age

confirms this trend with most age categories stating they can borrow ma-

chinery and supplies.

The 18-25 age group is the dominant category with 61.4% of. all re-

sponses. Àn important point is the importance this method provides for

the abirity to enter farming. of those who are 18-25 years old most

(91.1%) state they are able to borrow machinery. gthen year of entry is
considered most (84.8%) new entrants who have started since 1980 are

able to borrow machinery. Borrowing of machinery is important for all
age categories and is not influenced by year of entry. Nevertheless, a

greater proportion of younger new entrants who began farming since 1980

borrow nachinery.
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A third resource aiding entry is access to family buildings such as

graineries, cattle sheds, anci machinery sheos. Question 20 asks che

entrant about this. À similar pattern to the two previous questions

arises with a majority 06.6%\ stating they have free use of such buil-d-

ings. I.then age is considered those who are'18-25 and have free use,

representing 53.2% of the respondents to this question. t,tithin the

18-25 age group, 87.0% of. the total receive free use of buildings where-

as in the next age group Q6-30) only 50.8% receive free use of build-

ings.

A greater proportion of new entrants who began since 1980 have use of

buildings compared with those who began before 1980. The use of build-

ings apparently is important to the new entrants. Às the new entrant's

age increases, proportionately fewer make use of this assistance. The

use of buildings is dominant for all years of entry, therefore it is im-

porLant especially in the initial stages of entry.

It appears from these three questions most new entrants are able to

use family resources for free or in exchange for rabour. Thus as the

age of the respondent increases, he relies less on family resources.

This is understandable since as the new entrant becomes more established

he is able to provide more of his own resources and conseguently uses

less of his families.

4.1.2.3 Loan Àssistance

The fourth type

areas of assistance

of assistance available is classified as loans.

are considered: 1 ) direct loans by ihe farnily io

Two

the
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nev, entrant; and.2) backing by the family so the new entrant can get

loans from institusions.

in this first area the relevant questions are 17 and 18. Question j7

is with respect to operating loans. Of the total responding to this
question the majority (66.8Ð say they do not receive any operating

loans from their family. The results do not change when this question

is analyzed by age. In the first age group (19-2s), 66.g% state they do

not receive operating loans from their family. The response in other

age categories decreases but the 'no' anst+er remains dominant in aJ.1 age

groups. Proportionately more new entrants who began since 1980 do not

receive operating loans. of those who began since 19g0, 70.7% do not

receive loans, compared with 63% f.ron those who began before 19g0.

Question 18 asks if the family provides loans for the purchase of

capital assets. À near complete response is achieved h,ith this ques-

tion. 0f those responding 69.3% state they do not receive loans from

their family. grhen this question is grouped by the age of the respon-

dents a sinrilar pattern as in question 17 is evident. Most (44.sÐ re-
sponses are from the 18-25 age group; however, the negative answer is
dominant in all age categories.

0f the total'no'responses,64% are from the 1g-25 age group. when

year of entry is considered a greater proportion receiving 1oans is
found for those who started since '1980 ie, 76.6% of the new enÈrants who

began since 1980 have not received loans while 5'7.5% of new entrants who

began before 1980 did not recieve loans. Thus it appears nera entrants

who have began farming since 1980 are not receiving direct loans from
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the family in the same degree as those entrants who began before 1980.

From these tv,o questions it appears a majoricy (approximauely 27'3) oo

not receive direct loans from their families.

The second area of this loan group, backing by the famiry, utilizes
questions 21, 22 and 23, Question 21 asks if the family hetps by co-

signing loans to help the individuar start farming. There is a high re-

sponse to this question. Though a majority ß7.2%) state they do not

have their family co-sign ]oans, â sizeable group (42.9Ð say lhey do.

The 18-25 age group is the most responsive but noticeably in the first
two age groups (18-25 and 26-30) there is little difference between the

yes and the no ansÍrer. of the totat in the 1B-2s age group 56.5% re-

sponded no, 43,3% state yes. From the total in the next age group sz.g%

state they do not have their family co-sign loans (+l.l% ðo). These two

categories show a sizeable proportion of the new entrants have loans co-

signed by their families. The year of entry does not alter this much.

Slight1y more (58.1% vs. 56.2%) of those respondents who began in 1980

or later do not have co-signed loans. Thus the family appears to still
co-sign loans albeit on a slightly smaller scale.

Question 22 asks if the family provides collateral so the new entrant

can acquire a loan. This question receives a near total response rate.

0f those responding a majority (64,4%) say their family does not provide

collateral to help finance loans. Though this majority is evident in

all age groups, 35.6% of. the respondents sti1l receive this form of as-

s i stance .
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Though a majority (62,9%) of the responses are from those who began

farming since 1980, the proportion wno oo not have cire family providing

collateral does not change over the years. of the farmers who began be-

fore 1980, 64.4% did not receive famiry assistance of this type. of

those who began after 1980, 64.5% did not receive this assistance. Thus

it seems this form of assistance is provided for approximately a third

of the new entrants.

TabLe 6 lists questions pertaining to family assistance. The percent

responding and the percent stating yes are given. This is a summary of

the text material.

The final question in this group, #23, asks new entrants if beginning

to farm is possible without assistance from their family. Of the 193

responding to this question a majority 03.4%) state they would not be

able to begin farming without family assistance. When this question is

grouped by age the younger age groups have a higher need for family as-

sistance. The ability to start farming h'ithout family assistance in-

creases as the age of the respondent increases. Those who are 19-25 and

are unable to start farming without Lheir family's assistance represents

more than two-thirds (67,4iÁ) of the Lotal who could not have started

without their family's assistance. À majority Oz.5Ð of the responses

are from those who began farming since 1980. Of this number 77,5% state

they would not have been able to begin farming without their family's

assistance. This proportion is nearly identical to those who began be-

fore '1980 where 73,6% state they would not have been able to start farm-

ing withoul !his assistance. It appears family assistance is very im-

portant to those who are young and wish to farm.
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Table 6

Types of Family ÀssisE,ance

= == = = == == ==== ======= = = = = = = = = = ======= = === ====== === = ====== = == === = == === = ==

Types of Assistance Quest i on
Number

Pe rcen t
Respondi ng

Perc en t
Yes

Farm independent of
f ami 1y

Inheritance and gifts
r ece i ved

Indirect Assistance

labor for resources
borrow machinery
access to farm bldgs

Loan Àssistance

- direct loans -
operating loan
capital loan

- indirect backing -
parent co-signs loan
provide collateral
possible to begin farming
v¡ithout the assistance

1'1

15

16
19
20

98.5

98. s

97.5
98.0

98.0
98. 5

94.1

22.9

49.3

98.5
99.0
98. 5

77 .1
8s.1
7 6,6

17
18

21

22

¿3

33.2
30.5

43.0
3s.8

26.6

= ========= === ==== ===== ===== === === = == == = = === = = == == === == = = = ===== === = == ===

4,,1,2.4 Signif icance of Àssistance

Àfter determining the proportion who receive assistance, the next

step is to estimaLe the significance of this assiscance. In this sur-

vey, specific amounts are not obtainedi however, ranges are determined.

The relevant questions are 26, 27 and ?8. The answers for these ques-



tions are 'less t,han 1/2', 'about i/2' and 'more than j/2,.

stating rhey have zero control, thrs is aiso included.
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For those

Question 26 pertains to the proportion of rand operated by the new

entrant r+hich is acquired via a purchase or is rented fron the family.

The response rate is l-ower for this question with on].y s.g% of. the re-

spondents answering this question. What is evident is the divis.ion be-

tween the answers. Those with zero land obtained from the family only

represent 4.6% of. the total. Those with 'less than 1/2, represent 49.6%

of the total and those with 'more than-1/2' represent 34.3%. The ent-

rants with 'about 1/2' of their land from the family only constitute

12.5%, Às expected most responses are from the youngest age group. The

spl-it between under 1/2 and over 1/2 ís continued in each age group,

with less than l/z veing the more dominant response in each age group

except for the 41-45 age group where 'more than 1/2' is the only re-

sponse category utilized. It appears approximately half of those re-

sponding obtain less than hai-f of their rand from their family.

When the year of entry is considered a few observations are possible.

0f the sampre population 60.8% began farming since .l990. Those who an-

sv¡er 'less than half ' constitute a ma jority $z,gÐ of those who began

since '1980. The respondents who state more than half represent 31.7% of.

the total respondents who began since 1980. À trend seems to develop

when the two entry groups are compared. The pre-1990 group is fairry
evenry split between'less than half' (40.3%) and 'more than half'
ß7.3%) while the post '1980 group is more one-sided; less than half
(52.9%); and more than half ß1.7%). Thus more new entrants acquire

'less than half' of their land from Lheir families compared with those

farmers who have been farming for a number of years.
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The second question asks what proportion of the machinery the new

entranl operates belongs to the family. À high response is observed for
this question with 93,6% of. the total population answering. The defini-
tive answer for this question is'more than 1/2, with 60.7% of the to-
taL. 0n1y 9 of the respondents state none of the equipment they operate

was obtained from the family. The other two categories are quite simi-
lar with'less than 1/2'representing 19.3% and'about 1/2, representing

15.2%, When this question is considered with the age of the respondent,

the youngest age group yields the most response with 62.3% of the total.
Às age increases the proportion who have acquired more than half of

their equipment from the family fa11s. The other categories, especialJ.y

the 'less than 1/2' have increased response. The respondents who are

18-25 and have over 1/2 of the equipment acquired from their family com-

prornise 74.8% of the toLal in this age group. when the respondent is
26-30 having 'more than 1/2' of the equipment from the family represents

46.8% of the responses. In the next age group the ans¡+er of 'more than

1/2' represents only 20% of that age group's total reponse. Thus the

category 'less than 1/2' has more responses as age increases. Às the

age of the new entrant increases, he uses less of the family's equipnent

and presumably more of his own.

The respondents who entered farming since 1990, constiEute 62% of the

total responses to this question. The definitive observation is ent-
rants since 1980 receive 'more than half' of their equipment from the

family. 0f lhe total respondents who started since 1980 73,3% state

'more than half'as their response lo this question. This is considera-

bIy higher than the other categories. Also important is the magnitude
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fore 1980 oniy 40.87o receive 'nore

their family. Thus it appears nevl

their family for machinery use.
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entrants. 0f those who entered be-

than hali' of their equipmenr from

entrants are very dependent upon

The final question in this area asks what proportion of the total
family operation is operated by the new entrant. À lower reponse rate

is incurred with this guestion as only 162 of. a possible 204 answer this
question. However, from these results one dominant category is appar-

ent. The majority (60.9%) of the respondents state they operate less

than half of the total family operation. Those who operaLe 1/2 of. the

total farm only constitute 21.1% and those who operate over l/Z of the

total farm represent 16.7%. Most of the respondents are in the youngest

age group; however, the pattern changes as age increases. Though over-

all'Iess than 1/2'has the largest response, the majority of ii is made

up from those who are 18-25 years old 06.s%). consequently, once this
age group is considered the other categories begin to be more dominant.

Às age increases the number who have Less than half of the Lotal opera-

tion falls with respect to those who have more than half. when the re-

spondents are 26-30 years old 'less than 1/2, falls to 52,9% of. the to-
tal for that age group, while 'more than half increases to zz,2%. The

next age categories shows the dominant response is ,more than 1/2, ,

This may suggest ås the age of the entrant increases the controt he has

over the total farm increases.

when considering this questio.n by year of entry it is obvious most of

the 'Less than 1/2' responses are from those who have started in the

lasl 4 years. 0f those who started in'1979 and earlier and control more
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than half, the number of responses are greater than those who control

less than 1/2, However after this the number of responses increases

quickly in the'less than 1/2'categories. From 1980 to 1984 there are

81 responses in the 'less than 1/z' category while in the 'more than

1/2' category there are onry 10 responses. From this it appears most

new entrants controL less than 1/2 of the total family operation.

4,1 ,2.5 Hardship

If the new entrant receives assistance from his family, does this
prace a hardship on the family? To answer this, questions 24 and 25 are

used. Question 24 asks if the assistance has been a serious hardship on

the family. À high response rate is recorded for this question with

only 13 not answering. The division is very distinct between those who

feel the assistance is not a serious hardship and those who feel it is.
À large majority (88.4%) of those answering feel lhe assistance received

is not a serious hardship on the family. Àlthough most responses to

this question cone from the 18-25 age group, no difference in this trend

is observed when the question is grouped by age. À majority (62,a%) of.

the respondents started since 1980. Of these 91.4% state the assistance

is not a serious hardship. This is only slightl-y different than those

respondents who began before 1980 where 84.3% state their assistance is

not a serious hardship.

Question 25 asks if the assistance places a moderate hardship on the

family. The response rate for this question is lower but still 87,7% of.

all respondents answered this question. The division between answers is

not as pronounced as in the previous question. The ,not, response is
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still the dominant answer; however, the split is not as 1arge. Most

(ô1.4%) state the assiscance is noi a mooeraie harciship bui 3A,6% sta¡e

it is a moderate hardship. Of the totat respondents to this question

62.5% began farming since 1980. À majority (61.8Ð feel the assistance

does not place a moderate hardship on their family. Most respondents

find the assistance is not a moderate hardship on their families.

Table 7 lists responses to a number of questions pertaining to
significance of the family assistance and of the hardships it praces

the family. Àgain, it is a summary of the material incruded in
text.

4.1.3 EvaluaLion of Credit Sources

There are three sources of funds available to start farming: the new

entrant's family, his or her own means, and external sources of funds.

In most cases, outside credit is a major source of capital for new ent-

rants. There are two main types of externar credit: 1) government

grants and loans; and 2) loans from private institutions or individuals.

4. 1 .3. 1 Government Sources

Government ]oans and grants are considered first. Four areas are

discussed: 1) type of loan; z) type of grantt 3) purpose of the loan or

grant; and 4) the proportion of the total capital derived from govern-

ment sources. Questions 29,30,31 and 32 gather information about gov-

ernment loans. They are alr straight forward questions asking the popu-

lation if they have a loan from the different governmenl agencies.

the

on

the
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Table 7

Family AssisLance: Significance ano tiardship

-======================---- ---========================

Significance of Question
Ass i stanc e Number

Ànswer
o <1/2 1/2 ,1/2

Perc en t
Respondi ng

Proportion of land
acquired from the
family and operated
by the new entrant

Proportion of the 27
machinery which
belongs to the family

Proportion of total 28
operation which is
operabed by the new entrant

85.8 4.6 48.6 I ¿.5 34.3

93.6 L1 19.3 15.2 60.7

78.9 1.2 60.9 21.1 16 .7

26

Ha rdsh i p

serious hardship
moderate hardship

Question
Nunber

24
¿5

Pe rc ent
Responding

93. 1

87 .7

Percent
Yes

1'1.6
38. 6

Question 29 asks the population if they have a loan from the Farm

Credit Corporation (ncc). À complete response is realized for this
question. 0f the total responding to this question only 1g.g% have a

F.c.c. loan. tthen this question is grouped by age of farmer nothing un-

usual appears. The absence of respondents with FCC loans is evident.

When grouped by the year of entry the trend continues. Noticeably of

the 105 farmers surveyed who started farming in 1991 or later, 94

(89.5%) do not have a FCC loan.



Question 30 asks if a toan
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is acquired from the Manitoba Àgriculture

credit corporation (u.e.c.c. ). The response rate again is very higir

(203/204), compared with the previous guestion a higher percentage

ß8.4%) have M.À.c.c. loans than F.c.c. loans. The majority of the re-

sponses are from the 18-25 age group; however, there is evidence older

farmers use M.À.c.c. loans more in proportion to younger farmers. of

the total respondi ng who are 18-25 years oId, 34 . 1 % have a M. À. c. c.

foan. In the next age category, 41.2% of this totaL have a M.À.c.c.

loan. The third category (31-35), s4.s% had a M.A.c.c. loan. Thus,

even though the majority of the respondents do not have M.A.c.c. loans

it appears older farmers have utilized this source more frequently.

when loans are conpared by the respondent's year of entry it appears up

to and including 1979, the split between no loan and having a roan is

approximatery equal (38 versus 36, respectively). However, from 19g0 to
'1984, there is a 2 to 1 ratio (83 to a1) of not having a loan to having

a loan. This seems to indicate new entrants are not acquiring M.À.c.c.

Loans as often as before. Nevertheless, more respondents have M.À.C.C.

loans than F.c.c. loans. ÀIso, more of the younger entrants have

M.À.c.c. loans than the corresponding age groups having F.c.c. loans.

Question 31 asks about use of the Small Business Development Bonds

(SBDB loans). À high response rate ß4.1Ð suggests most have heard of

this type of loan. However, the results indicate 185 of 192 do not have

this type of loan. Grouping this question by age does not indicate any

discrepancies to the trend. Grouping by year of entry indicates the

same results. It appears this type of loan is not utilized by new ent-

rants.
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The final question in this area is #32. This asks if the farmer has

acquired any orirer loan guaranreeo or subsiciized by a governmenE agency.

Àrthough most respondents answered this question, most (92,6Ð say they

do not. Breaking this question down by age and year does not provide

any more information. The only conclusion is most do not have loans

guaranteed,by government agencies.

With respect to government grants, a guestion is asked if the entrant

has received any government grants. The response rate to question 34 is

near complete however, of the total who responded, 90.6% say they do not

have grants by the government. The'do not'answer is so dominant that

grouping by age or by year of entry does not show any discrepancies to

this pattern. Therefore, of those rrho responded to this questionnaire,

most do not have grants from the government.

Those who have acquired loans from government sources are questioned

to determine what proportion of the total money borrowed to begin farm-

ing came from government loans. Answers available are in the format of

'less than 1/2", 'about 1/2, and 'greater Ehan l/2'. of the 13g who

state they have a government loan, all compleled this question (#43).

The breakdown is close to even between less than and greater than.

Those who state 'less than 1/2' of the total money borrowed to begin

farming came from government loans comprise 45.6% of. the total respon-

dents. The group who state 'more than 1/2' as an answer comprise 47.1%

of the total. The remainder state approxinrately half of the lotal money

borrowed by them is from government sources. When this question is

grouped by age the same pattern continues. The responses are divided

similarily in each age group. i{hen grouped by lhe year of entry, a sim-
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near even spJ-it between 'less rhan 1/2'
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are apparent. Thus it seems a

anó 'more than i/2' exists.

Farm loans are obtained for specific purposes. In the questionnaire,

question #33 provides a method to indicate the purpose of the loan. of

the 138 farmers who obtained government loans, 135 replied to this ques-

tion. Four possibre answers are provided; however, many circred more

than one. This is tabulated as a muLtiple use loan. The multiple use

category is the most prolific with 51.8% of the responses. The other

two categories with a significant response are farm equipment with 19.3%

and real estate l{ith 21.5% of. the total. The others, breeding stock

!¡ith 5.2% and land improvments wíLh 2.2% are low. Given many of the

multiple use Loans include land, those with land may be considered as a

land loan. 0f the total number of loans seventy are for multiple use.

0f those seventy, sixty-one have land as one of the multiple uses.

Thus, there is a total of sixty-one plus twenty-nine land roans for a

total of ninety loans for real esiate purposes. This represents 66.7%

of the total loans. Grouping this question by age shows the 18-25 group

is the most responsive, likely because of the characteristics of the

survey popuration. The same pattern exists through every age group. If
the responses are grouped by the year started, the same pattern ensues.

Thus it seems most new entrants acquire a government loan for multiple

use, i.and acquisition and machinery purchases.

4,1 ,3.2 Private Sources

The second type of external credit is from private institutions. À

number of questions are asked to develop a picture of this type of cred-
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it arrangement. The five questions are 44, 46, 47,4g and 49. Question

4+ is straight forward asking if the entrant borrows funos from a pri-
vate institution for operating the farm. A high response eoi out of

204) is obtained for this question. The definitive ansþ¡er appears to be

'yes' with 156 out of. 201 (77.6%). I.ihen this question is grouped by age

nothing unusual happens. The 'yes' response is dominant in each age

category. similarily, when the ans$¡ers are grouped by year of entry no

other pattern is evident. Thus, most new entrants use private sources.

The second question, #46, asks if the l_oan is acquired to purchase

farm equipment. À high response ß3.6%) is recorded for this question.

The 'no' response is the ma jor ansvrer given with ß4.4%) stating they

have not acquired a bank roan to purchase equipment. However, the split
is close with 45,6% sLating they have. I,ihen this question is grouped by

age it is obvious the majority of the 'no' response is derived from

those 18-25 years old. 0f the 102 'no' answers, 74 of these are fron

the 18-25 age group. The'yes'category is dominant in all age catego-

ries except this one. This may suggest younger farmers do not utilize
private sources to the same extent as older farmers. When answers are

grouped by year of entry, most of the'no'responses ,76) are from 19g0

to '1984. The 'yes' response is similar when before 1980 is compared

with after 1980 (47 to 39). It appears almost 2 to 1 of the respondents

who have started farming since 1980 do not have loans for farrn eguip-

nent.

The third quesLion (47) asks if the entrant has acquired a loan for

the purchase of breeding livestock. A lower response is recorded but

this is understandable since a small number of those surveyed have live-
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stock. Evidently most (83.0%) do not have a loan Lo buy breeding stock.

The pattern continues when tire answers are grouped by age and by year oi

entry. Thus most do not have a loan for this purpose.

Question 48 asks if a loan is acquired to purchase real estate. À

lower response is realized for this question (76.sÐ. However, of this
total (156) the majority state they do not have a loan from a private

institution for lhe purchase of land (80.1%). This trend is evident

when the ansþ¡ers are grouped by the age of the respondent. The first
two categories (18-25) and Q6-30) indicate mostly negative response.

However, in the older categories, the sprit is approximately half and

ha1f. This may suggest older farmers are able to acquire 1oans easier

than the younger farmers. I^then answers are grouped by the year of entry

the majority of the no responses are from those who have started farming

since 1980 (69.4%). Thus it seems new entrants do not use private in-
stitutions to purchase land. Only 11 of those who responded to this
question have purchased land using this loans source since 19g0.

The final question (#49) asks if lhe entrant has used the toan from

the private institution to undertake land improvements. Àgain a low re-

sponse is realized with only 76.5% answering this question. of those

who answered, the dominant response is 'no', with 90.4%. when grouped

by age there is littre difference with this result. when grouped by

year of entry the trend is still apparent. Thus, few new entrants use

loans for land improvements.

It is obvious from this section most (80.9%) of the new entrants do

no! have F.c.c. loans, a majority (61,6%) do not have M.À.c.c. loans
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and most others do not have loans from other government sources. Of the

138 respondents who have governmenc loans, slighrly more (4i,i% versus

45"6%) receive over one-ha1f of their loan money fron government sourc-

es. Most new entrants also utilize loans from private sources (156 of

204). Generally they do not use these loans for purchases of l-and (only

31 of'156 do so). Given most of the government loans are for multiple

use with land as the major reason, land acguisition represents 66.7% of.

government loans. This is much greater than for private sources. TabLe

I summarizes the preceding materiat about credit sources.

4,1,4 li¡nitations and pref erences

If a person has a loan, he must consider the limitations of the loan

and how well the loan suits his needs. Limitations will be considered

first with the relevant questions being 37, 40, 41 and 42.

Question 37 asks if meeting the repayment terms of l-oans from govern-

ment agencies is a problem for the farm or family. The loan in question

is a government loan. of the 146 answers a sLight majority (s5.3%)

state they do not feel the loan is difficult. This fairly even split is

apparent when the answers are grouped by age. when grouped by year of

entry, 65% who replied 'no' started farming in 1980 or later. Thus,

most do not believe the loan is a hardship, however this majority is

slight.
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Table I
Evaluacion of Credrt Sources

== == === = = == == == == = == = === = == === == = ===== === === == = = == === = === === === ====== = ==

Public Institutions Quest i on
Number

Percent
Respondi ng

Perc ent
Yes

loan from FCC
loan from MÀCC

loan from SBDB
gov't guarranted loan
received gov't grants

29
30
31

32
34

99. 0
ootr
93.1
98. 5

99. 0

19.1
38 .4
3.1
'7 A.

9.4

Private institutions Quest i on
Number

Perc en t
Respondi ng

Pe rc ent
Yes

operating loan
farm equipment loan

reaL estate Loan
land improvement loan

livestock breeding loan 47

44
46

48
49

77.6
45.6
17 .0
19.9
9.6

98. s
93.6
88 .2
7 6.5
76.5

Questj.on 40 asks the population if larger loan limits would mean less

assistance is required fron their family. Only 74.5% of respondents an-

swered this question; however, a majority (69.s%) feel a higher limit
would not have affected the amount required by them from their family.

This definitive response is apparent in all age categories. It is also

evident when lhe answers are grouped by year of entry. when those who

entered after 1980 are compared to those who entered before 1980, more

feel the assistance would still be necessary (73.3% vs. 6s%). There-
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fore, family assistance may be necessary in whatever amount and form.

It appears even if loan Iimits are larger, Ène new entrant stiii wancs/

needs the family assistance.

The third guestion (#41) asks if less equity is required for the loan

would the new entrant require less assistance from the family. The re-

sponse is also low with only 71,1% answering this question. The majori-

ty ß7.9%) state assistance would be required even if equity require-

ments were lower. Àge has ]ittle affect on this result as the 'yes'
answer is more prolific in each age group. The split between'no'and

'yes' (34 versus 44 responses) when r,he answers are grouped by year (af-

ter 1980) shows this question is divided fairly evenly.

The final question, #42, asks if smaller repayment terms would re-

quire less family assistance. Of those responding 82 out of 132 (62.1%)

state lower repaynent terms would mean less assistance from the family.

Age of the respondent has no bearing on this trend as the majority in
each age group respond 'yes'. when grouped by year there is nothing

different r,¡ith the results. Therefore a majority, though small, feel

lower repayment terms mean less assistance from the family.

The second part of this section deals with 1oan

questions are utilized to establish the entrant's

loans, (#¿S and #51).

Question 45 asks if the

abitity for repayment than

(73,0%), the major response

The other two responses are

entrant finds bank loans more sui

government loans. 0f the '149

is 'about the same' with 54.4% of.

very even, wilh 'no' providing 24

preferences. Two

preferences about

ted to his

responses

the total.

.8% of the
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total and 'yes' providing 20"8%. This three way split is evident when

the responses are grouped by age. ir seems mosr ieei repayment terms

are about the same between banks and government.

The second question asks if the entrant has acquired bank loans be-

cause he is unable to acquire a Loan from a government source. A fairly
high response 88.2% is gathered for this guestion. The dominant answer

is'no' (140 out of 180 responses). This dominance occurs when the re-

sponses are grouped by age and by year. if the entrant has a bank 1oan,

he did not get it simply because he could not get a government roan.

Table 9 summarizes the limitation and preference discussed in the pre-

ceding text.

4.1.5 Salisfaction and Difficulties

The two areas in this section are satisfaction with Lending agencies

and difficulties in the present system. Question 3g,39 and 50 are used

to discuss satisfaction. Question 39 asks if interest rates on govern-

ment loans should be subsidized. À high response is incurred for this
question with 95.6% answering. of those answering, a majority gg.7%

state interest rates should be subsidized to make it easier for new ent-

rants to begin farming. This response is evident through aII age groups

and when grouped by year of entry. Thus, most favour subsidized inter-
est rates for governnent loans.
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Table 9

Existing creoit sources: Limitations ano preferences

== ====== = ==== ==== = = == == = = === = == = === === == ==== =

Limitations Quest i on
Number

Perc en t
Respondi ng

Perc ent
Yes

meeting repayment terms is
a problem for the farm/family

larger loan limit would mean
less assistance required
from the family

less equity required for the
loan would ease the family
from providing assistance

smaller repayrnent term would
lessen family assistance

37

40

100

74.5

71.1

otr"

43.7

69. 5

42.1

62.1

41

42

Pre f e rences Quest i on
Number

Pe rc ent
Responding

- Percentage Ànswering -
No Yes Same

bank loans more
suited to the new
entrant than those
from government

forced into bank loan
because unable to
secure a gov't loan

7345

51 88.2

24.8 20.8 54 .4

22.2

Question 39 asks the entrant if he feels repaynent periods should be

lengthened. À large number responded to this question (188 out of 204)

but there is no definitive response for either answer. The majority
(55.e%) feel repayment periods should be lengthened; however, a sizeable
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group feel they should not (44.2%). This split is even less observable

in Èhe firsc rwo age groups and especiaily in the 26-3û group. Many

feel lengthening repayment periods is not helpful. when grouped by year

entered this relativeJ.y even split is noticeabl-e for those who started

in 1980 or later. Fifty-four state loan repayment periods should not be

lengthened and 62 state they should. Thus, this suggested change in

loans i s not agreeabl-e to all .

The third question (#50) asks the respondents if they prefer to bor-

row from banks instead of government agencies. A fairly high response

is gathered for this question ß4.8%). The responses are guite even

rvith 91 out of 173 (52.6%) stating they prefer to borrow from government

agencies and 82 out of 173 (47,4%) preferring to borrow from banks.

This even split is still evident when the answers are grouped by age of

Lhe entrants. No one age group exhibits a strong preference for either

institution. When the answers are grouped by year started the results

are similar. Thus, it seems borrowing money from banks is preferred by

about half of the population.

In the questionnaire, two questions #53 and #54 are included to let
the population list difficulties they feel are evident in the current

financial system. Question 53 asks the population to discuss difficul-
ties they find in the present loan system. There is a fairly tow re-

sponse rate to this.question (68.6%); however, three categories of dif-
ficulties appear to be the most important. Most responses are about

interest rates. 0f the total, 39.3% feel interest rates are a major

difficulty with the current system. This is also evident when the an-

swers are analysed by age and by year. The second highest response is
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for availability wilh 20% stating there is insufficient loan availabili-
ty. Repaynent also is imporranr with 9.3% c:t responses. Thus, three

areas presenting difficulties are interest rates, availability and re-

payment.

Question 54 asks for changes to lendi.ng programs. The response is

high with 190 of a possibre 204 answering this question. The majority
(57.4%) state availability of loans should be increased. Interest rates

are considered to be a problem and should be changed. of the total,
37.9% f.eel interest rates are too high and should be altered. Repayment

of loans is the only other suggested change but it only constituLed 4.7%

of the responses. Thus, the same areas which are beLieved to be diffi-
culties are the ones that should be changed. However, availabittiy is
the most desired change. Table '10 sumnarizes the respondent's satisfac-

tion and difficulties with the current credit system.

4.1.5 Off-Farm Enplovment Characteristics

Question 56 asks the respondent if either he or his spouse works off-
farm. À high response is achieved with zo2 of 204 responding. of the

respondents, 64,4% state yes Èo this question. Thus, approximately two-

thirds of lhe surveyed population or their spouses work off-farm.

Question 57 asks if this money is important in the operation of the

farm. À response from only 14i is recorded with a majoriLy (5s.1%)

feeling the money is very important. À further 23.8% believe the money

is moderately important. Thus, 78.9% f,eel the noney is imporlant to the

operation of the farm.
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Tab1e 1 0

current creoit sysrem: satisfac¡ion and Difiicuiries

- --= = ==== = = = ====== ==== = = = ==== = === = = = = === == ===

Satisfaction Quest i on
Number

Perc en t
Respondi ng

Pe rcen t
Yes

interest rates on government
loans should be subsidized

repayment periods should
be lengthened

prefer to borrow from banks
rather than gov't institutions

38

39

50

95. 6

92.2

84 .8

89.'7

55.8

a.1 ¿,

Difficulties Quest i on
Number

Perc en t
Respondi ng

- Percentage Ànswering -

i n terest
rate

poor repayment
access

difficulties in
present system

2053 68. 6 39.3

lower
i n terest

9.3

nore lower
access repayment

suggested changes 54 93.1 37 .9 57 .4 4.3

== === = === === ==== ====== ==== ===== = == == == === = == === == === == == ====== === = ======

Tables '11 and 12 separate Diploma and non-Ðiploma responses for se-

lected questions. Though there were occasional differences, generally

the responses l¡ere similar. The analysis for survey one tlas conCucted
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by using both groups and a single population. Ànalysis by Diploma and

non-Diploma was not necessary as mosr guescions showed similarities be-

tween responses by Di.ploma and non-Diploma.

4.2 SI'R\¡EY TT{O

The second survey is used to derive more detail in certain areas and

a better picture of those new entrants questioned in the first survey.

Às stated previously there are only 24 responses to this second survey.

Cross tables of Lhe resul-ts are in Àppendix G.

The results from this questionnaire have been divided into five are-
as: 1 ) farm characteristics i 2) future plans; 3) existing loans i 4)

off-farm work; and 5) family assistance. Farm characterisLics is
grouped into general characteristics and financiat characteristics.

4,2,1 Farn Characleristics ¡ General

The f irst area uses questions '1 through 7 and questions '1'1 through

14, Question one asks what type of farm the new entrant operates. ÀIl
answered this question with the majority stating they are from a grain

farm ( 14 ot' 24) . Most of the others state they are fron a mixed farm (B

ot 24) witn the rest from beef farms. This distribution is somewhat ex-

pected given Manitoban agricul!ure; however, having results from those

who operate dairy, hog or poultry operations would have been beneficial.
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Table 1'1

Types of Àssisrance: Comparison Between
General Public and Diploma Graduates

== == = == = === = = == == ==== == == == === === === = == = == = ===== === == == = ========= = ===== =

Have received inheritance
and gifts from famil.y

Loan Àssistance

Family provides l-oan to
purchase land, bldgs,
mach, livestock

Family co-signs notes or
loans to help start farming

Family provides collateral
to secure loan to help start

Loan Source

fron¡ FCC

from I'IACC

gov't loan provided there is
enough money to meet needs

Quest i on
Number

29

30

35

Genera l
Publ i c

% yes

47 .8

34. s

42.'l

40.9

25.6

tr? o

56 .8

D i ploma

15

% yes

51 .2

25.0

42.9

31 .8

9.3

17 .4

34.9

18

21

22
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Table 1 2

F'inancial Characteristics: Comparison Between
General PubIic and Diploma Graduates

=== ===== == = == = = == == == === === === = = === = == = == == == = == == == == = = = ====== == == = = == =

Financial i nformation Question Answer General Public DipJ_oma

Proportion of money
borrowed to start
farnring came from
government sources

Bank payments more
suited to ability to
repay than repayments
to gov't agencies

Prefer to borrow from a
bank or credit union

Borrowed f rom bankr/credit
union because unable to
get a gov't loan

l.iork off-farm

Importance of off-farm
emp).oyment income

43

45

0

.1 /z
1/2

,1/2

no
same
yes

yes

yes

yes

not
moderate

very

IJ.J
33.3
8.6

43.8

27 .1
50
22.9

48.5

28.8

24.2
Â.Ê, 7

t.b
29.0

19.6
62.7
17.6

47 .0

11.9

50

51

56

57

64.6

21.3
lo I

59. 6

63.9

20.7
3'1 .0
48.3
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WiLh the small sample size the lack of these farm types may be unavoida-

ble. The next trvo questions refer to rhe iand base. Question 2 asirs

for the size of the farm. The range is 160 to 5000 acres with the mean

being 958 acres. when question 2 is compared regarding type of farm it
is a relatively even distribution exists. There are farms of almost

every size suggesting a wide range of farmers have been interviewed.

Unfortunately, with the low response rate, mixed farms are nore thinLy

distributed over the acreage sizes. SimilariJ.y, when question three is
grouped by the type of farm a pattern arises similar to question two.

The mean value of cultivated land is 754 acres, with the minimum value

being 40 acres and the maxinum 3000 acres. Àn almost identical distri-
bution as question 2 appears with responses in most farm sizes. In both

questions 2 and 3 no one farm size is dominant. Thus, it appears a wide

selection of farms have been surveyed.

Question four and five refer to the livestock portion of the farm op-

eration. Not all farms have livestock; however, for those that do the

information is gathered. OnIy sixteen of the twenty-four respondents

answered this question. 0f the responses, only one states they have no

livestock on the farm. The maximum number of head is 200 with a mean

value of 63. 0f the sixteen who responded ten have fifty or fewer ani-

mals. The other six responses are distributed evenly up to the maximum

value by approximately twenty head increments. The split between grain

farms and mixed farms is even with 7 in each category. What is unusual

is only two of the responses are from beef farms, both of which are rel-
aLively smaII, one having only 26 head and the other having g0 head.
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Question five asks about the productivity of the livestock operation.

Since it appears the respondents are mostiy raising beef, question five
refers to the turnover of beef on that operation. The largest value is
1800 head which is unusual given the previous question has a maximum

value of only 200. General1y, the numbers are relativej_y small with

eleven of sixteen selling fifty head or less per year. The distribution
between grain, mixed and beef is the same as question four.

Questions six and seven ask about the lype of crops and the associat-

ed yields. It is apparent h'heat, barley, canola and flax are the most

common. other crops such as alfalfa, peas and sunflowers appear more

than once. The average yield for wheat is 31.6 bushels/acre with a max-

imum of 50 bushels/acre. Bar1ey has an average of 54.7 bushels/acre

with a maximum yield of 75 bushels/acre. Canola has an average of 20.5

bushels/acre with a maximum value of 30 bushels/acre. Flax produced an

average of 19.5 bushers/acre with a maximum yie].d of 23 bushels/acre.

Questions eleven through fourteen contain some additional information

about the farm. Question eleven asks if the entrant has a producer quo-

ta. The majority state they do not Q0 ot 23). Generally, fewer farns

have guotas and with this small sample few responses to this question

were expected. Question twerve asks if they do have a quota, then what

type is it. 0f the three responses who have a quota two state the quota

is with the canadian wheat Board. Obviously few have quotas.

Results of question thirteen

state they have a quota, only

I{heat Board. Question fourteen

quoLa, with all three stating no

are negligible since of the total who

one has a quota not h'ith the Canadian

asks about problems in acquiring the

problems are encountered.
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4.2,1,1 Farn CharacterisLicst Financial

The previous materiaL contains only general characteristics about the

farm. The next area contains some general financiaL information. The

relevant questions are eight, nine and ten. Question eight asks for the

estimated value of the livestock. Of the sixteen responding to this
guestion, the split between grain (7), mixed (7) and beef(2) is the same

as question 4. The range is considerable varying from zero to g300,000.

There are thirteen responses of less than g100,000. Ten of these re-
sponses have $25,000 or less in livestock. Às might be expected those

respondents who have mixed or beef farms have more capital in livestock
than those who classify themselves as grain farmers. AII of the respon-

dents who have more than $25,000 in livestock are from mixed and beef

farms, with a mixed farm having the greatest value.

Question nine asks for the estimated value of the the totat farm op-

eration. The response is high for this question l2Z of 2a) with values

ranging from 928,000 to g'1.5 mirlion with a mean of g303,1g1. The ma-

jority of the responses are f rom grain farms ßsÐ. They dominate the

higher values except for one mixed farm which is the maximum leve].
Fourteen of the tÌ{enty-two respondents value their farms at a quarter of

a million or less, with nine of these below $150,000.

Ouestion ten asks for the value of the machj.nery. The range is again

considerabre with values from g0 to $900,000 with a mean of g1 47,s72.

Twenty-two responses are recorded for this question and most (12) are

from grain farns. For a vaLue of g100,000 or more, grain farmers have

five responses versus four responses from nj.xed farns. Às wel1, there
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are 13 responses of below $100,000 with grain farmers having the lowest

amount.

4,2.2 Future Plans

This section contains four questions pertaining to the new entrant's
plans for expansion. Given todays unstable agricultural world, the fu-

ture in farming is somewhat unsure. The four questions pertaining to
this section are fifteen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen.

Question fifteen asks the new entrant if he prans to expand. A high

response rate Q2 of.2a) is compired for this question. of the twenty-

two who responded twenty replied they intend to expand. There is no

discernible distinction between the type of farm, with all types plan-

ning to expand. Thus most of the new entrants are optimistic about the

future and plan to expand. since most pran to expand, the next question

is relevant. Question sixteen asks what area(s) the respondents plan to
expand. This question also has a high response rate e2 ot za) with a

sinrilar breakdown by the type of farm. A sizeable group ß of. 22) wish

to only expand the land base. This is especially evident with grain

farms. Expanding the livestock operation only receives one response.

Half of those who responded state they wish to expand in all areas. of

the seven mixed farms who responded three say they hope to expand in a1l

areas

Question seventeen asks how this expansion wirl be financed. options

ilable are: 1) own funds;2) borrowed funds;3) gifts and inheritanc-

and 4) all. Apparently most do not expect gifts and inheritances.

ava

êc.
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0nJ.y six expect funds from "a11" sources. The majority (11 of.20) state

borrowed funos will be ¡he method of rinancing che expansion. OnÌy

three of twenty plan to use their orvn funds.

Final-]y, a question to ascertain the time of expansion is included.

Àgain, the type of farm (ie. beef, grain, mixed) does not factor into

the question. The results show five of the twenty two have already

started to expand. Further, fourteen plan to expand within five years.

0n1y two plan to wait for up to ten years before starting to expand,

while one plans to wait until the economy improves

0f the new entrants surveyed alnost arl pran to expand, using bor-

rowed funds, and within five years. Over a third pJ.an to concentrate on

increasing their land base, while most of the rest plan to expand in a1l

aspects of the operation.

4,2,3 Existinq toans

This section considers the loans new entrants have. The question-

naire has provisions for identifying up to five different loans. Not

all respondents have five loans however all will be reported. There are

nine questions to be described.

For question 19.1 (tire first loan) the source of the loan is asked.

0f the twenty-four possible, twenty responses are recorded. The most

used source is M.À.C.C. with Z of. 20 responses. Nexl, the Royal Bank

and credit unions each have 4 responses, with F.c.c. coming third with

three responses. One response is recorded for lhe Bank of Montreal and

the Canadian imperial Bank of Commerce. The second question about this
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first loan asks the new entrant if there are any probLems acquiring the

Ioan. 0f the 20 responses, nineteen scar,e rhey experience<i no probiems.

Since the next question only applies to those entrants who have diffi-
culties, the resulting low response is expected. The one response

states actual cash flow is the reason for problems in acquiring the

loan. Question 19.13 asks for the use of the loan. of the twenty re-

sponses to this question seven are for land purchases, four are for ma-

chinery purchases, three are for operating, and one is for Iivestock.

Five of the responses are coded as multiple use.

The next question asks for the approximate size of this first loan.

The range is from $4,000 to 9800,000 with the mean being $93,77s. of

the twenty responses six have loans for $10,000 or less. There are six-
teen responses with initial loans of $100,000 or Iess. The other loan

levels are spread out with one at $150,000, two at $200,000 and one at

the maximum level. The fifth question for this first loan group has

four parts, all relating to repayment conditions. guestion 19.'151 asks

for the length of the loan. There are eighteen responses to this ques-

tion with a minimum of one year and a maximum of thirty years with a

mean of'15.7 years. The largest response is from both five years and

thirty years, each with 4. Three loans are for twenty-five years and

two loans are for three years. À11 olher "years" have one loan each.

There are eight loans with five years or less. There are only thirteen

loans when up to twenty-five years is included. Thus , 44% of the re-

spondents have l-oans for less than five years. Question 19.152 asks

whaÈ the approximate annual payment is for the loan. There are fifteen
replies to this question with the minimum payment being $1s00 and ihe
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maximum being $102,000. The mean loan repaynent is g1 4,g27. There are

five roans of g5000 or ress, ereven roans of gi0,000 or iess and iour-
teen loans of $25,000 or less. obviously, most loan repayments are

smaller than the $ 1 02, 000 recorded by one respondent. QuesL ion 1 9. 1 53

asks if the interest rate is fixed or floating. Twenty answers are re-
corCed for this question with thirteen stating the interest rate is
fixed. Question 19.154 asks what interest rate the entrant is currently
paying. There are twenty responses to this question. The interest
rates range from 0 to |s% with a mean of 1i.0i%. There are two respon-

dents who state they do not have an interest rate, ie. pay no interest.
Two of the respondents pay 10% or lessi however, most (g of 20) of the

answers are for those who pay 13%. There are twelve respondents who pay

between 11 and 13% interest.

Question 19.2 receives eighteen responses. Àgain M.À.c.c. has the

greatest number of loans with seven. There are three loans each for
c.I.B.c. and the Credit Unions. Question 19.21 asks the entrants if
they have any problems acquiring these loans. Of the eighteen responses

eleven state no problem has occurred. 0f the seven who have problems,

four state no collateral is the reason, while credit rating, unproven

farmer and unsecured loan are each noted once. Eighteen answers are re-
corded for the next question which asks for the use of the loan. ?he

largest group (6 of 18) use the loan for'a rand purchase. Machinery ac-

guisition is next with four, then livestock, operating, multiple usage

and olher each have two. Question 19.24 asks for the approximate size

of the loan. The range is g2000 to g200,000 with a mean of $33,400.

Loans of 910,000 or less conprise six of ihe responses, and a further
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six have loans between 10,000 and g25,000. seventeen of the eighteen

loans are for $100,000 or iess. Tire nexE guestion asks for Èhe time

period of the loan. Fourteen responses are observed for this question

(19.251). Five are for five years and less, four are between five and

ten years and three are between ten and lwenty years. The maxinum is
thirty years with a mean of'10.75 years. The approximate annual payment

on these loans range from g0 to g27,000 with a mean of g5,43b. of four-
teen for this question four state they pay $7,000 a year. There are

five entrants paying less than $5000 and eight between $b000 and

$'10'000. 0f the eighteen answers to this question ( 19.253), ten state
the interest räte is fixed. Question 19.254 has sixteen responses of

which tive state they have an interest rate of 13%, four more have an

interest rate of 12% anð three state they have 0% interest rate. There

are eleven loans with interest rates between 11% and j3%,

Question 19.3 refers to loans acquired from the new entrant's pa-

rents. Fourteen loans are recorded for this question. However, not all
respondents used this category for parental loans. Of the new entrants,

thirteen state they do not have a problem acquiring the loan. The other

cited no collateral as the reason. The loans are used for a number of

activities with the purchase of land the most common (5 of 14). The

purchase of machinery is the next most common with four, multiple usage

having three and operating having two. Question 19.34 asks for the size

of this loan. The range is fron $3000 to g.1s4,650 with a mean of

$36,482. Eight of the loans are for $'10,000 or less with two more loans

between 910,000 and $25,000. The respondents state the loans are for
many different time periods wiLh indefinite being the most common (4 of
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14). There are six loans for five years or less and two each at fifteen
and twenty years. iE appears mosr (10 of 14) are for eirher short term

or indefinite time spans. There are only nine answers for question

19.352, rvith the repayment amounts ranging from g1g00 a year to $60,000

a year. Three are for $2000 a year, five are for $5000 and less and two

are f or approximately g'1'1,000 a year. Question 19.353 asks if the 1oan

has a fixed or variable interest rate. Of the twelve loans, six state a

fixed interest rate exists. Interest rates vary from 0% Lo 13% ¡¡ith

6.82% as the nean.

Questions about a fourth loan prompted only seven responses. of

these loans two are from farm equipment manufacturers, with one each

from F.c.c., Bank of Montreal, canadian Imperial Bank of commerce, a

previous owner and the family. Four of the seven respondents state

there is no probrem acquiring the loan. The reasons for problems in-
clude poor co1J.ateral and poor cash flow. The loans are used for land

(l of 7), machinery (4 of.7), and operating e of 7), The loan amounts

range from g0 to g'100,000 with a mean of $32,29s. of these seven loans

five are for $25,000 or less. These loans are for various Ìengths of

time; however, one year and five years are each noted twice. only three

responses are recorded for question 19.452. The three repayment amounts

are $5250, $10,000 and 932,000 a year. 0f the seven l_oans, two state

there is a fixed interest rate, three state a variable rate and two

state no interest rate applies. The last question has six loans with

three of the six stating an interest rate of 12% and one stating a ra¡e

of 16%.
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The last loan group (19.5) yields only two responses, one loan from a

farm equipment ¡nanufacrurer ancì one from lhe family. Both respondenr,s

state no probLems exist in acquiring the 1oan. Thus there are no rea-

sons for having problems in this loan group. Both loans are for machin-

ery purchases. One loan is for $25,000 and the other is for $60,000.

The 960,000 roan is for three years and the $25,000 loan is for five
years. The annual payments for the $25,000 1oan are $5000 a year. The

annual payments for the $60,000 roan are $22,000 a year. A fixed inter-
est rate of 10% is applied to the g60,000 loan while a 10% floating rate

is appl-ied to the s25,000 loan. Table 13 shows the distribution per

ques'" i on .

Table 1 3

Distribution of Responses per Loan Group

== = = = ========= ====== ==== == ====== === = = = =========== ===== == ======= = ======= ===

Loan
Group

Responses Range Mean
Amount

Mean
Yea rs

Mean Mean
Payment Interest

120
218
3 14

47
52

4000-800000

2000-200000

3000-1 54650

s000-1 00000

25000-60000

93775

3 3400

36482

37 667

42500

11.05%

9.6%

6.8%

6,12%

11.0%

15.7 1 4927

1 0.75 6435

8.3 137 61

2.8 '1 57s0

4.0 1 3500
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Therefore new entrants have loans and nost are for sizeable anounts

of money. 0f the sixcy-one Loans, nineteen are for iand purchases,

eighteen are for machinery purchases, nine are for operating and three

are for livestock. There is one who sLates the loan is for improvements

and ten who use the loans for multiple use. One loan is for zero do1-

lars and is deleted.

The sum of the loans held by this sample population is g3 ,zgg,4so
with an average loan varue of g54,974 based on 60 1oans. Twenty one of

a possible twenty four respondents answered the preceding questions

about loans. The number of loans hel-d by each individual varies from'1

to 5 rsith the average being just less than three e.957). Summed values

range from a row of $8,000 to a high of 91,185,000. The average value

of a loan per entrant is $157,069. This amount may be inflated because

of one entrant with toans totalling $1,185,000.

There are eleven different sources for these loans. Each one wíll be

discussed briefly. Manitoba Agriculture Credit Corporation (u.¡.c.c.)
provides 14 of the 60 loans to these new entrants. The range of loan

size is 910,000 to 9200,000 with lhe mean being $74,050. The sum of

these loans is $1,092,700 which consitutes 33.1% of the total loans ob-

tained by this sample population. The most common uses are for 1and

purchases with eight of fourteen, and multiple use with four. Given the

muLtiple use loan often incudes land purchase, the land acquisition cat-
egory is the most prolific with 12 of 14 loans. Farm Credit Corporation

has four of the sixty loans. The range is from $4000 to 990,000 with a

mean of $62,500. The sum of these loans is $250,000 which is 7.6% of.

the total. The most co¡nmon use is again land with three of the respon-

ses.



The Bank of Montreal has three loans ranging from g6000 to

wi¡ir a mean of $8,667. The sum oi these loans is g16,ú00 which

sents 0.5% of. the loans. The loans are used for operating Q ot

machinery purchases.

The Bank of Commerce has

with a mean value of. g22,200,

represents 3.4% of the total.

ating (2 oi. 5) and machinery
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$'10 , 000

repre-

J) and

five loans ranging from $2000 to g70,000

The sum of these loans is 9111,000 which

These loans are used primarily for oper-

(3 of s).

The Royal Bank provides six loans to new entrants. The range is from

$10,000 to $800,000 with the mean being i194,16'j. The sum of these

loans is $1,165,000 which represents 35.3% of the total value. These

loans are used for multipte use (2), machinery (2), land purchases (1),

and iivestock (1).

The Toronto Dominion Bank has one loan for $9,500 which represents

0.3% of the Lotal. Its use is for land purchase. One previous owner

supplied a loan for land purchase. The anount is g20,000 which repre-

sents 0.6% of the totaL. The Credit Unions of Manitoba provided ten of

the sixty Ioans. The amounts range from g2,000 to $2s,000 with the mean

being $11,450. The sum of these loans is g114,500 which represents 3.5%

of the total. Four of the ten loans are used for machinery purchases,

three are for operar-ing 1oans, with one each for livestock, improvements

and multiple use.

The family unit provides eleven loans to these new enlrants.

range is from $3,000 to g'154,650 with the mean being $28,0s9. The

of the loans is $308,650 which represents 9.4% of the tota1. Five

The

sum

of
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these loans are for Land purchase and a further four loans are for ma-

chinery purchase. The other two ioans are ior mulriple usage.

Àn erevator company provides a loan for g60,000 for an operating

Loan. This amount represented 1.8% of the total roan varue.

Farm equiprnent manufacturers provided four loans ranging from g5,000

to $100,000 with a mean of $35,125. The sum of these loans is g140,500

which represents 4.3% of the total. In this instance all l-oans are used

for machinery purchases. The one loan for g100,000 distorts the average

as ihe other three loans only total $40,S00.

Evidently the new entranis use loans from many sources wiLh consider-

able variation in the amounts. what is surprising is the low usage of

F.c.c. with respect to other sources as it only provides four loans with

a total value of $250,000. In contrast, the famiry provided over

$300,000 and the Royal Bank provided over one million. M.À.c.c. is the

nost used source for loans. Às weIl, the Credit Unions provide an im-

portant source of funds, albeit in a smaller amount. Table 14 shows the

distribution between the sources of the loans.

4.2,4 0ff-Farm l{ork

with the high cost of entering and operating,a farm, many people feel
they need to work off-farm to make ends meet. Questions 20 through 29

pertain to the off-farn situation of current farmers. This area is rel-
evant since learning from the first survey off-farn work is important in

the operation of the farm. Of the twenty-four possible respondents to

question 20 an even split occurs between lhe grain and mixed farms, with
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Table '14

Disrribution be¡ween the Sources of the Loans

PUBTI C PRIVATE

SUPPLI ERSFCC BÀNKS FÀMI LYMÀCC

# Loans

Range

Mean

TotaI

4

4000-80000

62500

250,000

14

1 0000-200000

74050

1 ,042,900

25

2000-800000

5564 0

'1 
,41 6, 1 00

6

5000-1 00000

36750

220,500

11

3000-1 s46s0

280s9

308,650

% Purpose

Land '15

Equipment 0

Operating 0

Multiple 25

57 .1

0

7.1

28.5

45 .4

36.3

0

18.1

I

36

28

12

17

67

17

0

the two beef farms stating they both work off-farm. Question twenty-two

asks for the approximate number of days the entrant works off-farm. The

mean for this question is 127 days, with a minimum of 0 days and a maxi-

num of 320 days. 0f the seventeen who responded to this question eight

work 100 days or less, five work between 100 and 200 days and three work

more than 200 days. Only one person works more than 300 days.
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The next question asks if the new entrant's spouse works off-farm.

Only fifceen of twenry-four answered thís quesrion. This may imply the

nine others are not married. of those who answered, a near even split
between yes (8) and no (7) occurs. However, when scrutinized more

closely it is interesting to note (S of 8) grain farmers' spouses work

off-farm. This is in contrast to mixed farms where five of seven spous-

es do not work off-farm. it appears off-farm employment for spouses of

grain farmers is more like]y. possibiy it is easier for spouses of

grain farmers to work off-farm as mixed farmer's spouses may be nore

busy with farrning operations.

À poor response for question 24 reduces its importance" Of the twen-

t!-four possible respondents only seven answered this question and five

of these are grain farmers. It appears operating the farm and essential-

farm living comprise most of the ansvJers (a of.7), Thus off-farm em-

ployment is important for more than just luxuries.

Question twenty-five asks if working off-farm interferes with farm-

ing. seventeen of twenty-four responded to this question. The split
between types of farms is similar to previous questions. Few (4 of 1j)

feel working off-farm does not interfere with the operation of the farm.

0nly one believes off-farm work interferes; however, most (12 ot'17) be-

lieve working off-farm partialJ-y interferes with the on-farm work.

The next question asks if lhere are

ín the entrant's location. Nearly all
majority (14 of. 22) stating there are

ties.

of f -farm employment opportuni ties

responded to this question with a

no off-farm employrnent opportuni-
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Question twenty-eight asks the new entrant whether he ¡,¡ould have been

able to start farming if he haci not been working ofr-farm. Fourteen an-

swered this quesLion, with the definitive answer being 'no' with 10 of

the 14 responses. 0n1y three of the fourteen responded 'naybe'. obvi-

ously, most feel they need this off-farm work.

The next question asks if the farmer would quit off-farm work when he

is more established in the farm operation. Seventeen answered this
question with the definitive answer being 'maybe' (10 of j:.), only two

state they will quit off-farm work. Obviously, off-farm work is essen-

tial to the establishment of a farm. Not only is it essential but the

new entrants are not willing to give it up. Table 15 summarizes the ma-

terial given in the preceding text above on off-farm employment charac-

ter i st ics.

4,2.5 Fanílv Àssistance

Thib final section deals with family assistance the new entrant re-

ceives. Questions 30 through 35 asks for this information.

Question 30 asks if assistance has been received from the family. A

total response is achieved for this question with the dominant answer

being yes Q2 of. 24), No distinction is made between types of farms as

all seem to have family assistance. The next question asks if the new

entrant could have started to farm without the family's assistance. A

high response Q3 of. 24) for this question is recorded with most Q1)

stating they couJ.d not have started to farm at the present tinre.
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Tab1e 1 5

Survey 2: 0ff-Farm Employmenr Characteris¡ics

== = == = == = = = = == == == == == = = = ==

0f f-Farm
Employment

Characteristics

Question
Number

Perc en t
Respondi ng

- Percentage Answering -

work off farrn

spouse works
off farm

20

23

100

62.s

29.2

70.8

91 .7

58. 3

87.5

does not

ï:
54.2

s3.3

essent ial
living

57 .1

partial

use of money earned 24

does off-farm
work interfere

employmenl
opportunities
exist

able to work if
not been working
off-farm

quit off-farm work 29
once established

does

25 23.5 70.6 s.6

f:
36 .4

28.6

yes maybe no

1'1 .8 58.8 29.4

26

28



Question thirty-two asks the neþr entrants
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if they could have started

farming, but on a smaller scaie, without family assisrance. Twenty-one

answers are recorded for this question. There is a change in this ques-

tion compared to question thirty-one. In |,he previous quest).on 8.7%

state they could have started farming v¡ithout family assistance. How-

ever' in question thirty-two more feel they could have started farming

on a smaller scale Q3.8%). The next question asks if the neç'entrant

plans to be more independent of the famiJ.y farm. of the 23 new ent-

rants, most (19) state they wish to be more independent of the family

farm in the future.

Question thirty-four asks if the new entrant has a work sharing ar-
rangement. Twenty-three answers are recorded for this question. A na-

jority (15 of 23) state they have a work-sharing arrangenent. There is

no distinction between the type of farms. The next question asks the

new entrant how important family assistance is to them. They have a

choice of three ans$¡ers: convenient, moderate and very. À total of

twenty-two responses to this question are recorded with a majority (l¿

of. 22) stating the assistance is very important. seven of the twenty-

two state the assistance is moderately important. Obviously family as-

sistance is very important for entry into farming. Most ne1., entrants

wish to be more independent later; however, they could not have entered

without this support.

The next question (36) is divided into seven areas: 1) outright gift;
2) subsidized interest rates; 3) collateral; 4) machinery/work sharing

agreement; 5) free or cheap use of inputs; 6) underwriting loans; and 7)

other. Question 36.1 has only eight responses of which seven s¡ate they
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have received outright gifts. Nine ner+ entrants answered question 36.2

with seven stacing they receive subsidized interesc raEes. Mos¡ of

these responses (7 of 9) are from grain farms. The next question is an-

swered by eight new entrants with seven stating they receive collateral

or backing for bank loans. The fourth part of question 36 asks about

machinery/work agreements. À high response (16 ot 2a) is achieved for

this question. The definitive ansr*'er is 'yes' with fifteen of sixteen.

The split between type of farm is similar to past patterns.

Question 36.5 asks the new entrants if they receive free or cheap use

of buildings and inputs. 0f the thirteen who responded twelve state

they receive this type of assistance. The next guestion asks if the re-

spondent's family helps when the new entrant experiences losses or is

unable to meet loans. Six entrants answered this question and four of

these state they do not receive this form of assistance. 0f the two

entrants who do, they are both grain farmers. The final question asks

if the new entrant receives any other types of assistance. E1even re-

spondents state they receive other forms of assistance, such as live-

stock and vehicle purchases.

Obviously many forms of assistance are provided by the famiJ.y, with

most new entrants utilizing them. Given these findings it appears a nerv

entrani needs family support to enter farming. Table 16 iists the dif-
ferent forms of family assistance received by this sanple population.
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Table 1 6

Survey 2: Family Assistance

= = ===== == == = === == ======= ====== = == == === ====== === == == === = === == = = == = = ======

Fami 1y
Ass i stance

Question
Number

Percent
Respondi ng

- Percentage Ànswering -

assistance received
by family

able to start work
without assistance

able to start but
on smaller scale
with assistance

wish to be more
i ndependent

have work sharing
a greemen t

how important is
family assistance

types of assistance 36

outright gi fts
subsidized int. rates
provide collateral
machinery for work
use of buildings

help if experience losses
other types of assistance

30

31

32

JJ

34

35

100

95 .8

87.5

95 .8

9s.8

91 .7

33.3
37.5
33.3
66.7
54.2
25.0
45.8

I::
91 .7

8.7

23.8

82.6

65.2

convenient moderate very

4.6 31.8 63.6

I::

87 .5
77 .8
87.5
93 .8' 
92.3
33.3

100.0



Chapter V

HYPOTTIESIS TESTING

5.1 DISCUSSI0N

In chapter tlqo the six hypotheses are stated. It is essential to
test these hypotheses to prove or disprove them to make conclusions with

respect to the thesis. If the conclusions are not properly substantiat-

ed they may not be reliable. The substance of the given conclusions is
chen questi.onable. Therefore, testing hypotheses is an essential ele-
menl of research.

The six hypotheses are stated with relevant questions required to ac-

cept or reject the hypotheses. Each hypothesis has questions to be sta-
tistically tested for significance. To support or refute each hypothe-

sis, questions wilL be considered from survey two.

Hypothesis one states: Family assistance is not necessary for new

entrants to accumulate the capital required to begin farming. The rele-
vant questions for testing this hypothesis are: #'s 15 through 23 from

survey one. In support questions 30, 31, 32 and 35 from survey two will
be examined.

The second hypothesis states: Family assistance given to new entrants

does not place hardship on farm families. Questions 24 and 25 from sur-

vey one are used to test this hypoLhesis.

- 
¡ hh 

-
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Hypothesis three states: New farm entrants believe financial institu-
tions fail to provide adequate credít programs for their needs. The

first survey questions pubtic and private sources. From survey one,

questions 29, 30, 35, 39, 40, 41 and 42 are used to test this hypothesis

with respect to public lending agencies. To test this hypothesis with

respect to private lending institutions guestions 44, 45, 50, 5'1 and 53

are used.

The fourth hypothesis states: Public lending agencies do not fulfill
their role as providers of adequate long term capital for new entrants.

To test this hypothesis questions 33 and 43 are used. The fifth hy-

pothesis states: Private Iending institutions do not fulfiLl their role

as providers of adequate short and internediate term financing for new

entrants. Four questions from survey one are used to test this hypoth-

sis. They are #'s 46 through 49.

The final hypothesis staLes:

ne!¡ entrants to facilitate ease

questions 55 and 57 are used.

and 28 are used to support this

0ff-farm employment is not utilized by

of entry into farming. From survey onê

From survey two, questions 20, 23, 24

hypothesi s.

5.2 STÀTISTICÀT METTIOD

This section discusses the method of statistical estimation used in

this thesis. The objective is not to make inference about the popula-

tion but rather to prove or disprove independence. This will result in
acceptance or rejection of a hypothesis. Therefore a method of statis-
tical inference, ie. "making statements about the value of unobserved
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and perhaps unobservable characteristics in a population based on re-

sults obtained from a sample survey"íse is useo.

The method for testing the six hypotheses compares observed results

with expected results. This comparison attempts to determine if the ob-

served results are similar to expected results if the stated conditions

about the population are in fact true.137 This is tested by examining

the probability the observed value will occur if the hypothesized condi-

tions are in fact true.

When developing the test procedure the first step is to develop the

null hypothesis. The previously stated hypotheses are considered as the

nul1 hypotheses for further discussion. These nul1 hypotheses are test-
ed with respect to the observations made in the survey sample. The null

hypothesis is either true or it is not true. If it is true, the hy-

pothesis is accepted. If it is not true, the null hypothesis is reject-

ed. There is a chance of committing an error in hypothesis testing. If
the null hypothesis is rejected but it in fact is !rue, a type I error

is committed. if the nuII hypoLhesis is not rejected but should be be-

cause it is false, a type II error is committed.l38 The probability of

rejecting the nu]] hypothesis when it is true, a type I error, is la-

belled ø. The probability of committing a type Ii error is labelled ß.

Therefore, the probability of rejecting the nul1 hypothesis when it is

false is 1-ß, referred to as the pob¡er of the test. Thus o and ß are

related. when testing the null hypothesis, o is generally assigned a

136 Ibid, pp.

137 Ibid, pp.

138 ibid, pp.

212.

222,

)) a.
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pre-set level. This is the significance level of the test. The ration-

ale is to naximíze rhe probabiiity of commirring a t.ype iI error while

the probability of committing a type I error is fixed at a pre-set val-

ue.139

Testing the stated hypotheses consists of tests of independence. The

values derived in the survey are compiled in contingency tables. These

tables consists of rows and columns relating one question to another.

The test is for independence between the rows and the columns. Tab1e 17

shows a typical contingency table from the resurts of survey one.

Table 17

Table of Age by Q4

f requency
percent

Q4

lotal

4146 lzt lül 120

1 | 10 I 11 | 22

59 90

2

19546TotaI

13s 1bid, pp. 226.
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The value in row'1, coLumn 1, equals 46. This represenLs the number of

responses neecing the criceria requireo to fiii that position, ie. 46

respondents are in the 1st age class and own land. There are certain
probabilities a unit of the population wil-l be in the cells. If the

probability is known for a cell, it is possible to determine what to ex-

pect for that ceII. independence of the components in the table may be

tested. if the expected probability is simil-ar to the observed value

there is support for the idea independence exists. The next step is to

determine the degre: of agreement or disagreement between the observed

and expected number. This is accomplished using

(oi - Ei)- r -----
Ei

= observed # in the ith cel1
= expected # in the ith cell

= # of cells in the table.

This statistic when computed represents a probability distribution which

approximates the chi-square test r+ith (r-1 ) (c-'1 ) degrees of freedom,

with r ror+s and c columns.140 The next step is to check the chi-square

test against the critical value from tables. if the test statistic ex-

ceeds the critical vaLue from the table the null hypothesis is reject-
ed.141

where: 0i
Ei
1

The approximation is a
ty leve1 assessment i
the contingency table

good one, providing accurate probabili-
f lhe expected numbers in each cell of
are greater than or equal to 5.142

140 Ibid, pp. 249.

141 Ibid, pp. 250.

1az lbid, pp. 253,
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5.3 RESI'LTS

As stated previously there are a number of questions from both gues-

tionnaires. Hypothesis one: Family assistance is not necessary for new

entrants to accumulate capital to begin farming, uses questions #15

through 23 from questionnaire one. Question #'s 30, 31,32 and 3s from

questionnaire two provide additional information.

À definite pattern emerges from this selection of questions. The

questions associated with loans must all be accepted when tested (at a

75% conf idence interval). This represents independence between family

assistance and capital accumulation. This complements the 'no' response

predominant in these questions. Most of the new entrants surveyed do

not have their family providing loan instruments. This manifests itself
in the acceptance of the hypothesis under these particular question (#'s

15, 17, 18, 21 and 22). Therefore, the hypothesis famiry assistance is
not necessary for a ner+ entrant to accumulate capital is accepted, but

onry with respect to loan instruments provided by the famiJ.y.

When the other questions are considered this hypothesis must be re-
jected. Therefore, it seems ner+ entrants receive assistance via 1ess

direct mediums. They receive assistance through tabour exchange, bor-

rowing of equipment and supplies, and free use of assets. Overall,
question 23 sums up this first hypothesis. It determinés if the new

entrant would have started to farn rvithout the assistance received from

the family. This individual question is rejected. This rejection

coupled with the fact most 03.6%) respondents state they would not have

been able to start farming, resurts in hypothesis one being rejected.
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Thereiore, family assistance appears to be necessary for new entrants to

accumulate the capital required to begin farming. Depenoency exists be-

tween family assistance and acquiring sufficient capital to enter.

The four questions #30, 31, 32 and 35 from questionnaire two all 1ead

to the conclusion assistance is very important to the new entrant. À

large majority ß1.1%) state their family helped them to start farming

(#30). The next question (#31) shows the new entrants would not be able

to farm without the assistance. Of the responses to this question 91.3%

state entry would not have been possible without family assistance.

Question 32 asks if the new entrant could have started but on a smaller

scale without this family assistance. A majority 06.2%) state they

would not have been able to begin even on a smaller scare. The last
question (#35) asks if assistance is very important, moderately impor-

tant, or convenient but not essential. A majority (63.3Ð feel the as-

sistance is very important. As well a sizeable group (31.gÐ feel it is
moderately important. Therefore, a large group exists who believe as-

sistance is important for entry. Though these four questions do not

differentiate between the types of assistance, this assistance is very

important and necessary for successful enLry.

The second hypothesis: Family assistance given to new entrants does

not pl-ace hardship on farm families, is tested via the use of tr+o ques-

tions (#24 and 25) from questionnaire one. In this instance the majori-

ty in each question state a hardship does not exist (85.S% for #24 and

61.7% for #25). This should lead to the a priori belief the hypothesis

will be accepted. when these questions are tested, this happens ie. hy-

pothesis two is accepted. Therefore, there appears to be independence



between assistance provided and hardship on the family

iy assistance ooes not pJ.ace a iraroship on the f amiLy.
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Therefore fami-

The third hypothesis: New farm entrants believe financial institu-
tions fail to provide adequate credit programs for their needs, is test-
ed by a number of guestions. Since this hypothesis encompasses both

public and private institutions, the questions are segmented into two

groups. Public institutions are tested via questions 29, 30, 35, 39,

40, 41 anð 42. À pattern emerges rvhich is distinct. Even though rela-
tively few respondents utilize government loan agencies (1g.1% for

F.c.c. and 38.9% with I,l.A.c.c), questions 29 and 30 result in a rejec_

tion of the hypothesis. This suggests F.c.c. and M.À.c.c. are utilized
by new entrants for entry into farming. However, the hypothesis is ac-

cepted when it is tested by the other questions. The other five ques-

tions #35,39,40,41 and 42 all result in acceptance of the hypothesis.

These questions pertain to providing enough money to start farming, re-

payment terms, loan limits, and equity requirements. The surveyed sam-

ple population appears to be dissatisfied with the current programs.

Consequently, the acceptance of the hypothesis does not contradict the a

priori belief about the hypothesis. Therefore from the question in sur-

vey one, the third hypothesis is accepted, with respect to public agen-

cies.

Testing the third hypothesis with respect to private loan sources

uses questions 44, 45,50, 51 and 53. From the collected results nost

(77.6%) use short term money from banks for operating. This question

(#44') is the only one which rejects this hypothesis. The other ques-

tions all lead to acceptance of the hypothesis. The other questions
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pertain to attitudes about bank loans, ie. nore suitable, easier to ac-

quire, beEter terms. Consequentiy, this hypothesis: financial institu-
tions (private) fail to provide adequate credit programs for new ent-

rants must be accepted. Àpparently financial institutions are not pro-

viding adequate credit programs for new entrants.

A primary concern expressed by the respondents is the availabiiity of

loans. The respondents generaLly have acquired loans but, they believe

the availabitity of these 1oans should be improved. suggestions in-
clude, relaxing the repayment schedule, reducing interest rates and nak-

ing the l-oans more available through amended equity requirements.

Hypothesis four: Public lending agencies do not fuIfill their role as

providers of adequate long term capital, is tested via questions 33 and

43. Question 33 tests for the purpose of the roan, ie. rand, buirdings

etc. Ì{ith 21.5% of. the respondents stating real estate, it is expected

the hypothesis will be accepted, and it is. Question 43 considers the

proportion of capital- acquired from government agencies. The split is

close h'ith 47.1% having more than half and 45.6% having less than half.
This question also leads to the acceptance of this hypothesis. From

this it appears public lending agencies do not fulfilL their role as

providers of adequate long term capital for new entrants.

0f the total number of loans surveyed

26.7% are provided by M.A.C.C. and F.C.C.

are loans for multiple use which include

number of loans provided by M.À.C.C. and

land purchase. However, public agencies

(60) in questionnaire two,

for land. (Included in this

land purchase. ) of the total

F.C.C. most (88.9%) are for

only provide a smail majoriÈy
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(53.3%) of the loans used for land acquisition. Therefore, the accep-

tance of tiris hypothesis with respecr co pubiic inscitutions is not dis-
puted.

Hypothesis five: Private lending institutions do not fulfill their
role as providers of adequate short and intermediate term financing for
new entrants, is tested by questions 46,4i,48 and 49. They ask if pri-
vate institutions provide money for the purchase of equipment, live-
stock, real estate, and improvement. Therefore testing of private in-
stitutions for long term credit is inferred. The test determines these

questions should be rejected except for livestock. Thus private insti-
tutions are providing short and intermediate term loans. This coupled

with the results ot #44 (hypothesis 3) show private institutions are

utilized for short to intermediate length loans. The number using bank

ioans for equipment is approximately half (45.6%). Of the total number

of short and intermediate term loans (31) from survey two 77.4% are pro-

vided by private institutions. Of the remainder 16.1% are provided by

the family and 6.5% are from public agencies. Therefore, private insti-
tutions are providing most of these short and intermediate loans. A re-
jection of the hypothesis private lending institutions do not fulfill
their role as providers of adequate short and intermediate term financ-

ing is warranted. However, it is rejected with reservation because of

results in hypothesis three showing private institutions fail to provide

adequate crediÈ. Therefore, banks may provide short and intermediate

lerm loans but many feeÌ they could improve their function, especially

availability of loans to new entrants.
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Hypothesis six: 0ff farm employment is not utilized by new entrants

to facilitate ease of entry into farnring, is tested by questions 56 arid

57 from questionnaire one. Question 56 asks the respondent if either

he(she) or his(her) spouse works off the farm. The second question asks

if the money is important for the operation of the farm. Both questions

result in rejection of this hypothesis. }lith the results from the sur-

vey off-farm employment is very important to the estabLishment of a new

entrant's operation.

To support or refute this, questions 20, 23, 24 and 28 are used from

survey two. These questions ask if the respondent works off farm (#20)¡

does the spouse work off the farrn (#23); are the earning used for farm

operations or for living (#24); and, if off-farm work is not available

then would the new entrant be able to start (#28). The first question

determined 50.0% of. the new entrants work off- farm. Question 23 deter-

mines about haLf (53%) of the spouses work off farm. The use of funds

is mostly for operating the farm and essential J.iving expenses. Àppar-

ently most ß2.9%) would not have been able to begin farming without the

assistance of this off-farm money. The respondents from survey two view

off-farm empJ-oynent as a necessary entry device. Survey two substanti-

ates the statistical testing done on survey one. This hypothesis is re-
jected, ie. dependence between off-farm enployment and entry ability.

Table 18 gives the question numbers, the chi-square varues, the crit-
ical varues and whether the question can be accepted or rejected.
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Table '18

Summary of Hypothesis Tesls

Hypothesis Question Ð.F.
Number Number

Critical Va1ue Null
at 75% Hypothesis

0bse r ved
Value

15
tb
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

29
30
35
39
40
41

42

44
45
50
5'1

53

JJ
43

46
47
48
49

56

4
4
A,
4
:
4
+

4
t+

0.969
32.927

1.723
2.171

1 5.060
19.255
3.669
2.111

1 4.668

3.213
3.854

6.583
5.796
4.116
1.499
1 .120
2.868
3.934

9. 039
8. '1 53
2 .314
9.841

20.339

6.800
9.132

17.472
1,874
9.984
5. 520

1 1 .373

5. 39
5.39
5.39
5.39
s. 39
5.39
5.39
5.39
s.39

s.39
5.39

ac c ept
reject
ac c ept
acc ept
reject
reject
ac c ept
accept
reject

accept
accept

reject
reject
accept
acc ept
accept
accept
accept

reject
accept
accept
reject
accept

accept
accept

reject
accept
reject
reject

rejecl

2

3 public

3 private

4
4

4

4
4
4
J
3

3

5.39
s. 39
5.39
5.39
4.
4.
¿.

4
I
4
4

24

16
12

4
4

4

4

I

5.39
10.22
s.39
5.39

28.2

19,77
14.8

s.39
s.39
5.39
s.39

1A.22



Chapter VI

CONCTUSIONS ÀND RECoMIÍE}¡DÀTIoÌ|S

This chapter is organized into two main parts. The first, concru-

sions, rvili discuss the findings from the results in chapters four and

five. Four areas are considered: 1) family assistance; 2) role of fi-
nancial institutions; 3) non-farm new entrant problems; and 4) role of

off-farm empl-oyment. The second part, recommendations, will attempt to

provide suggestions for enhancing and/or remedying the conclusions. As

welL, some recommendations are made about future research needs.

6.1 coNctusloNs

6.1.1 Fanilv Assistance

The main conclusion diagnosed from this research is dependence of new

entrants upon family assistance. l^tithout this assistance the chance of

successful entry is reduced. The respondents to the ques¡ionnaires

state emphatically the assistance is necessary for entry. Most slate
the assistance, in whatever forrn is not just necessary, but it is re-
quired for entry. Às sho¡+n in chapter two, it is very difficult to be-
,:gÍn farming, even for entrants from family farms. presently, farm in-

come is low; however, in a few years incomes may possibly approach peak

leveIs. Though it was not tested, family assistance seems to be neces-

sary to al1ow the new entrant to weather the low income years.

- 167 -
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The assistance seems to provide the needed equity so the new entrant

does not have to use as much debL to purchase assets. This reduceo lev-
erage increases the new entrant's ability to weather bad economic condi-

tions. I{ith lower debt a farm raised new entrant has a superior advan-

tage compared with a non-farm nerv entrant. }iith increased equity
(reduced leverage) a new entrant may farm with less risk than a non-farm

new entrant- In turn, the new entrant will be more able to survive bad

years and more easily prosper in good years.

Family assistance may be the only viable instrument a new entrant can

rely on for stabilizing his income. though this was not directly tested
j.t seems this higher equity which is associated with a family farm spon-

sered new entrant may provide this stabilization. The present govern-

ment programs do not provide for a ner+ entrant's stable income. ?he

concern and hardship farrners are currently facing probably would be less

if government programs fully stabilized incomes. The equity provided by

family assistance increases income stability which is not provided by

other means. This is not suggesting the government programs are inade-

quate, but possibly they could be improved.

In most instancesr â new entrant does not possess enough equity to
weather large variations in prices, yields and costs which are inherent

in agriculture. Through family assistance which can be in many forms

such as direct Ìoans, free use of resources, gifts and others a new ent-

rant has a better chance at survival. The degree of assistance may not

be as important as the actual- assistance itself. For example, a nerv

entrant who has free use of equipment does nol have to consider this
particular cost. Having the use of assets for a low or a zero cost pro-
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vides a J.arge benefit to new entrants which enables more successful en-

try.

Therefore, family assistance is found to be extremely important in

the entry of new farmers. Not only does it seem to provide a mechanism

for raising income but it meets the goals of the participanLs. It en-

ables the child to continue with a life style he enjoys, as weLl he is

able to reduce the business risk of his operation. The family farm con-

tinues in the family, âs well the assistance provides a method for the

older generation to exit and Lhe younger to enter smoothly. Therefore,

this family assistance is utilized for providing a mechanism of entry

for new entrants. Family assistance meets the goals of both the new

entrant and the family. Since assistance is beneficial to both parties

the assistance is not considered a hardship on the family. In conclu-

sion, family assistance is necessary for successful entry of new ent-

rants.

6,1,2 Role of Financial InstiÈutions

Both types of financial institutions, pubtic and private, are consid-

ered in this thesis. The overall conclusion is nei.lher meets all the

requirements new entrants feel they require. Complaints about interest

rates are expected given the time frame of the research. However, com-

plaints about poor availability were not expected. This complaint is

recorded for both types of lending institutions. The new entrants are

unable to acquire loans as easily as more established farmers because of

a number of factors such as low eguity, unproven farmer, and erratic
cash flow.
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Two observations are recorded about public lending institutions.
First, they do not seem to be meeting the new entran¡s needs. Seconci,

they are not being utilized by the new entrants to a degree presumed.

Farm credit corporation (r.c.c.) was estabrished in 1959 as a
crown Àgency reporting to parriament through the Minister ofAgricurture. Its role is to provide financial services to en-
able canadian farmers to eslabrish, develop and rnaintain via-
bIe farm enterprises. 1a 3

It seems the emphasis has shifted from "establish, deverop", to "man-

tain" for this public institution. Given the probtems in the past few

years with falling prices, increased costs and weather, this choice may

be explainable. However, the time may return when the first two objec-

tives should have a higher priority.

Private institutions are slightly better accepted. Though most new

entrants feel there is a need for more accessibility from private insti-
tutions, there is also a greater use of these private institutions. À

problem does not seem to exist acquiring short term loans from private

institutions. Again interest rates are listed as a problem. still,
most new entrants have loans from private institutions for short and in-
termediate terms. New entrants want greater accessibilty, especially

for intermediate uses. This is understandable since intermediate term

loans nray require more coLlaterar and greater financial stability.

Overa11 financial institutions could improve their services, espe-

cially availability for net¡ entrants. }rithout adequate and available

financing new entrants can not establish, develop or naintain an opera-

tion.

143 ¡'.C.C., Ànnual Report, 1984/85, pp.1



5.1.3 Problems for Entrants who are not fron Existino Farns

}rithout family assistance the non-farm new entrant must

large hurdle. He is unrikely ¡o have the equity required

his income in bad years. Às wel1, he probably does not have

to enable him lo use financial instruments effectively, if at
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overcome a

to stablize

the equity

all.

A case can be made to suggest the lack of family assistance is a sub-

stantial barrier to entry. For aIl of the reasons why a family farm

backed new entrant can use assistance for successful entry, a non-farm

ne¡+ entrant faces incredible obstacles with entry. The chances for a

person working and amassing the needed capital to purchase a viable farm

unit is renote. I.rith capitaL costs possibly in the tens of thousands,

if not hundreds of thousands, off-farm employment may only provide su-

perficial financial assistance for entry. GeneralIy the non-farn new

entrant has little chance for entry except on a very smarl scale. He

must adjust his time frame to accept the fact he may not have an econom-

ically viable unit for many years. This may result in a multi-genera-

tional procedure to establish a viable farm unit. In conclusion, non-

farm new entrants may establish an economically viable farm but it may

take a longer time frame to do so.

5.1.4 Off-farn Emplovment Characteristics

For the new entrant off-farm work is a method to supplement income.

Às stated previously it used to be a vehicle for establishment. Now its
use is more for smoothing out the income vrave. Off-farm enployment is

necessary for a new entrant, but it is not sufficient for entry. The
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use of off-farm employment enhances farm income rather than supplying

capital to purcirase a farm. 1'he addi¡ionai money is oiten used ¡o pur-

chase necessary home items, and for meeting farm obrigations. The use

of it is not just for the purchase of luxury items.

Interestingly, the new entranLs desire to continue to work off-farm.

This may suggest two possibilities. First, the ner+ entrants may have a

desire to finance expansion or pay down debts faster than the farm has

the ability to do so. Second, the new entrant may desire the additional

income to enhance lifestyle expectations. The use of this additional
money for vacations, and luxury goods may be the reason for off-farm em-

ployment long after the money is no longer needed for farm purposes.

This off-farm work is being utilized at least to the same degree Kapita-

ny (1982) determined. Thus off-farm work is initiated to help r+ith farn

and family debts; then, continued to enhance Iifestyle.

6.2 RECOI,IMENDATIONS

6,2,1 Familv Àssistance

Given the conclusions about family assistance it appears necessary to

allow entry. Probably it is the most expedient and effective means for

entry into farming. The new entrant has reduced entry costs, reduced

business and financial risk and personal and fanily goals are met. For

this reason, there should be incentives to continue in this fashion.

However, with incentives for intra-generational transfer, ie. the con-

tinuance of the family farn, a risk develops for the possibilily of a

new landed gentry ie., a nerv social class. This new class wil] consist

of established farmers. A group who possibly are weallhy, or at worst,
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not poor. This class will be privileged in the sense they are the only

ones abLe to enter and continue iarming. l^lith current commooity prices,

Lhis may not seem appearing; however, if agriculture has a resurgence

then these operators may greatry benefiL. while not attempting to de-

ternrine if this is good or bad, it is a possibility. The intra-genera-

tional transfer of farm assets seems to be the most expedient and effec-

tive method of acquiring both human and physical_ capital.

A system of incentives which allows existing operators a vehicle to

exit and others a vehicle to enter may be appropriate. Àl1owing for

greater gifting and capital gains exemption are possibilities. Ànother

recommendation may be to speed up the transfer of farms by providing

older, established farmers a nethod to retire which does not require

complete liquidation of their assets.

6.2.2 Financial Institutions

Às previously sbated in the concLusions, availability must be in-

creased. Possibly greater competition is needed in the financial sys-

tem. The economy may dictate interest rates but it does not dictate the

degree of availability. Possibty the financial system should restruc-

ture itself to enable entry, and establishment of farms. If F.c.c. in-

tends to lend onLy to those with average asset values near a half miJ-

rion dollars, possibly it should rewrite its objectives. otherwise, it
should establish better programs to allow the establishment of farns.

The banks may provide adequate short term lending; however, they may

need !o become more i.nvolved in longer lerm loans. Possibly the banking
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industry should be more open, ie. more institutions available to choose

from. If this is not practical an efrort shoulo be made to enirance com-

petition so the farmer/consumer receives the best and least expensive

service possible.

6.2,3 Non-Farm Entranls

This group has a definite disadvantage as they generalJ-y are unable

to enter farming. Non-farm nerl entrants may have to re-evaluate their
goals. They may have to wait until they are older before they can hope

to control a farm. À possible solution is to provide incentives for ex-

isting farms to hire and train these people. This may al1ow these non-

farm new entrants the chance to acquire needed knowledge about farming.

If other incentives are made available so exiting farmers are encouraged

to sell to non-farm nerv entrants possibly these people can enter. How-

ever this may jeopardize the family farm. Which is more important: the

continuance of the family farm or the ability for entry by outside peo-

pre ?

6,2,4 0ff-farnr Enolovnent

0ff-farm employment is needed by all new entrants. However, it is

not available to all. This may suggest a geographical distribution of

employment opportunities unfavourable to new farm entranLs. The only

recommendation is for the development of more jobs. Failing this, in-
centives to travel to other locations may be needed. possibly farmers

should be compensated if they must lravel to get off-farm employment if
this emp).oyment is necessary for them to continue farming. obviously,

New



off-farm employment is necessary, and

the fulure. Theretore, job availabi

training, travel incentives or regionaL

it may become more necessary

iity is recomnrended, either

development.
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by

6,2.5 Fulure Studv

À study could determine whether incentives for existing families for

transfer is cheaper or more costly than incentives for entry by the non-

farnr population. Associated with this, various types of incentives

could be developed and analyzed.

À study of the current financial system may be in order. Is it meet-

ing consumer requirements or is it dictating what the consumer needs?

The possibility for developing a revised system is suggested, one which

is more competitive and more responsible to the consumer.

À study could determine the amount needed for a viable farm unit.

This probably will vary by location and by farm type. It courd provide

insight into the amount needed to establish a farm. It could also de-

termine which type of farn is more likely to succeed.

Establishing the costs associated ¡+ith increasing rural employment

opportunities is possible. The direct costs ie. creating jobs in towns,

could be compared to indirect costs ie. travel expense incentives. The

cost of training farmers for specialized work could be studied as well

as the cost of displacing non-farm workers.

Àssistance is required for entry however the amount is undetermined.

À study could determine the costs of this family assisiance and the most

like1y methods of assislance.
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(01 ) When did you start

(02) What age group are

farming? (year)....

you in? . ..18-Zs
26-30
31-3s
3 6-40
41-45
46 and over

are you from?

land? .. ..own/rent/both

machinery? ...,own/rent/both

livestock? .., .own/rent /Uo*

(03 )

(04)

(05 )

(06 )

(07 )

(08)

(0e )

What municipality

Do you own or rent

Do you have a C.W.B. permit book? yes/ no

Do you hold a producer quota? (egg,milk,etc. ).... yes/ no

Have you ever had a production contract?
i . e. spec ial crops

(10) Are you farming on a full time basis?

NOTE:.Family refers to either your's or your spouses
relatives for the remainder of these qu"itions.

(18) Has your family provided loans to purchase
land, buildings, machinery, or livestock?

(11 ) Is your farming operation completely
independent of other members of the- family? yes/ no

(12) if yes to question 11, did you STÀRT
as a conpleteJ.y'independent farm operation? yes/ no

(13) If no to question 1'1 , do you plan to
eventually take over the family farn? .yes/no/naybe

(14) If no to question 11, do you plan to become
a completely independent farm operator
as soon as possible? . . .yes/no /naybe

(15) Have inherilances or family gifts
helped you to get started farming? ....yes/ no

(16) oo you provide labour in return for
equipment or other farm resource? yes/ no

('17) Has your family provided loans to enable
you to operate the farm? .. . .yes/ no

yes/ no

yes/ no

parents or

yes/ no
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(19) Have you been able to borrow machinery
or farn supplies from the family to
help you get started farming? . ...yes7, no

Q0) Have you had f ree use of such things
as farm buildings to heJ.p you get started? .yes/ no

(21) Has your family co-signed notes or loans
to help you start farming? ..yes/ no

Q2)

Q3)

Q4)

Q5)

(26)

Has your family put up their coll_aterat to-
secure farm loans to help you start farming? ....yes/ no

Would you have started farming rvithout the
family support and assistance you received? yes/ no

Has helping you get started farming been a
serious hardship on your family? .yes/ no

Moderate hardship? yes/ no

l^lhat proportion of the J.and you operate
has been obtained from the family? (circre best) .ress than l/z

about 1/2
more than 1/2

(27 ) I,¡hat proportion of the machinery used to
operate your farm belongs to your family ...less than

about 1/2
more than

Q8) If you are farming with your family, what
proportion of the total operaÈion is yours?
either rent or own. . . . . less than

about 1/2
more than

(29) Have you taken out a farm loan from F.C.C.? ... ..yes/ no

(30) Have you taken out a loan from M.A.C.C.?. ...yes/ no

(31) Have you taken out a S.B.D.B. Ioan? .:... .,,yes/ no

(32) Have you taken out any other kind of loan
that has been guaranteed or subsidized by

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

government agencies? ...yes/ no

(33) If you did take out a loan(s), for what
was it used for? (circle all appropriate

purpose
) ... ....farm equipment

breeding stock
farm real estate
land improvements

(34) Have you received any government grants to
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help get started in farming? yes/ no

(35) Have the government farm loans provided
enough money to neet your particular needs
to get started farming? .....yes/

(36) Should farm loan limits be increased? ,yes/
(32) Has meeting the repayment terms of this loan

meant problems for your tarn/f.anily?.. .yes/
(38) Should interest rates on government farm loans

be subsidized to make it easier for beginning
farmers to meet their payments? .:... ..:.. ..yes/

(39) Do you feel that repayment periods shouLd be
lenghthened to make it easier for beoinnino
farmers to meet their payments? . .. .. :..., ,.yes/ no

(40) If the amount avai
higher, would you
from your family?

no

no

no

no

lable for a loan had been
have reguired less assistance

(42) I f REeÀYMENT TERMS on government loans
given lower annual payments, would you
required less assistance from your iami

..yes/ no

(41) If less equity was reguired to get the 1oan
would you have required less assistance
from your farnily? .yes/ no

could have
have
lyl yes/ no

(43) what proportion of the money you borrowed to start
farming carne from government iarm loans and grants? ..less than

about 1/2
more than

(44) Do you borrow short t,erm money from a bank or
credit union to operate your farm? .. . ,yes/ no

(45) If you have a bank or credit union loan, have
you found payments more suited to your ability to
repay than payments on government agency roanã? yes/no/about same

(46) Have you
bank or

taken out longer term farm loans from a
credit union to purchase farm equipment? ,...,yes/ no

breeding livestock? .. . .yes/ no
farm real estate? .yes/ no
land improvemenLs? yes/ no

1/2

1/2

(45)
(48 )
(4e )

(s0) no you
union

prefer to borrow from a bank or
instead of a government agency?

credit

(51) Did you lake out any of the above loans from
banks or credit unions because you yrere unable to

,...yes/ no
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get a government agency farm

(52 ) i f yes to question 49, wirich

(53) Do you find any difficulties
loan system? (use spaces)

loan? ....yes/ no

loan? (from above).... ...,44,
' 45'
,46'
' 47'

in the present

(5¿) Can you suggest changes to lending programs?

(55) r,rhar kind of
please comment on

business arrangement do you have?
arrangement.

farm
your

By yourself

corporation

(56) Do either you or your spouse work off farm? yes/ no

(57) Is the money received from off farm employment
important in the operation of the farm?.:... ....very important

moderately
not important

(58) Ì.¡ould you agree to an interview where you would be
asked more detailed queslions? ...yes/ no

NOTE: Any information gathered by this questionaire or by the interviewwill be confidential and your answers will not be made availableto anyone.

(59) If you agree to be interviewed we require your
nafne
address

phone number

(60) Do you want us
which will be

to send you the results
in the form of totals or

of the survey,
averages? .....yes/ no
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I NTERVI EW NTJMBER. .
(0'1) what type of farm-IlTTf

(02)

(03 )

(04 )

(How most of rhe income is earned)

How large is the farm in acres?

How much of the farm is cultivated?

How large is the Iivestock operation?

(05) How
ie.

( 06) What

eg. # of head, # of. birds, quota size

productive is your livestock operation?
# of cattle soLd,/year, lbs of milk/cow, etc .

are the major crops that you grow?

(07) t.lhat are your average yields?

(08) what is your

(09) What is your

est imated

est imated
(land and

value of your

val-ue of the
buildings )

value of your

Iivestock?

farm?

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

(17) How will you

What is the estimated nachinery
and farm equipment?

Do you have a producer quota of some forn? .., ..yes/ no

If yes, of what type is it?

What is the size of the quota?

Did you have any problem acquiring the quota? ..yes/ no

Do you plan to expand your farm? .. . ,.yes/ no

In what way do you plan to expand the farm? land base
livestock
more intensive

finance this expansion? ... ...own funds
borrowed
giftsçinheritance

expect this expansion to begin? ....alreqdy started
wiihin 5 yrs
within 10 yrs.
when economy improves

(18) when do you
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(19.1).,.. ...."roÀN ACQUIRED FROM

.11 lias there any problem in getting this loan(s).. .yes/ no

.12 If so, is it because of any of the following reasons? ...no colateral

credit rating

unproven farmer

cash flow

.13 What was the loan used for? (all appropriate).... ...Iand

machinery

livestock

inprovements

.14 What is the approximate size of the 1oan?

.15 What are your repayment conditions such as:

(a) number of years the loan is held for?

(b) approximate annual payment...principle+interest? .....
(c) is the interest rate fixed or floating?
(d) The interest raLe that you are paying now (approx)?...
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(19.2).... roAN ÀcourRED FROM

.2'1 Was there any problem in getting this loan(s).. .yes/ no

.22 If so, is it because of any of the following reasons? ...no colateral

credit rating

unproven farrner

cash flow

.23 What was the loan used for? (all appropriate).... ...land

nachinery

livestock

improvemen t s

.24 What is the approximate size of the loan?

.25 What are your repayment conditions such as:

(a) number of years the loan is held for?

(b) approximate annual payment. . .principle+interest ? . .. . .
(c) Is the interest rate fixed or floating?

(d) The interest rate that you are paying now (approx)?
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(19.3).... toÀN ACQUIRED FROM "PARENTS"..

.31 Was there any problem in getting Lhis 1oan(s).. ,yes/ no

.32 If so, is it because of any of the fol-lowing reasons? ...no colateral

credit rating

unproven farmer

cash flow

.33 What was the loan used for? ....(a)..Iand
( b) machinery

(c) livestock

(d) improvements

aandb

aandc

aandd

any three

all

.34 What is the approximate size of the loan?

.35 What are your repayment conditions such as:

(a) number of years the loan is held for?

(b) approximate annual payrnent. ..principle+interest?
(c) Is the interest rate fixed or floating?

(d) The interest rate that you are paying now (approx)?...
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( 19.4).... .....roÀN ÀCQUTRED FROM

.41 was there any problem in getting this 1oan(s).. .yes/ no

.42 If so, is it because of any of the following reasons? ...no colateral

credit rating

unproven farmer

cash flow

.43 l,lhat was the loan used f or? (all appropriate).... ...land

mach i nery

livestock

improvemen t, s

.44 What is the approxinate size of the loan?

.45 What are your repayment conditions such as:

(a) number of years the loan is held for?

(b) approximate annual payment.. .principle+interest?
(c) is the interest rate fixed or floating?
(d) The interest rate that you are paying now (approx)?
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(19.5).... roÀN ACQUTRED FROM

.51 l'ias there any problem in getting this loan (s) . . .yes/ no

.52 If so, is it because of any of the following reasons?...no colaLeral

credit rating

unproven farmer

cash flow

.53 what was the loan used for? (all appropriate).... ...rand

mach i ne ry

livestock

improvements

.54 What is the approximate size of the loan?

.55 What are your repayment conditions such as:

(a) number of years the loan is held for?

(b) approximate annual payment...principle+interest? .....
(c) Is the interest rate fixed or floating?
(d) The interest rate that you are paying now (approx)?...
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(20) Do you work off the farm on a fairly regular basis? .yes/ no

(21) i{hat is the ratío of farm to off-farm work each season?...spring
summer
fall
winter

(22) what is the approximate numbers of days ofi-farm you work each year?

(23) Does your spouse work off farm? .yes/ no

Q4) If yes, does your spouse contribute the earnings toward...operating

ï:::tiå3'
(25) ooes working off farm interfere much with farming? ..,yes/ no

How

the farn
family livir:

Q6)

Q7)

(28 )

opportunities in
wiLh farming?. ,yes/ no

If so, what are they?

if you were not working off
been able to start farming?

(29) wiil you quit off-farm work
established in farming? . .yes/

(30) Did your famiJ.y help you to get started farming? .....yes/
(31) could you have started at this time without their help?...,yes/
(32) without their he1p, would you have been able to start

anyhow, but on a smaller scale? ... .....yes/
(33) Do you pran to become more independent of the family? ...yes/ no
HOW:

Àre there off-farm employment
your area that will go along

farm, would you have

when you are more
no

no

no

In the
sharing

opera t i on
agreemen t

the farm, do you
if so what are the

have a
deta i

wor k
1s:
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(35) How important is the family assistance you have received?..very

.onu",,T3i;'Ë:; nor essenria
(36) what types of assistance do you receive?

(.1 ) outright gift

(.2) subsidized interest rates

(.3) collateral or backing of bank notes

(.4) machinery/work agreement

(.5) free or cheap use of bJ-dgs, equipt.,
i nput s_

(.6) underwriting losses ie. through gifts
loans, injection of capital.

( .7 ) other:
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Dear S i r/aadam

. A study to assess the Financiai Àrrangements of new farm enlrantsis to be conducted this year, by The Dept. of Àgricultural nconomics
and Farm Management of the University oÍ Manitoba.

This study will_attempt to estimate the amount,/extent of family
assistance in the fornr of gifts, free use of resources, and freeor subsidized capital taking place to assist new entrants toget started in farming.. it will also look at the use of avaitable
government lending and/or grant programs, and capital acquisition
from the private agencies like Banks and credit únions. rerms of
loan arrangement(s), such as repayment conditions and interest
rates will be analysed to try and see if they are appropriatefor this group. I.ie are also interested in the rimitãiions thatcredit availability has on getting started in farming. The resul_tswill be made available to the government to assist iñ developingfuture lending programs and policies.

Pease assist us by compreting the following questionaire andindicate if you are willing to ðomplete a morã detailed form. This
second questionaire may or may not be acccompanied by an interview.
The material. gathered from the second questiônaire *irl be bothconfidential and anonymous. The only thing rie require is your name
from the first survey so that rge can get in touch wittr you to sendout the second questionaire. your name may be picked to be used inthe second survey and you may or may not be piðlea to be interviewedIf you do not wish to be interviewed please indicate. It would bebenificial to interview a sampre of eñtrants and your cooperation
would be appreciated.

Thankyou for your iime and heIp.

S i ncerely ,

R.M. Josepheson, Àssoc. prof.

J.B. Watt, Graduate Student

Dept. of Àgricultural Economics
University of Manitoba
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Dear Sir/Madam

About two weeks ago r.¡e sent you a letcer asking you Eo compiete aguestionnaire to-help us with our research about the iinancial rãquire-
ments to start farming. The response that we have received haÁ beenfairly complete. However the receipt of as mâny replies ur-forrible isrequired. l.te have not yet receiveã your reply ãnd need it io make the
survey as.complete as possible. This may be blamed on the mail service,
however, if this is not ihe case, then we must urge you to comprete thequestionaire and send it to us.

If you have already compLied
know the results of this project

then we thank you and we wil1 let you
as soon as completed.

Sincerely,

R.M. Josephson, Assoc. prof.

J.B. l.latt, Graduate Student

Dept. of Àgricultural Economics
University of Manitoba
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